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Without stressing heavily the psychology of
cross-cultural
opment,

learning or theories of adolescent devel¬

the dissertation offers as a case study a short¬

term overseas work camp experience which clearly pro¬
duced positive results

in motivating the teenaged

American participants toward growth and responsiveness
in the following six categories which are defined in the
study and reported on by a
six months

"post-test"

questionnaire

after the event:

commitment, willingness to engage with others;
self-confidence and poise;
personal value clarification;
emotional ease, sensitivity with others;
the helping relationship;
the sense of membership in a human community.
Philosophical antecedents
can be

found

for the study and its approach

in William James'

speculation about the

motivation of adolescents toward self-transcending causes
which require discovery of a

"moral equivalent to war,"

possibly volunteer work camps;

1

and John Dewey's theory

2

of experience as a component of curriculum planning,
according to which the properly educational experience
displays

the two attributes of a temporal

especially

into the

as well as

future,

"continuity"

promoting further growth,

interaction" between objective

(contextual)

and subjective conditions within the individuals which
make the selection and timing of

learning events an

all-important individualized process.
The possibilities of adapting the structure of
a temporary system exemplified by the
abroad seen
vehicle,

6-week work camp

in the present study as an educational

particularly

in its cross-cultural aspect,

for

use with other age groups and for other aims than per¬
sonal emotional growth is suggested as a topic for further
and subsequent research.

The present study

limits itself

to a treatment of the 43 American teenagers who travelled
to Greece to take part
which is

narratively described in detail.

of work camps
four

in a work camp project there,

since

1920

and the overseas

The context
activities of

important institutions offering short-term cross-

cultural work or living experiences overseas
both

is

examined,

from a historical standpoint and via a treatment of

basic program issues
present.
Operations

facing those organizations at the

These are the American Friends
Crossroad Africa,

Living and American Friends

Service Committee,

the Experiment in International
Service.

3
Development and realization of Greek Summer
1971 as

a project for study and research is

the results
forth.

explained,

from the questionnaire to campers

set

It is made explicit that findings are suggestive

rather than definitive in any sense,

that the questions

sought camper perceptions about the summer experience
rather than objective measures of behavioral or attitud—
inal change.

The emphasis

is on the experience rather

than on the campers.
Despite these
to

limitations,

the study

is able

justifiably assert what the major strengths and

weaknesses

of the work camp as

experience were,

a short-term,

learning

and to suggest both general considerations

for program design avenues
oping a theory of

a personal

for further research to devel¬

learning and psychological growth in

cross-cultural setting.

A passing compari¬

son is made between cross-cultural work camps as a taskoriented short-term learning device and the program Out¬
ward Bound,

as

a means of reflecting the spiritual and

philosophical characteristics of Greek Summer 1971 in
contrast to the more functional conceptions
Outward Bound.
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CHAPTER
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I
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and
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into

a

friends,
shared

participants
another
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openness
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to

camp

of

had
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changed
one

80

families
also

15

In

18

spent

not only

and

featuring

in

in

in

bus.

campers

Greek

to

43

be

and with
sense
to

one

enthusiasm,
or

surroundings.

to Thessaloniki,

institution,

spending

the

several

his

travelling

by

later

relation

new events

away

It drew

important

sponsoring

while

exposing

summer work

and moulded them

each other
some

at meeting

an hour

a

six weeks

development project

half

sites

to

separately

the

was

teenagers

seemed

program entailed
at

the American

northern Greece.

experiences.

community

ological

what

Farm School,

a

in

by

Greece,

delighted with

board

on

were

conducted

for American

and poise

Greece,

1971,

from ages

community

caring
their

campers

LEARNING

in Question

Summer

work

IN

Introduction

in Thessaloniki,

binational

American

and

STUDY

four weeks
a

the
working

Greek village
Two

early weeks

to museums,

islands,

of

archae¬

and proved

to

2

be
The

the

least

interesting

village work

weekend

to

The
several.
Bruce

project,

excursions,

experience

the

overall

Lansdale,

important

generally

This

staff

States,

Lansdale
and

have

been

that

the

could

of

opportunity

the
over

of

the heart

the

the

of

the

program were

Farm

School

70

there,

school

purposes

on his
long

annual
talks

schools
and

something

President

three Americans

registered

for

Farm School

in

of

to broaden

to

with his

the
two

pri¬

in

sons

who

concluded

Greek villages

challenge

that might help promote

United

had

to American

cross-cultural

a

overseas.

college,

the people

as

ties

longer-term fund¬

trips

definite

its

in New York

of

or

on the

it had become

institution operating

through

experience

some

the

is

in American

offer

together with
apparently

of

for

not merely

raising;

an

it

philanthropic
was

for most.

objectives

one

Greek

to America where

trip

standpoint of

permanent

vate,

were

the

campers.

From the

M.

portion of

teenagers
and

as

open-ended

adolescent

self¬

definition.
Within
natives,

the

the

varied

framework

Greek

Summer

1971

objectives:

to bring

campers

accepting

honestly

as

as

of

staff
to

a

program alter¬

held

some

point of

possible both

specific

knowing

themselves,

and
some

3
of their new-found capacities and the various Greeks they
would meet
fully) ;

(this meant above all learning to listen care¬

to learn something of a differing set of social

values and public behavior against which to examine
more critically one's own;

and to

oping a community of their own,
tion of

learn,

through devel¬

some operational defini¬

that word.
The schedule of activities was as follows:

After a

2-day rest and orientation following arrival in

Athens,

the campers embarked on a

Athens,

Delphi and the northern Peloponnese where they

9-day bus tour of

visited important sites of historical and archaeological
Greece.

Arriving at the Farm School,

they could unpack their

suitcases,

where at last

the campers were

quickly introduced to the village of Lakkia
"hollow"

or

"ditch").

(meaning

They would spend from eight

till noon five days a week working with villagers on the
pre-selected project,

to dig foundations for and build

a terraced cement plaza,

shaped like a delta,

which

would replace a slanting open space of hard packed earth.
Back at the Farm School
campers were asked to devote
week choosing one of
with the goal of

in the afternoons,

2^ hours three times a

several manual activities there,

finding the

stimulus,

confidence and

4
satisfaction that may come from learning a skill or
building

something alone.

included beekeeping,
from moulds,

These

carpentry,

"department"

making cinderblocks

trimming cornstalks,

broidery and handicrafts,
the piggery.

areas

Greek cookery,

em—

and tending the cowbarns or

Each Monday the campers

signed up for the

same or a different department for that week.
Finally,
a

there were

four weekend excursions,

and

3-day island cruise to bring the program to a relaxed

close.
Evening discussions were

fairly regularly sched¬

uled in the early part of the four weeks,
as the campers pleaded for more
Topics were of two types:
pressions about Greece,
end trips
in Greece;

then relaxed

free time to themselves.

imparting information or im¬

Greek language,

forthcoming week¬

and the experiences of other Americans
and talks

living

in small or large groups where the

campers developed their own thoughts about what was
taking place.

2.

General Purposes of the Study
a.

The study examines

the nature of this parti¬

cular out-of-school experience as
tool

for encouraging

certain sorts of emotional growth

and community consciousness.
of an impressionable

a possible pedagogical

age,

Given all of the advantages

a careful

selection process

and

5
the innate responsiveness of the Greeks in whose setting
the experience took place,

the campers returned to this

country unmistakably satisfied with themselves as indi¬
viduals and with their discovered capacity for expression
in friendship with others.1
One intent of the study is

to weigh the variable

of having chosen a foreign context for the event,
opposed to the broader factor of
campers
to home.

away

as

simply having taken the

from their normal social settings in or near

Findings

show generally that the challenge of

meeting and dealing with fundamentally different sets of
cultural norms

and behavior patterns,

in the face of which

the campers had no recourse than to fall back on their
own inner and group resources,

may be as

moting their development as the mere
for a time
of this

from their home towns.

finding,

in Chapter V,

important in pro¬

fact of being away

The tentative nature

and qualifications to it,

are expounded

especially the summary section.

The applicability of the experience at hand to
other age groups

as well as

not necessarily abroad,

is

to other cross-cultural settings
an approach that suggests

itself

iSeveral parents have spoken with American Farm
School offices in New York commenting along the lines,
"What did you do?
She seems so much happier and more mature

6

as

a follow-up to the present study.

Specifically,

the

use of such an experience-based curriculum for training
teachers
dence

and administrators in self-awareness,

self-confi¬

and sensitivity to cultures other than their own may

show real potential.

Learning with others in a memorable,

positively reinforcing setting can also be a valuable
antidote to any kind of loss of nerve,

abstractionism or

provincialism such as educators may occasionally suffer.
The idea of doing something

special which binds

participants together is in essence what Dean Dwight Allen
practised when he

took the planning group of the University

of Massachusetts'

School of Education for its

passage"

"rite of

into a Colorado working retreat in 1968.

it must be

However,

stated clearly that the present study does not

prove the connection between adult and adolescent experi¬
ence-based programs,

but merely suggests it by analogy as

a subject for further research.
b.
during the
with

As

a means

to understanding what took place

six weeks of Greek Summer 71,

a comparative

survey of

mental

institutions in the

vice.

Such a survey,

beyond serving to
in question.

the study begins

four other private and govern¬

field of overseas volunteer ser¬

however,

has a purpose of its own

set a context for the specific experience

It should be of help to future researchers or

leaders of overseas summer camps

to determine the most

7
effective program design,
comes or objectives;

given any set of intended out¬

to suggest to them more sophisticated

evaluation tools than is presently possible
Summer

1971;

for Greek

and to let them draw generally from the goals

and operational characteristics
some of the major,
The study,

for whatever purpose of

more established programs in the area.
then,

identifies

and analyzes the out¬

comes of the Greek Summer 1971 program,

both as intended

by the staff and then as perceived by the campers,

with

a view to recommending an experience-based curriculum in
cross-cultural
gests

settings

for students generally;

it sug¬

comparisons between Greek Summer 1971 and other pro¬

grams,

such as

the American Friends Service Committee,

Experiment in International Living,
Africa and others
comes;

the

Operation Crossroads

from the standpoint of goals

and out¬

and concludes with further suggestions about follow¬

up studies
ence-based,

into the applicability of this
cross-cultural

form of experi¬

learning process to other groups

(e.g.,

in-service training for administrators or teacher

teams).

The present study should serve to promote new

research in the design either of specific project evalua¬
tion tools or of generalized cross-cultural project con¬
ceptualization and planning.

8

3.

Objectives of

the Study

The objectives of

the present study are four:

to identify expected outcomes by staff,
cerned by the campers

themselves;

and those dis¬

to examine the vari¬

ance between staff expectations and the achievement of
those outcomes by campers themselves;
of the

factors

contributing to the difference between

expected and actual outcomes.

Establishing a comparative

context with other overseas programs
stand Greek Summer
a.
complete

and to weigh some

in order to under¬

1971 more deeply is a fourth objective.

Outcomes anticipated by the staff.

statement of

A more

anticipated outcomes than the one

suggested earlier would

include both the expectations of

the Farm School which organized the summer camp in the
first place,

and those held by the Greek Summer 1971 staff.

The

not always the same.

two were

One of Lansdale's objectives was to develop friend¬
ships
the

and understanding between Greeks and Americans, with

prospect of furthering personal ties between campers

on the one hand and the Greek village and the Farm School
on the other.

This is not to deny his very real commit¬

ment to the goal of

individual camper growth through work

task accomplishment in a community of their own making and
through the discipline of listening to other points of view.

9
However,

the camp director's own interest focused more

closely on the following set of objectives

- for each

camper if possible to:
a.

undergo the experience of community build¬
ing with age-group peers of as assorted
backgrounds as the scholarship money could
provide;

b.

develop self-confidence through specific
task accomplishment or specific skill learn¬
ing;

c.

to find either new ways, or broadened limits
to old ways of self-expression.
Behavior
modelling from the open-mannered example of
the Greeks in the program and in the village
was anticipated;

d.

to learn to listen to others holding differ¬
ent cultural and social values from one's own.
This discipline or skill was not just an out¬
come in its own right; it was expected to
produce:
- greater sensitivity to others, as real
people rather than abstractions;
- greater awareness of one's own self:
one's own values, one's talents and
one's personal needs.

Particularly useful to conceptualizing the potential
of work camps
of

for teaching and learning,

a temporary system,

Systems"

by Dr.

in Education.2

as

Matthew B.

is

the chapter

Miles

taken as an example
"On Temporary

in his edition of Innovation

Although the characteristics of temporary

2Matthew B. Miles, ed., Innovation in Education
(New York:
Teachers College Press, Columbia University,
1964),

ch.

19.

10

systems

("input,"

"process,"

"output")

described there

do not specifically focus on international or crosscultural settings,
especially social
equalitarianism,

his outline of general attributes ~
"norms"

openness

iment and intensity or

of temporary societies such as
and trust,

willingness

to exper¬

seriousness of purpose — explain

what typically may happen from the standpoint of social
dynamics when a selected group such as Greek Summer 1971
campers

assemble

for a specific time period and a specific

purpose.
If the questionnaires measure outcomes as per¬
ceived by the campers

themselves,

what is the sense of

articulating what the staff objectives were to begin with?
In the first place a comparison between planned
and realized outcomes

is helpful

in suggesting methodology

for design of any such experience-based curriculum as a
general concept.

Examining the degree to which program

events might be voluntary and open-ended,
supervised,
of

or required and

is meaningful depending on the effectiveness

such judgements

in actually producing intended outcomes

It may be that camper participation in the decision-making
not only produces more
but represents

stimulating elements of training,

in itself

a training variable of great

weight in producing desired attitudinal or behavioral out¬
comes .

11

Or,
clearly
which
of

react,

time

menting

at

their

experience.
into

the

adults
coming

own

ended questions
campers

Spring
the

of

camp

were

1971,

this

At

as

to

one

results
paper

way

out
of

of

the

early

for

the
going

Anticipation

from the openapplication
in

the

forms

early

a discussion during

and marking
format

program once

stage,

of

imple¬

expectations.

in the

fill

against

and

reason

campers.

semi-anonymous

their

pens which
for express¬

they

answers

reached
were

as

one might expect:

to have a good time
to meet new friends

to
to

give of myself
share something

to
to

to
to

learn something new
find out about myself

do something
see Greece

to work with my

together
hands

Following up on the campers'
sent

by

answered

brown
a

is

a general

from the

that

and varied

in

and

with

any

flounder much

can get out

outcome

perceived

anticipations

Thessaloniki.

issue

requested

and

they

comparative

asked

lacking

grips with discovering
of what

as

that

adolescents will

derived

campers

their

general

ideas

program using

provided
ing

or

Clarifying

were

contrariwise

of programmed expectation

to

Outcomes

outcomes

which

base

question of
b.

of

appear

perceptible

to

the

it may

return,

one questionnaire was

out to them by the Farm School office in New York,

designed to cull

ideas primarily for improving the summer

program for next year.

However,

certain open-ended questions

included in it give early response to the following:

12

Can you identify some of the elements making
GS 71 a success, if you thought it was one?
- Can you identify some
program?

failures to the GS

71

- Do you think the program fulfilled its goals?
What do you think they were, and were they the
right ones for you?
- How would you describe the sort of person who
ought to be selected for the program next year?
-

If you had to pick one favorite aspect of the
program, what was it?
One pet peeve?

- Can you sum up what GS
one or two words?
Thus,

71 meant to you in just

by indirection the investigator caught an early

glimpse of the interaction between campers
as

they perceived it.

ther open-

and the program

Responses were used to prepare fur¬

or closed-ended questions which led closer to

what the campers

saw as

the benefits or accomplishments

which each personally derived.
c.
outcomes.

Measuring contributing factors

to perceived

Another good reason for observing the interaction

between planned and actual outcomes is

that any thought of

adapting this educational model to other age groups demands
an identification of those components which may have pro¬
duced any given outcome.
Was

the degree of

activities

—

freedom,

Was

the Greek setting significant?

or the degree of structure to

the task orientation aspects,

or the

leeway to

associate with each other and with representatives of another

13
value system?

The sufficiency of the staff's program

design decisions during the Spring of 1971

in producing

actual given outcomes must be fixed in order to determine
whether perhaps

any short-term training experience can

be properly conceptualized and adapted.
ment by Belasco and Trice,

(See the assess¬

under "Research Methods" below,

concerning the general ineffectiveness of training programs
in producing any objectively measurable

level of outcome

which correlates with pre-planned objectives.)
If a low value

for predictability were obtained,

meaning that an outcome
is over,
(a)
but

is only definable after the event

then there would be

little way of knowing:

not only what caused what to happen in the first place;
(b)

what will be the basic nature of any new outcomes

given a different age group or setting for such an "exper¬
ience-based curriculum."
d.
programs.

Comparison between Greek Summer 71 and other
GS

71 may have been novel to the campers,

it certainly is

but

far from a new idea as a learning activity.

Comparisons between this program and four more established,
larger overseas volunteer service programs will not only
assist future researchers
general

area,

in orienting themselves

to the

but will clarify and highlight what took place

in Greek Summer 1971 as project components are matched
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against objectives,
other,

bigger programs

Search,"

4.

outcomes and leadership styles of
in the

field.

(See

below.)

Research Methods

and Limitations of Study

Research methods in this

study were chosen fol¬

lowing a close reading of the book by J.
H.

M.

Trice,

Therapy
problems

"Literature

Belasco and

The Assessment of Change in Training and

(McGraw-Hill,

1969).

and considerations

operation,

A.

settle on the

The authors

set out major

in evaluation design and

4-way evaluation design developed

by R.

Solomon and adapted by Stanley Stauffer in 1949 —

this

design is used in studying the effects of therapy on

patients under treatment for alcoholism,
in attitude,
supervisors

knowledge

and on changes

and behavior shown by plant or office

following a specific training program — and

in the process,

point out the major weaknesses of the

Solomon 4-way design in dealing objectively with the groups
they used.

Belasco and Trice suggest modifications of the

4-way design converting it to a

2-way design.

when applied to Greek Summer 1971,
objective

analysis

While
August

1969

tool runs

However,

the use of this or any

into a problem of scale.

large-scale studies,

for example Lou Harris

"Survey of Returned Peace Corps Volunteers

could designate a reasonably satisfactory group against
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which to test several thousand Returned Peace Corps
Volunteers

those applicants who have been found

fisdf
overseas

been selected,

and who subsequently declined

assignments — Greek Summer 1971 on the other

hand turned away
Spring of

1971,

less

than a dozen applicants in the

who were deemed too young.

These

rejected applicants do not constitute a large enough
group to act as any experimental control.
In fact,
30

Belasco and Trice found that with only

respondents in each of their groupings B and D of

industry supervisors,

consistent readings on post-test

objective questionnaires

and research interviews were

not really possible.3

They consider limited size of

groupings

practical drawback to the Solomon

an inherent,

4-way design since

large enough numbers of respondents

to assire reliability are usually not available.
Summer

1971 campers numbered 43,

were received --

and although 39

Greek
returns

an unusually high percentage -- the total

number still remains statistically small.
As

a result,

research in this

study does not con¬

centrate on any close statistical or other manipulation
of

"objective"

force

Change
pp.

data from campers.

in the nature of

Conclusions

subjective assessments based on

3J. A. Belasco and H. M. Trice,
in Training and Therapy (N. Y.:

94-96.

are per¬

The Assessment of
McGraw Hill, 1969),
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questionnaire responses,

within which patterns of signifi¬

cance are noted and recorded.

The questionnaire itself

does not attempt to elicit objective responses.
One must keep in mind Belasco and Trice's admonish¬
ment regarding the objective assessment of training out¬
comes:

"...in short,

producing change,

training is relatively impotent in

while the change it does produce can be

traced to the content of the training experience and the
visibility of the change sought."4
occur may not be

Such changes as do

the ostensible ones sought by the program,

but others having to do with interpersonal relationships
between trainees

and the organization,

or with consolidating

functional changes taking place totally outside the context
of training —
ment,

5.

"rites of passage"

to promotion or retire¬

for example.

Literature Search
Literature has been investigated with the aim of

establishing a context of American volunteer programs work¬
ing overseas within which to understand more
nature of Greek Summer 1971.
programs

are

parisons.

surveyed,

fully the

Four major American volunteer

and two others referred to for com¬

A brief summary is

also included of the history

of American work camps abroad since their beginning after

4Belasco and Trice,

p.

110

113.
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World War I.

For the

latter,

two books by Arthur Gillette,
UNESCO:

the study relies heavily on
then an official working with

One Million Volunteers

Trends in Service by; Youth
The agencies

(Pelican,

1968)

(United Nations,

and New

1971).

are:

American Field Service
American Friends Service Committee
Experiment in International Living
Operation Crossroads Africa
The

two

referred to but not actually studied are International

Voluntary Service,

Inc.

accepts volunteers

for extended service periods,

years,

and the Peace Corps,

each of which
normally two

and which are thus basically different from the short¬

term programs

("temporary systems").

Exposure to the literature seems to reveal for a
fact that studies generally of volunteer service accomplish¬
ments have concentrated on externalities to the volunteer as
a person,
changes
tional

to the neglect of

such concerns as possible

in emotional maturity,
skills.

been his

Favorite areas

self-knowledge and human rela¬
for assessment instead have

increased level of international understanding,

mitment to a service career thereafter,
of

social

justice and social action,

ness or that of his

6.

com¬

commitment to ideals

and his work effective¬

group.

Significance of Study
The study does not pretend to produce consistent,

objective research statistics describing what transpired
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within the Greek Summer
of

1971 campers,

but yields a baseline

information on intended and discernible outcomes

ture consideration by others

in designing comprehensive

analyses of short-term volunteer service programs
they should be

for fu¬

and how

led from the standpoint of inner change or

growth of awareness

in participants.

The contextual setting of Greek Summer 1971 among
six other American service programs
for comparative evaluation of

furnishes further data

the Greek program and of some

major components of American overseas service activity in
general.
Such short-term programs
portant aspect of non-academic,

appear to constitute an im¬
out-of-school learning.

Both

the externally or socially oriented criteria for evaluation
popular in much current treatment of these programs,
criteria oriented toward emotional growth,
and human relations,
any design of
of

type of

study to the training of
more

self-realization

are fitting subjects for consideration in

training or curriculum.

this particular

and the

The possible relevance

overseas work camp project under

adults

is

left in general to further,

specific research by others.
But emphasizing personal aspects of growth from cross-

cultural work and

living experiences

in place of the more

usual attention to externally focused changes
social or political activism,
consciousness,
study.

career goals,

in levels of

or international

constitutes the major original thrust of this

CHAPTER

I

I

A Setting for American Work Camps

Before getting into the objectives of Greek Summer
1971,

as envisaged by the American Farm School and its

summer camp staff,

one should grasp the context of some

short- and longer-term projects
abroad,

into which Greek Summer 1971 knowingly or unknow-

ingly fit.
the

The variety of projects past and present,

change over years

in volunteers'

vation in joining them,
among

and

expectations or moti¬

provide a problem of selection

a rich welter of activities both general and task-

oriented,
tions,

an alphabet soup of volunteer sending organiza¬

receiving organizations or coordinating bodies.

Arthur Gillette,
in Paris,

formerly of UNESCO's Youth Affairs Bureau

has published two useful and clarifying books

outlining the
tary

for American volunteers

20th century history of international volun¬

action and in effect giving a taxonomy of

service

organizations by objective and function.1

xSee his One Million Volunteers (Pelican A986,
and his New Trends in Service by Youth (UNESCO, 1971).

1968),
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1.

Background
In America the idea behind voluntary service may

be

said to have originated in William James'

The Moral Equivalent of War"
it was

always

in which James stated that

an easy matter to rally young people to a

cause if the cause
terms.2

could be dramatized in self“transcending

Getting outside one's

for one and one

for all,

tively conceived objective,

self into a camaraderie of

in the service of some posi¬
and facing the dark side of

reality in the form of personal hardship,
danger,

thus

appeals

James,

clarification).

risk and physical

almost irresistibly to youths

be amidstream in the process
value

Unfortunately,

according to William

a music of transcendental adventure usually
to nationalism,
never fascist,

(who may

of self-definition and private

the Pied Piper who appeals to youth's

to war as

1911 monograph,

super-patriotism and to war.

idealism with
leads them off
James was

and felt impelled to propose an alternative

a stimulant of individual commitment to the in¬

spiring cause.

What he came up with was

a suggestion for

volunteers which was apparently nowhere implemented at the
time but was echoed in America's Civilian Conservation
Corps of the

1930's,

in AFSC's

first domestic work camp

2James N. Cavener, "Service and/or Survival," paper
presented at the 26th Annual Consultation of the Commission
on Voluntary Service and Action (CVSA), Washington, D.C.,
October 20-22, 1971.
Page 6 of the written report entitled
"Is the Bubble Bursting?"
William James monograph was printed
in McClure's Magazine, August, 1910, pp. 463-468.
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project

(1934,

in the impoverished coal mine country of

Westmoreland County,
haps

Pennsylvania)

and eventually per¬

in other accomplishment-oriented volunteer organi¬

zations

such as the Peace Corps.3

domestic,

it was a program of

government—sponsored service.

Work camps generally seem to have thrived when
there

is honest,

useful work to be done and to frustrate

participants when the task is perceptibly

"make-work,"

or

poorly managed on the site.4

Getting something useful

finished and,

setting the scene for some

lessons

in the process,

in international understanding,

through community

living,

self-awareness

and often pacifism,

have been

the chief explicit goals of work camps since their begin¬
ning.
There is,

however,

ferent way of organizing

at least one other totally dif¬

for international understanding

3Ibid.
discrepancies in respective approaches to work
and to the "cult of efficiency" between American volunteers
and others are such that AFSC in its orientations now
specifically addresses this issue.
From the September 29,
1971 Uganda follow-up report by volunteer S. Fry:
"I am
very thankful that AFSC told us not to expect to feel as if
we had done enough work and to disregard American standards
of efficiency.
For that reason I felt that many aspects of
the work camp were easier on me than on the two German
teachers, the English and the Dutch student."
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and learning about one's
by the U.S.

self.

The

"home stay"

Experiment in International Living

is

featured

(USEIL),

and

used to the exclusion of all other structure or activity
by the American Field Service in its short-term programs
too.

The home stay involved placing an individual volun¬

teer in the household of a family from another country and
culture,

and essentially leaving it at that -- with the

expectation that the

judicious matching of both family and

volunteer will allow the chemistry of

interaction to pro¬

duce unforseeable but predictably positive results
sharing,

communication and mutual understanding.

USEIL's June

in
From

1970 brochure entitled "About the EXPERIMENT":

The Experiment's programs are based on the con¬
viction that one best learns to understand an¬
other people and their culture by living among
them as a member of a family...the heart of these
programs is the experience of living with a
family in another country, usually for one month.
From that vantage point, each Experimenter has
the opportunity to understand and to appreciate
a new culture by living it.
The Experiment was
dent exchanges that year.
dents,
lar

has

founded in 1932,
Only

at the urging of stu¬

it begun turning the two-week portion of its popu¬

summer programs

from the

to service activity instead,
the town where the individual
living.5

lately,

and began stu¬

traditional binational group tour
on some handy work project in
"experimenters"

have been

In any case coming to terms personally with another

interview with Mr. William Luring, Director of Leader
Selection, the Experiment in International Living, Putney, Vt.
October

13,

1971.
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culture is

a major objective of either the work camp or

the homestay format of activity.
to rate

the homestay as a

because the experience

is

it may be much harder

"moral equivalent of war"
so much an individual one,

un¬

shared by one's cultural peers and lacking in community
focus

or physical task.

family may be
and all

Of course,

dealing with a new

community enough to the homestay volunteer,

learning even at work camps

individual experience;
different outcomes

is ultimately a private,

but the homestay is designed for

than the work camp.

in the interest of

producing a highly personalized cross-cultural experience
for each volunteer,
compare reactions
the experience
out one's

it sacrifices reflexive,

among American youths

itself),

test-and-

(at least during

and the excitement of measuring

commitment to a group dedicated to getting some

task done:

individual membership in group activism.

As

suggested in Chapter I,

one other way to break

down international voluntary service activities is

into

those producing tangible work accomplishments and those
focusing more directly on the educational value of the
experience.

The European founder of work camps,

Pierre

Ceresole,

whose projects were generally short-term

or less) ,

would not have tolerated deprecating the con¬

crete attainments of his
on relief

(3 months

international projects which carried

and rehabilitation work in diaster settings where
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all work done reduced some suffering and was thereby worth¬
while.

But even to him,

for his unpopular,

a Swiss Quaker

(who went to

anti-nationalist pacifism)

a mathematician-engineer,

jail

as well as

the volunteer work camp which he

started in 1920 had undoubted value beyond the manifest
one of

reconstructing bombed-out buildings.

future community of non-violent,

Building the

world minded citizens was

probably his ultimate objective.
The
however,

inherent condition of most summer projects,

at least in the

last two decades,

is that they

are probably too brief averaging two months or less to show
tangible results

short of disaster relief

every bit of help does

count.

At least,

brief to prove their value every time
ects

to the

situations where
they are too

as manual labor proj¬

satisfaction of task-oriented,

ambitious youths.

The divergence between the goal of getting enough done at
the work site

and the educational value of voluntary ser¬

vice to the participant,

which in the last decade has

been interpreted more and more to mean learning social
awareness,
action,

socio-economic problem identification and social

are set out explicitly by Andris Barblan in an AFSC

background paper a year ago:
In short term voluntary service, the service
element is most often only a pretext for a
deep educational experience for the volunteers.
I think it is more honest to insist on the
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learning side of the project than to pretend
that society is going to be changed by activ¬
ities carried out by the project participants...
The deepest effect is on the participants
themselves, confronted by a new situation, dis¬
covering a reality they had no idea could exist.8
In his
Americans, 7

forward to Harold R.

the Rev.

James H.

Isaacs'

Robinson,

Emergent

founder of Opera¬

tion Crossroads Africa gives another corroborating view
that in his
ments

are

American

6-week summer work camps,

a vehicle,

manual accomplish¬

and not the end of the experience

"crossroaders"

for

and cooperating African students:

In most cases, we chose the work camp technique
as the best way of providing the setting for the
confrontation we sought with Africans.
It was
our feeling, rather than our knowledge, that the
sharing of a common living experience, preferably
in a village, and working on a common, useful
project...provided a better setting for confronta¬
tion than a travelling seminar... The key words in
the Crossroads experience are confrontation, iden¬
tification, understanding and engagement.8
This has not been the unanimous view of the value
of work camps,

or the

sole prioritizing of useful outcomes.

Said one camper in the
this

'service'

lark;

1960's plainly,

"I don't hold with

just give me a job to do."9

An enor¬

mous distance has been covered in both participant

8Andris Barblan, "Good Will or Evil Goods?"
Back¬
ground Paper II, AFSC Summer Projects Abroad Program Com¬
mittee,

January 1971,

p.

1.

7Harold R. Isaacs, Emergent Americans:
A Report on
"Crossroads Africa" (New York:
John Day Company, 1961) .
8Ibid.,

p.

9Gillette,

8-9.
1971,

p.

13.
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expectation

and

the

Pierre

time

of

the

young Anglo-Saxon
An

even

early

greater

for

twenty-three

was

inspired

began

of

just

of

the

of

jobs

British

American

Ceresole was

had

just

Ceresole,

among

1952,

entry

suggests

&

11Ibid.,

Co.,
p.

trees

French

in France which

Pickett,
p.

in cooperation

whose

trying

replace

For More
339.

auspices

successfully

and

If

indeed.

a variety

hospitals,
the

caring

like.* 11

first work

on

But

camp

together,

appalling war

was

I.10

general

and Germans

an

things,

86.

that Ceresole

AFSC

the

performed

fruit

1953),

the

AFSC director

into World War

period,

service which might

Brown

Pickett,

and under

inflicted

10Clarence E.
Little,

E.

starved,establishing

other

lark."

between

task-oriented model

Friends,

involved

countries

national

travelled

committed pacifist,

Verdun

'service'

did hold very much with

the post-war

the

"this

reconstruction work

a very

between

present day.

until

replanting
a

been

Clarence

Red Cross,

feeding

refugees,

outside

and

organizers,

the moment when Gillette's

Ceresole

AFSC's

picked

the War

the

has

after America's

so,Ceresole
During

by

the

against

the

service.
years

of

and

out

and

thing,

"lark"

of

spoke

or mid-1960's

the

for

Ceresole

distance

For one

with

objectives

whose

each

to develop

a

the military

than Bread

other.
form
service

(Boston:
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alternative,

and thus went close to the American Quakers'

own motives behind voluntary service in the field of re¬
construction. i2
monograph or not,
of war"
(SCI,

whether Ceresole had read William James'
his own search for the

led him to found the

"moral equivalent

"Service Civil International"

translated as International Voluntary Service)13

with the

financial and moral support of the Fellowship of

Reconciliation in Holland,

of which Ceresole in 1920 was

International Secretary.
These earlier steps
the web of
were

whatever

idealistic and practical motives behind them,

clearly designed to meet individual and community

human needs.
ment,

in voluntary service,

They were responses

to

famine,

impoverish¬

epidemics or lack of housing.
The issue had not yet been joined concerning the

rights and roles of volunteer service beneficiaries in
determining the nature of these
ing more effective

"good works,"

and permanent problem-solving through

social action and political change.
stresses

or concern¬

To be sure,

that AFSC's work in France was

"all,

Pickett

of course.

12James Cavener in his address to the CVSA "consul¬
tation" in Washington, D.C., October 20-22, 1971 (see fn. 2
supra) suggests (p. 7) that Ceresole during his "long Amer¬
ican visit" sometime before 1917 may have inspired the
American Quakers' creation of AFSC, instead of borrowing his
work camps from their 1917-1920 example in Europe.
That
speculation of who inspired whom is beyond the scope of
this

chapter.
13Pickett,

p.

339.
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alongside

the French people themselves."14

this period,

But during

during the great burgeoning of voluntary

service and student exchange activities after World War
^1
very

in the 1950
few in the

Richard Graham,

s,

it would have probably occurred to

"movement"

to pose the issue as done by

former Peace Corps Director in Tunisia

and first head of the Teacher Corps,
tation"

in October,

and 1970's,

1971.15

at the CVSA "consul¬

In the context of the 1960's

finding a private answer to this

troubling

question may have become the primary task of more ideal¬
istic volunteers:
Is the purpose, as you see it, of volunteerism
to serve society or is it to shape it?
If you
use your energies to serve it, you will probably
preserve the status quo.
It appears that the
greatest demands before us are how to help shape
it...The voluntary association... has its own
legitimacy from the community and not from the
state... [Volunteers] lead to this healthy ques¬
tioning right now about who are we and what are
we doing which is extremely important.16
This

suggests

that the action-oriented volunteer

who may characterize work camp membership today has gone
beyond caring much about physical attainments on the job.

14Ibid.,

p.

86.

15Richard Graham, "Is the Bubble Bursting?"
CVSA
26th Annual Autumn Consultation, October 20-22, 1971:
Panel discussion report, p. 3.
16Ibid.
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He may care

less than his predecessors about human under¬

standing and acceptance between different cultures;
"acceptance"hardly describes his attitude at all.
wants

to attack the causes of

symptoms.

suffering,

He

not treat their

Human understanding may have come to mean under¬

standing a common feasible base for action against society'
established political and economic institutions,

and no

longer understanding as a road to individual tolerance.
To the extent that Pierre Ceresole was a pacifist
seeking to overcome national,

ethnic or cultural bias and

intolerance in order to reduce the possibilities of war,
it may be that the Experiment
Service,

(USEIL) ,

and other programs a few steps off the present

work camp trend toward international
inherited Ceresole's basic aim:
persons,

future leaders

transcend and perhaps
tions

and I

action,

have

whose personal ties

against military solu¬

The president of the American
Greece has a favorite parable

on the mountain and saw a beast coming toward me,
hid.

As he came closer I peered out and saw that he

was only a hairy man.
I

can prevail

in Thessaloniki,

social

developing a cadre of

among them,

to national problems.

Farm School
"I was

the American Field

I went out;

saw he was my brother."

and when he approached,

30
As Gillette suggests,
with its
munity,

however,11

this

approach,

stress on personal membership in a human commay not be

"realistic"

enough either for the taste

of moderate contemporary volunteers striving for practical
effectiveness in their work camp efforts,

or for more

radi¬

cal youth collaborating with other volunteers and local
communities to push back obstacles to autonomous and pos¬
sibly revolutionary local community development.
significant that in recent years AFSC met its
budgetary problems

and restructuring its priori¬

ties to favor domestic social action causes
racism,

intensified

by cutting back heavily on traditional

volunteer service programs,

of

It is

(the problem

and personal American responsibilities in the

Vietnam War).18

Presumably these two areas of activity

will provide young people with the same chances
istic self-expression as do service programs,
international activities

remaining become

the new emphasis within the U.S.

for ideal¬

while the

(paralleling

Peace Corps

since 1969)

the preferred province of older technical assistance
specialists holding specific

17Gillette,

1971,

p.

skills.

106.

1 interview with George Marshfield,
of AFSC's
1972.

"Special Projects Abroad,"

former head
Activity, February

24
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One cause for the rise in volunteer radicalism,
perhaps

ironically,

sponsored,

may be the growth of the government-

longer-term service project promising the

idealist more than it can usually deliver as an opportunity
for changing self or society.

In 1958 the United Kingdom

picked up the idea behind the project which Ceresole de¬
veloped with Ghandi
serve

in 1934,

sending four volunteers to

in India for an extended 3-year period.

Kingdom founded and funded the
Overseas
Canada

(VSO),

and was

longer-term Voluntary Service

followed by similar efforts in

(Canadian Service Overseas),

Service Abroad)

The United

New Zealand

and in 1961 by the U.S.

Creation of the Peace Corps was

(Voluntary

Peace Corps.19
followed by the

flowering of government-sponsored volunteer organizations,
especially by other industrialized nations,
They came in many
above,

sizes

and models,

the Peace Corps was the

in the 1960's.20

but of those mentioned

first not to be totally

divorced from foreign policy objectives of the sponsoring
country.21

Its volunteers were ultimately placed in the

difficult role of

19Cavener,
2 °Ibid.
21Ibid.

serving for long enough periods of time

p.

13.
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(typically two years in a given spot)
absorbed in trying to change

to really become

local conditions or in fur¬

nishing some badly needed institutional service
teaching or health clinic work,

such as

but of being usually pro¬

hibited from taking on the deeper causes of social or
economic disparities,

or even from criticizing publicly

those causes

local or American)

(whether

With the

of that disparity.

longer-term service tour,

the volunteer

embarked beyond the objectives of personal

learning or

fulfilment through cross-cultural exchange

(although that

never ceased to be a by-product of most Peace Corps exper¬
iences) ,

and into an inherently frustrating situation for

the idealist.

Far more than any work camper,

volunteer faces
that makes

abroad

less

developed countries;

-- technical

demonstration of

youthful and presumably appealing facet of America
(in a word,

public relations);

of world-mindedness
have been inevitable

in American youth

once

and the inculcation
leaders,22

that William James'

enthusiastic service corps
lenges,

But given the

three very broad basic objectives

assistance for
a new,

the real possibility of doing something

a difference in human attitudes.

Peace Corps'

the two-year

taking risks

conception of an
and meeting chal¬

adopted by Peace Corps volunteers

22Graham,

p.

4.

it may

in the
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progressive American social climate of the early
would eventually collide with the barrier of
stricted,
Corps

2.

as

1960's,

a more re¬

politically sensitive premise of what the Peace
a government-supervised could afford to be.

The American Friends Service Committee

(AFSC)

What then are the reasonable expectations of a
non-government supervised,
in this day and age
suggests,-23

if,

short-term volunteer program

as the AFSC Background Paper II

society itself will probably not be changed

by any given project or by its participants?
recent AFSC position,

and does it differ from AFSC's earlier

self-conception as the
young Americans
War I,

the

first American organization to bring

to European reconstruction work in World

first to

(Pennsylvania,

What is the

introduce a domestic work camp project

1934),

and apparently the agency to have in¬

spired the Peace Corps with its

1939 peace-education exten¬

sion program sending Americans to Mexico?214
The hope of

furthering international reconciliation

through relief and reconstruction work was what motivated
AFSC

in its

1917-1920 European activities and beyond,25

23See footnote

6.

24Gillette

1968,

25Pickett,

p.

86.

p.

64

ff.

but
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under the circumstances of terrible need it may be that
to many participants,
any

the work neither needed nor found

justification beyond its

immediate value.

American

volunteers were there clearly to cope with a variety of
clear-cut tasks or objectives,

and not particularly to

learn or teach.26
Clarence E.
1952,

cites

World War I,
quate

Pickett,

Director of AFSC from 1929-

three works describing AFSC's activities in
France,27

for our purpose.

entered the War,

but his own brief account is ade¬
Twenty-four days after America

the American Friends met in Philadelphia

to deliberate on how Quakers could in good conscience
serve their country,
The AFSC was
by Rufus M.
tain the

which decidedly they wished to do.

formed as
Jones;

a result of these meetings

led

the minutes of the first meeting con¬

following from their declaration of purpose:
We are united in expressing our love for our
country and our desire to serve her loyally.
We offer ourselves to the Government of the
United States in any constructive work in which
we can conscientiously serve humanity.28

26Ibid.
2 7Rufus M.
(Macmillan, 1920);
(Macmillan, 1929);
(Macmillan,

Jones, A Service of Love in War Time
Lester M. Jones, Quakers in Action
Mary Hoxie Jones, Swords into Ploughshares

1937).

28Pickett,

p.

85.
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Soon after,

one hundred young men — all pacifists _

were

selected,

given a brief training at Haverford Col¬

lege

in overseas reconstruction work,

and sent to join

the British Friends Service Council which had already
been in the

field since

six hundred volunteers

1914.

At its peak,

in war-torn France staffing food

and clothing distribution centers,
centers or

in refugee children

in hospitals.

After the War,
countries:

relief work continued into other

child-feeding in Germany itself,

tribution in Austria,
in Serbia,

AFSC had

milk dis¬

stemming starvation and plagues

Poland and the Soviet Union.

The close feel¬

ings developing between people of different countries
and cultures

long outlived the period of reconstruction

work,29

and inspired the formation of Quaker International

Centers

in Europe.
They were not to be centers for proselytizing
from other churches to build up a Society of
Friends.
They were, rather, to represent the
cohesive quality in human life, seeking in
the spirit of religion to draw together, in
understanding, people whose countries tended
toward misunderstanding or even war with one
another.3 0

29Pickett,
30Ibid.

p.

88-89.
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We
gram goals

shall see

some

similarity between these pro¬

and those of Greek Summer 1971.

point,

AFSC had not yet developed the use of

student work camps.

The early volunteers were really

doing alternative military service
have wished),

But at this

(as Ceresole would

on an extended duration,

and some feelings

of national pride must have interspersed with those of
service

to the victims of war.
Ray Newton is credited with persuading AFSC in

1933 to take up the idea of a short-term youth service
project from Ceresole

and his SCI,

that American context of domestic

and to apply it to
"reconstruction."31

The reservoir and water main which 55 volunteers helped
the people of Westmoreland County,
in the summer of
impoverished,

Pennsylvania to build

1934 undoubtedly showed people in that

depression-struck, community that aside from

the new housing which WPA was providing the coal miners,
there were

individual outsiders who cared enough about the

inhabitants

to help them get a useful project started.

But by now the stated aims of the work camp clearly dif¬
fered from those behind AFSC's
service.

A concept of

ness-raising"

social

alternative World War I
justice and even of

appropriate to those times begins

3 ^bid. ,

p.

339 .

"conscious

to appear:
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...to render tangible service to part of
the 'stranded population'...and to bring
young people face to face with one specific
knot of the economic tangle, enabling them
to seek answers under Christian-pacifist
leadership.32
Directors of the camp were Wilmer and Mildred Young.
wrote

in a presentation to other Friends

Mildred

afterwards:

One wonders sometimes if, while in all our
meetings for worship we are striving to
reach and unite our minds with the mind of
God, it may not be that the reason the
effort often seems so vain and the result
so sterile of life, is that none of us has
been down with our flesh and our bone and
those things which we call security and our
influence - down to lay them where, as Tagore
says, "God's feet rest, among the poorest,
and the lowliest, and the lost."33
While the religious references and the romanticizing of the
poor may seem embarrassing today,
commitment to one's

spiritual or intellectual cause,

form of taking positive acts,
camping as
cal

is very modern.

an educational experience,

accomplishments

of the

her message about a personal
in the

Here is work

where on-site practi¬

teach not only about a "specific knot

economic tangle,"34 but which may have helped parti¬

cipants discover the

importance of putting personal values

into operation by direct involvement with and responsibility
for the

task at hand.

32Ibid.,

p.

342.

33Ibid.,

p.

343.

34Ibid.,

p.

342.
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One notable case pointed to popularly as the
American source of Senator Hubert Humphrey and Congress¬
man Henry Reuss'

later Peace Corps proposal was the

AFSC work camp venture into Mexico in 1940.35
western participants

South¬

in AFSC's Institutes for Inter¬

national Relations were well aware of the fear and hatred
which many Mexicans

felt toward their northern neighbor

and its many military excursions
These Americans

into their country.36

felt a responsibility to take active

steps to reduce hostility.
In 1940

three men,

Dr.

Jose Bustos,

Department of Health in Veracruz State;
Foundation representative;

a Rockefeller

and a staff member from AFSC,37

chose the prospective AFSC project was
a

head of the

selected,

draining

40-acre malarial swamp outside the Veracruz town of

Tolome.
Dr. Bustos remarked that if the AFSC could
furnish twenty men, he was sure he could get
twenty Mexicans to come out from the village
to help them.
The AFSC staff representative
immediately pointed out that he very much hoped
this would not be done, suggesting rather that
Dr. Bustos go to the people in the village,
talk to them about the swamp and malaria, and
tell them that if they wanted to drain the
swamp, he was sure he could get twenty American
men to help them.38

35Gillette

1968,

36Pickett,

p.

349-351.

37Pickett,

p.

351.

38Ibid.

p.

64.
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During the late

1940's and the 1950's,

AFSC was

a stalwart participant in the international movement of
work camps

and work-study camps which took their post-war

initiative

from the

European,
izations

international conference of East

West European and North American work camp organ¬
at Askov,

mon principles
cies

1947

from 14

Denmark.

At that meeting the basic com¬

among the participating youth service agen¬

nations were agreed upon:

"Our common aim

is to build peace through small international groups of
volunteers working,
1948,

UNESCO gave

living and learning together."39

fuller form to the growing impetus,

In
which

had started with an important AFSC work camp in Poland in
1946

and with the

1947 decision by SCI headquarters in Paris

to continue coordinating the work camp activities of 5
American and European peace-oriented groups which operated
international projects
branch undertook to

in 1946

as

The United Nation

form the Coordinating Committee for

International Voluntary Service
"co-co"),

and 1947.

(popularly referred to as

which became one of the major agencies serving

intermediary between sending and receiving institutions

in a large number of countries.

39David S. Richie, "Historical Notes on International
Voluntary Work Camps," July 1951.
Paper presented at the
AFSC Special Programs Abroad Program Conference, September
25-26,

1970,

p.

2.
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From 1959

to 1968 AFSC ran a 2-year overseas

service program for college graduates
adults known as VISA
Activity),

and even older

(Volunteer International Service

which may have been as much of

a model for

those who conceptualized the Peace Corps as was
oft-referred to 1939 AFSC project in Mexico.
the

the

VISA was

first victim of a series of budget crises which

AFSC has met five or six years by reducing its inter¬
national volunteer programs
recent such crisis,
other types
camp:

of

for youth.

AFSC still provided at least two

short-term projects besides

the social service project

stitutions

such as homes

social problems)

the work

(doing work in in¬

for the handicapped or aged,

with time for study and discussion of

counters

Until its more

the causes of

and the East-West project

between volunteers

(group en¬

from differing ideological

backgrounds).
In recent years,

AFSC gradually gave up direct

sponsorship of most former projects,
as

a sending agency working with either in-country re¬

ceiving agencies
such as

"co-co."

or international coordinating bodies
Even this

function was reluctantly shed-

ded by AFSC effective September
was

and served primarily

30 ,

1971 as youth affairs

cut almost completely out of the new stringent budget

41
in favor of major AFSC activities on American racism and
the national conscience over the Vietnam War.40
The judgement of how to separate or integrate
learning and doing,

the gaining of understanding and the

gaining of results,

reach the heart of a dilemma faced

by service project volunteers

and administrators alike.

The dilemma is especially acute in international settings
where neither the AFSC,
oriented organization,
guarantee of
of social

success

for example,

nor any other action-

can without qualms or with any

import to the host country a standard

justice or any other value which may be politi¬

cally premature for local government.
seeds

for local political reform is more tolerated when

carried out within one's own country
much),

The aim of planting

(sometimes not by

which may explain why the 1970's following the

international experience of the
decade of domestic,

1960's are

labelled the

rather than international

service.41

The many who still keep the faith of international
service
itarian"

today often endorse the following view by a
(as

contrasted to the more dispassionate,

human¬
evolu¬

tionary-minded "technician-developmentalist") :42

40Interview with George Marshfield,
AFSC Special Projects Abroad,
41Cavener,

p.

February

13.

42Gillette 1971,

p.

108.

24,

former director,
1972.
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What you build or whether you complete it
is not really important.
What we need here
is a revolution...in men's thinking about
their own abilities and responsibilities.
Work camps have served and are serving,
and to varying degrees,
tions.

in varying ways

a whole range of youth expecta¬

A tug and pull continues between those who find

in voluntary service a dubious way for the forces of
establishment to buy their conscience free,

young people

who turn away from all structured forms of social service,43
and those who still might say,
teer of the

late

It seems
standing
together
standing

1940's,

with that work camp volun¬

in his new-found English:

to me that the problems of under¬
each other grow less in working
on some problem other than under¬
one another.44

It is, in fact, Gillette's observation in his
later book that successful sponsors of volun¬
tary service programs today are those who have
shown "increased realism" by making or permit¬
ting three shifts in program design:
(a)
from
"service for service's sake" to achievement
oriented service; (b)
from relief projects
meeting immediate needs to the playing of a
role, however small, in more complex programs
for a more lasting economic development; and
(c)
from sending out volunteers equipped main¬
ly with good will, to preparing campers with
practical skills in community development, con¬
struction or whatever the job will call for.
This is a trend in practicality favoring the
moderate "developmentalist" above all.45

4 3Gillette

1971,

44Pickett,

p.

45Gillette

1971,

p.

102.

359.
p.

103.

43
Andris Barblan mentions some specific forms of
personal growth which summer work camping may inspire,
but portraying the work experience and its

inevitably

limited or diffuse accomplishments as a real catalyst
for social awareness and learning social responsibility:
Such indirect results are very difficult to
assess and this is the reason so many volun¬
teers come back very frustrated after a ser¬
vice experience.
They believed they could
transform the world...The difference between
the purpose of the adventure and the actual
results of it allows the participants to
focus their attention on the real problems
they are confronted with in today's society.46
Barblan continues:
Any short-term service project has great edu¬
cational potential...Indeed, the more this
potential is taken advantage of, the more
successful the project can become in terms of
service.
A volunteer made aware of his own
limits, of his own humanity, is much more
tolerant and open, much more ready to listen
to the other person and to contribute to the
progress of the social context in which the
project is situated.47
What of the responsibility the local community is
left with,

either during the project or when the volun¬

teers may have not so innocently departed?
Naturally, from this angle, voluntary service
is as dangerous as quicksands...Each experience
will have its own value, each moment of it will
be judged differently according to the mood,

46Barblan,
4 7Ibid.,

p.

p.
3.

1.
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character and fatigue of the participants
and of the onlookers_People will have
discovered unknown forces and prejudices
in their own selves and, as will all human
attempts, the ambiguity between purpose and
result will be maintained...What by some will
be felt as good, will by others be considered
evil.
The great advantage of a service project is to
create a laboratory for social life, to offer
an adventure in common living where man, with
all his pettiness, all his grandeur, all his
ambiguity can be set before each of us.48
One of the greater changes
of volunteers in the

in the political growth

1960's to which the AFSC was both

midwife and observer was
and overseas problems

their realization that domestic

form a seamless web,

that one can

learn as much from working in an American ghetto or an
Appalachian

"holler"

as

an American volunteer is
one as

the other.

from an African village,
as

and that

justified morally in doing the

Returned Peace Corps Volunteers have

proclaimed the continuance of the Peace Corps organization
as

a hypocrisy when so many problems abroad are purportedly

attributable to neo-colonialism and other American machi¬
nations

to begin with.49
Let us

now look at one program which has become

heavily involved in the

interconnections between foreign

and domestic problems of social consciousness and personal
understanding,

Operations Crossroads Africa.

4 8Ibid.
49Cavener,

p.

14.

45
3.

Operation Crossroads Africa

(OCA)

Operation Crossroads Africa
man's

idea since its

The Reverend James H.
terian minister,
when the

(OCA)

has been one

first conceptualization in 1954.50
Robinson,

a dynamic Black Presby¬

still heads OCA today even as he did

first 61 volunteers went to Nigeria,

Guinea in 1958.

Ghana and

There was one very specific outcome which

an American volunteer might derive from his African 6-week
experience:
Africans are not only concerned about racial
attitude toward themselves.
They cannot have
supreme confidence in us so long as they see
the pattern of racial attitudes toward American
Negroes that also backwashes upon them.51
One of his prime concerns was,
icans

then,

to have Amer¬

render suitable help to Africa as it emerged from

European colonialism into independence.
expectations

But his

concrete

for OCA itself were considerably broader:

1.

He wished to take American youth with high
leadership potential and give them a basic
experience in Africa "and in themselves in
relation to Africa";

2.

He sought to encourage these Americans to
go into the field of African studies, or to
return to work in Africa.
The Crossroads
experience was to be a catalyst to forming
cadres of those who would staff the increas¬
ing number of formal contact points between
America and the countries of Africa.

50Isaacs,

p.

7.

5 Barnes H. Robinson, Africa at the Crossroads
(Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1962), p. 79.
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3.

On the personal level Robinson wished
to "build bridges of friendship" between
peoples where few existed at that time.52

In Robinson's own words:
Out of this experience we sought to
achieve a learning process to help
prepare young North Americans and
Africans for the international rela¬
tionship they will need to have when
both groups come to their maturity.5 3
OCA has continued operation every summer since its
beginnings

fourteen years

ago.

Its peak activity came in

196 8 when it sent 315 volunteers to Africa,
50 Canadians
years

and

30 group leaders.

The figure in recent

has been closer to 125 participants.

unteers

(primarily French-speaking)

feature of

the program since 1958.

since

and 1970,

1969

including about

Canadian vol¬

have been a regular
In recent years,

when American Blacks

ever

introduced a

disruptive degree of racial conflict by first insisting
on all-Black groups
polarizing groups by
leaders,

OCA has

From a 1960
prise

(which OCA refused to allow)

and then

ignoring the white co-volunteers and

increased the ratio of Black participants

figure of about 15%,

60% of today's

Blacks have grown to com¬

10-12-member groups.

the group

leaders were Black and only 4

speakers)

white.

Participants

In 1971,

12 of

(chiefly French-

are usually college-age gen

eralists.5 4

52Isaacs,
5 3Ibid.,

p.
p.

7.
9.

5interview with Jerome Vogel, director for group
leader recruitment and training, OCA, November 17, 1971.
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From its

founder's point of view OCA was

the Western presence as

to keep

an important influence in Africa

and building both institutional and personal ties between
Africans
of

and the better side of America.

the Center

interviews

for

International Studies,

Harold R.
MIT,

Isaacs,

conducted

among the volunteers of 1960, yielding opinions

which show what an important experience OCA had been in
the personal growth of Crossroaders entirely apart from
the

area of

foreign relations.

insights-about themselves,
erly unknown prejudices

their self-esteem,

their form¬

and their relations with peers

will be echoed in the returns
campers

Many of the volunteers'

from Greek Summer

1971

discussed in a later chapter.
Isaacs wrote that those who succeeded in their

1960 OCA experience emerged with
to

[their]

own values,

It simply means
and rights

[their]

that we have to

"essential commitments

right to have judgements...
learn to hold these values

in a new way."55

What [the volunteer] needs most of all is to
refine, re-establish and relocate his values,
his identity... to create, in short, a new kind
of American self-esteem.56

55Ibid.,
56 Ibid.

pp.

104-105.
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The emergent self-esteem presumably is based on
a greater sense of reality about African conditions

in

particular,

an understanding that temporal or cultural

conditions,

not inherent qualitative human differences,

explain Americans'
in the world.
humane

relatively advanced material position

But not only is

it to be based on a more

insight into America's world status;

the new self¬

esteem will be connected to a realization about the nature
of

life,

of which each volunteer is of

course a part,

outside the usual framework of one's plans,
tions

role designa¬

and valuations which so often are culture-based and

limiting.

From one volunteer:

I really think it was the experience of hav¬
ing demands made on my total being...It was
a humbling thing, because I got a real good
look at the sparcity of my total being.
It
was really shaking.
All my life,...I've al¬
ways been the leader.
Now I feel a new im¬
portance attached to what I dc) as opposed to
what position I occupy, and I keep thinking
that the important thing is to keep meeting
all the little challenges, hour by hour, day
by day.5 7
I discovered I'm a lot more culture-bound than
I

thought I was.5 8

Judging from Isaacs'

questionnaire quotations

would appear that the

1960 Crossroaders

much about themselves

and their cultural biases

57Ibid.,

p.

131.

58Ibid.,

p.

98.

it

learned at least as
as

they did

49
about Africa,

or about continuing relationships with the

continent in which they served.
evidence

least as much as they did to Africa.

Americans
impressions

ments

from Isaacs'

that the Americans woke up to their own selves

that summer at

of

One senses

about it.

came away with a far richer vocabulary

about Africa,

and a sounder basis

That may be the safest generalization

about Crossroaders'

1960 African summer.

Despite the

that many returned confused in what they thought,
they felt they ought to think,
worked with,
objective,

or what
they had

to give Americans a basic experience in Africa
in relation to a very different culture.

On February
discussions,

28,

1972,

after months

of off-and-on

the Experiment in International Living took

over OCA's operation,

Dr.

about the peoples

fact

it all plainly fulfilled Robinson's first

and in themselves

trative

for judge¬

functions

and now plans

to move OCA adminis¬

up to USEIL's Putney,

Vt.

headquarters.

Robinson will retain charge of non-operational activities

from New York.

In the

raise sufficient funds
now turn to

last years OCA had been unable to
to continue

its work alone.

Let us

look at the organization which recently rescued

OCA.

4.

The Experiment in International Living
The Experiment,

(USEIL)

begun in 1932 by Dr.

Donald B.

Watt

hit uponl what became the essence of its particular format

50
the homestay - after Dr.

Watt discovered from his first

experience in Switzerland with 36 Americans,
ing and German—speaking Swiss,

French-speak¬

that cultural clique forma¬

tion got badly in the way of

individual cross-cultural

friendships.

two groups of

The next year,

Americans went to Germany,
in individual homes

10 teenage

and the Americans were placed

in the two localities

month of their summer sojurn.59

for the first

For the second month each

American group went on a sightseeing tour accompanied by
an equal number of German youths,
families

in which the Americans had been staying.

formula has
know a

one from each of the

offered Americans

This

the chance both to get to

foreign family first-hand,

and to learn something

as well from the binational group process created by
combining

20 or 25 American and foreign students

and fac¬

ing them with some mundane but important issues:

what to

see,

how fast to travel,

to do at night,

where

to eat,

camp or sleep;

how to spend the group's budget,

what

and so

forth.
The American groups of about a dozen,

composed sep¬

arately for college-age and for secondary school-age stu¬
dents,

are

led by their respective USEIL group

59"Passport to Understanding,"
Outbound Program,

USEIL,

1966,

pp.

leaders who

Handbook of the

1-2.
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accompany the Americans
orientation,

from the days of the pre—trip

and once abroad by the co—leader from the

host country who makes each group's homestay arrangements.
The American leader stays by his group for the duration of
the program.
Dr.

Watt's

goal in 1932, which the 1933 adaptations

apparently succeeded in satisfying,

was to promote peace

and international understanding by governments through per¬
sonal contacts

and friendship.60

Many believe that an individual's behavior
cannot really affect the world situation;
that wars and other conflicts are caused by
forces over which individuals have no control.
But an increasing number of people are begin¬
ning to attribute conflicts to men's ignorance
and misunderstanding of their fellow men and
to believe that they can learn to overcome
both.
The conviction that people the world over are
more alike than they are different, and that
they can learn to understand and respect one
another if given half a chance to prove it,
led to the founding of The Experiment.61
In fulfilling this very broad objective,

USEIL has never

ceased from working out a wide variety of alternatives
its

original theme all

age groups,

interests

variations,

however,

6 °lbid.
61Ibid.

to

aimed at satisfying a wide range of
and academic situations.

Of all

the Summer Abroad program comes

closest

52
to USEIL's original operating structure and to compar¬
ability with the American Farm School's Greek Summer 1971.
At present,

some

1350

-

1500 Americans take the Summer

Abroad program each year,
about
the

3200

650

the Academic Year Abroad and

foreign students visit the United States.

foreign visitors,

90% come for the summer,

of the rest from Latin America.
adults

About 2000

Of

and most

students and

take part in EIL exchanges not involving the United

States.
USEIL seems not to stress
among its
October

statements

of purpose.

social or economic issues
For example,

at the

1959 meeting of the USEIL's Education and Evaluation

Committee of the Board of Trustees,

it was recorded:

...the Experiment program should contain the
following elements:
1.

It should be an experience in human rela¬
tions in which the participants are led
to feel the responsibility of personal
involvement.

2.

In order to deepen and broaden the inter¬
national understanding of the participants
on individual, family and community levels,
the program should engage their best intel¬
lectual capacity to learn as much as pos¬
sible of the significant background and
influences bearing upon the other nationals.

62Dr. William Rotch, "Defining the Objectives of
the Various Experimenters," USEIL Education and Evaluation
Committee,

Board of Trustees,

1959,

p.

1.
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With regard to the second item Dr.
of USEIL,

Watt,

then ex-director

commented at that conference that

"giving facts

about a country comes as near to being a waste of time as
anything we do,

and emphasized the need to strive for

attitudinal changes

in participants,

rather than cognitive

understanding.6 3
The
conduct a

conclusion that USEIL does not deliberately

"laboratory for social life"

(the way OCA was

led to do by the emergence of racial concerns
volunteers)
group

is borne out in USEIL's

leaders.

The pamphlet,

1970

among its

"case packet"

in addition to including

extracts on group behavior and leadership styles
eral prominent authors,64
lier USEIL programs
up

contains

for group

their orientation programs.

material that

self

conflict,
tations

and others

leaders
It is

from ear¬

to use in building
clear from the

and to discover truths

about

through the harsh experience of value

best describes

and,

case studies

from sev¬

learning to solve problems in cross-cultural,

human relational settings,
one's

for

the suggested approach for orien¬

by extension,

for enrolling in Summer Abroad

altogether.

6 3Ikid.

r

P•

^.

64Included are extracts from Morton Deutsch,
^en
Effects of Cooperation and Competition upon Group Process";
Helen Jennings, on "Psyche group characteristics and Socio
group characteristics"; and Roger Harrison and Richard L.
Hopkins' "The Design of Cross-Cultural Training:
An Alter¬
native to the University Model" (Journal of Applied Behav¬
ioral Science,

Vol.

3,

No.

4,

1967).
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The educational value in the challenge of turning
crossed purposes between people into more nearly parallel
ones may be the essential objective of USEIL,
study scenario quoted below suggests.65
work camp s

as

the case

Certainly,

the

task-oriented satisfaction and physical measures

of attainment have

little or nothing to do with USEIL,

spite the group process

feature of the second,

part of each Summer Abroad.

"informal"

The value of manual labor is

nowhere referred to or discussed.
individual attitudes

or

de¬

USEIL aims

at affecting

and personal maturity levels.

JIM
Jim has set a goal for himself of really learning
about the people this summer.
He comes from a wealthy
background and has traveled before with his f amily... first
class.
The Experiment is his own idea and probably his
family doesn't support his decision.
But he is determined
to show himself that he can identify with the masses.
He
has prepared himself to "put on the hair shirt" and is
completely sincere in his desire to learn about the people
of the country he has chosen.
He doesn't want to observe
life from the outside, but actually wants to share it with
his host family.
The family with which he is placed have an uncle in
America who writes glowing reports of the country.
They all
speak English with relish, and greet the attempts of their
Experimenter to speak their language with cries of "don't
bother."
They idolize everything American, collect jazz
records, cook American whenever they can.
They are sincere
and enthusiastic about having an American in their home for
the summer, feeling that this will help them identify even
more closely with the United States.
They do not speak
flatteringly about their own country, don't seem to want
to tell their Experimenter very much about it.
There is a
father who is a businessman; a mother who wants to cook,
dress, decorate her home in as American a fashion as possible
and a son, 20, just starting the University with the

6 5Ibid.
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intentions to follow his uncle to the United States as
soon as he had completed his education or before...per¬
haps with the help of this Experimenter who now shares
his home.
The local representative has been to the U.S.,
observed the American Way of Life, and is quite con¬
vinced in his own mind, not in an unflattering way, that
Americans simply could not share the life or live at the
level of the common people of his country.
The family
are friends of his, and he feels that he has done them
a real favor, putting this Experimenter in their home for
the summer.
He feels that they are a very good family,
since they will be able to make their Experimenter com¬
fortable, drive him around in their car, introduce him
to important people, treat him to a gay social life.
On the fifth day after your arrival in your homestay community the leader and local representative are
making a family visit.
The Experimenter sees them coming
and goes out to meet them in order to tell them about his
family.
He has hardly enough time to tell his story
before the mother appears and invites the three of them
to come and sit down.66

5.

The American Field Service

(AFS/US)

The American Field Service conducts
seas programs
States,

in both directions

several over¬

to and from the United

though the variety is not nearly as wide as USEIL's.

All are designed for secondary-school students
16-18.
to

The

"Americans Abroad"

program,

divided into a 6-

8-week summer component and a 12-month

abroad,

is

aged about

"academic year

again the area of interesting comparison with

Greek Summer

1971 and the other projects we have briefly

looked at.

66From USEIL case packet for group
(Used with permission).

leader training.
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AFS/US was

first organized in 1914 as an American

volunteer ambulance service working with the armies of
France.67

Between world wars

ing graduate
sities;

fellowships

the agency turned to arrang¬

for Americans to French univer¬

it was only after World War II,

when AFS/US again

had offered non-combattant assistance to the Allied armies,
that AFS/US entered the field of student exchange.
1947,

it began bringing foreign teen-aged boys and girls

to the United States,
dents

In

and in 1950 it sent 9 American stu¬

for the summer to France.

1,195 Americans

In 1969,

to 51 different countries

AFS/US

sent

for the summer.

The following goal statement emerged from a re¬
cent AFS-International Conference in 1971.

Note that it

is very similar to USEIL's Education and Evaluation Com¬
mittee

statement except for the reference to social justice
AFS seeks to promote peace by stimulating an
awareness of mankind's common humanity both
between and within nations and by encouraging
a wider understanding of the diverse cultural,
social and physical environments which make up
world society.
It acknowledges that peace can
be threatened as much by social injustice between
nations and within nations as by international
tensions.
In pursuit
experience
in which a
son from a

of this goal, the core of the AFS
has been the unique relationship
family accepts a maturing young per¬
different cultural background and

6 7AFS/US publicity brochure,

"An Open Door.
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in which young people accept, for the
duration of their experience, a new fam¬
ily and educational experience.
In addi¬
tion, through experience and experimenta¬
tion* AFS encourages new models and oppor¬
tunities for exchange.68
The goal statement does mention social concerns;
doubt with USEIL,

an awareness of social injustice is

considered a perfectly legitimate
for the volunteer —
his homestay as
great pains
patible,

as no

if

learning experience

it should happen to come up in

a consideration.69

In both organizations

are taken to match the traveller with a com¬

congenial family overseas.
AFS

is

both branches

divided into AFS/US and AFS-International,
falling at present under the authority of

the New York office.

However,

AFS Multi-national Program,
began conducting programs
of the United States;
exchanged about 25

68AFS
handout),

13

in 1971,

AFS organizations

sending and 13 receiving countries

students

1,

abroad

among themselves independently

for the first time.70

1971 Statement of Goals

paras.

under the new

(undated office

2.

69It has the sound of a statement responding to
American and International youth movement pressures fav¬
oring social consciousness-raising and social action,
rather than a pointed statement of program purpose.
70Interview with AFS/US Overseas Department, Mr.
Stanley Smith,

April

20,

1972.
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In this AFS differs markedly from EIL,

whose

overseas offices have operated since their beginning on
a complete par with the Putney office.
that the AFS experience is
cultural one,

not perhaps a completely cross-

it should be stressed that the normal AFS

representative overseas

is

gram to the United States;
recommendations

a returnee

in New York or Brussels

and student candidates,

he is

for meeting and accomodating the Americans,

following up with phone calls
to them,

from an AFS/US pro¬

in addition to passing on

to the AFS offices

about homestay families
responsible

But lest it seem

and arranging

and perhaps occasional visits

family changes

One handout which AFS/US

if necessary.

sends out to many people

including all accepted Americans Abroad applicants

is a

two-page,

an

undated piece written by John Dabrowski,

AFS-er in Germany
the Middle

at the time entitled,

of November."

show both the

"Thoughts

The following extracts

out of
from it

importance and the potential in non-verbal

communication overseas.

Dabrowski managed to capture

what seems

to be

a vital educational aspect of the some¬

times very

lonely homestay:

In most cases, the AFS experience is unique,
in that it places a person in a situation
where he has little or no "Verstehen."
All
these people around him are speaking words
that simply don't register on his brain...he
faces this problem practically every waking
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moment...What happens...? Perhaps for the
first time in his life, all his relation¬
ships with other people demand a great
deal of "Verstandnis" both from him, and
from every person he comes in contact with...
Now to get through to people...many times he
has to turn to things that are simpler, more
basic, like laughter...working together...
suffering together... Simply doing things with
other people becomes important, letting them
know that what is important to them is impor¬
tant to you.
This is a stage of human relationship that is
very rare, and very valuable.
In English we
have a good word for it:
Empathy.
Yes, I am still looking forward to the time
when I can discuss and argue with these people
in their own language... But I also know that
there are other ways of enjoying and experi¬
encing people... that are equally, if not more
important than pure intellectual exchange.
That is something I didn't know ten weeks ago.
That is something that has changed my whole
attitude towards everyone I come in contact
with, whether I understand a word they're say¬
ing or not.71
As
experience,

distinct from the work camp format of overseas
which may also produce a high

"Verstandnis"

between co-workers

level of

from different countries,

the homestay is more explicitly designed as
which the participant passes
perhaps

even random events

through whatever unpredictable,

that his host family and its

immediate community expose him to,
to,

interprets or

learns

71John Dabrowski,
November"

(extracts),

a situation in

events which he reacts

from in the privacy of his

solitary

"Thoughts out of the Middle of

undated AFS/US handout.
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mind.

Comparing cultural notes with other Americans dur¬

ing the experience

is even less

for an Experimenter,
group

likely for an AFS-er than

who at least arrives with an American

leader and peers he has gotten to know at the Putney

orientation.

In comparison to OCA or AFSC, work campers

who are constantly together as
loneliness

a group,

AFS-ers endure the

of personal association with a strange culture

in a relatively high degree of
being such a private one,

sink-or-swim isolation.

the experience is

By

likely to be

more internalized and possibly harder to communicate than
those enjoyed in other groups.
AFS/US

imposes

evaluation on AFS-ers,

no requirement about reports or
but very often the sponsoring AFS

local chapter will ask for letters home for publication,
speeches and interviews

6.

afterward,

and the

•

7 0

like.

Summary
What are the important issues distinguishing these

four organizations?

Does each one have a characteristic

attribute which it seeks to impart to its participants?
Without exception all four programs mention the reduction
of world tensions

72See

as

an objective

footnote

70.

(OCA less explicitly than
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the other three).

Beyond that,

however,

there are vari¬

ous ways of rating or describing the summer programs of
AFSC,

OCA,

USEIL and AFS/US.

a.
culture.

For example:

Offering a first-hand experience of another
This

four programs,
differently.

certainly is

an objective common to all

but each one makes use of this
AFSC dilutes

(or enriches)

factor quite

the purely cross-

cultural insight or the international friendship with its
strong emphasis on external accomplishment and the ideal
of giving service.

Its

man does not live
of

communities.

articulated premise might be that

in a vacuum,
Accordingly,

interactions,

feelings

as

"Verstandnis" which is not directed at im¬

innate

proving conditions

(perhaps more so)

for men on earth.

The homestay
agencies

important

behavior and

expression of
any

are as

but in a community or series

structure used by the other two

also give clear primary value to the act of per¬

sonal understanding between one individual
The anticipated outcome
tation,

and another.

from these experiences in confron¬

adaptation or empathy are also quite different

among the four.

Does one expect the American travellers

to return with greater degrees of maturity,
one's own values and preferences,

confidence and adaptability,

or with more externally oriented attributes
relational

skills,

ideas

knowledge of

such as human

for a career in international
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relations or the service

field — or in Africa?

What is

the expected educational value of the event?
The Rev.
agenda for OCA:

James H.

Robinson had a very specific

developing cadres of

future American

leaders who will take serious professional interest in
Africa when they become employed.73

AFSC appears prin¬

cipally concerned with imparting the desire to undertake
more extensive,

longer-term service obligations

later in

life

(work camping seen as a vehicle to raise conscious¬

ness

and permit the growth of personal idealism).74

more

introspective objective of understanding both the

universality and the ambiguity of mankind75

The

is another

potential goal of AFSC - Special Projects Abroad.
USEIL stresses

attitudes,

the psychological dis¬

mantling of prejudices

through the international sharing

of time and adventure,

while AFS/US

forwardly

to

is dedicated straight¬

strengthening person-to-person friendships

with people or nations who are willing to engage in the
exchange.
b.
whom"

Who helps whom?

arises

The consideration "who uses

in any cross-cultural educational experience,

73See

footnote

53.

74See

footnote

18.

75See

footnote

48.
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whether the

lesson is

social injustices

about universal human constants or

the world over.

In the end,

this

may resolve

itself into the common Greek proverb,

hand washes

the other."

John C.

Schafer,

issue

"one

as a 2-year vol¬

unteer with International Voluntary Service, wrote back
to IVS

in September,

1969

from Hue,

Vietnam:

The question of who profits most from such
victories in human relationships...is, I
think, a good question to leave open.
To
ask it is to try to quantify something
that can't be quantified.
Trying to assess
who profits most from a human relationship
degrades the whole undertaking...Similarly,
we probably shouldn't say we are here to
"help"...for to divide up a human relationship
into the helper and the helped can have a
corrosive effect also...I think it is best
to meet as equals...76
This

stand would doubtless

seem too accepting and tolerant

to any volunteer interested in the
minds"

either at home or abroad.

from the
remarks

"revolution in men's
Looking at the issue

standpoint of the organization,

however,

Schafer's

certainly characterize AFSC's position on the

question of
experience.

the helping hand and who profits

from the

OCA is no different in that it too faces

participants who typically believe on their return that
even via the

task-oriented work camp they derived greater

76John C. Schafer, Monthly Report:
Education,
"Reflections on an Engineering Geometry Book,"
September
1969, p. 4-5.
By permission of Richard Peters, Executive
Director,

IVS,

Washington,

D.C.
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benefit than they gave.
other hand,

OCA believes and expects on the

that Africans in its programs equally

about another particular culture,

learn

and continue in life

well-disposed to further contacts with or challenges from
the world outside their communities.77
USEIL and AFS/US,
and the group process
the

much less given to group projects

in learning

(AFS not at all,

family setting of the homestay) ,

beyond

seem to say that no

matter what feelings of appreciation,

indebtedness or

guilt the participants generate toward the family or cul¬
ture they experience,
shared learning.

the process

is basically one of

The product in view is a reverberating,

widening circle of good will and understanding emanating
outwards
abroad,

from the participant and his immediate contacts
touching relatives,

friends

and others who inter¬

act in any way with that original nucleus,
and back in America.

Nobody

is

"used,"

both overseas

or everyone is,

including the volunteer and the organization behind him.
The question,

however,

is

somewhat simplified for those two

organizations which are not in the business of voluntary
service,
all

of providing the

form or substance of "help" with

the complexities buried in that monosyllable.

77See

footnote

52.
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Schafer talks about a

"leap of faith"

in his

let¬

ter from Hue which the volunteer must make:
He must believe one can make a start at im¬
proving the world by working for harmony in
his everyday personal relationships; he
must believe that communication across cul¬
tures is desirable and possible...78
So likewise,

the agency itself which sponsors the volun¬

teers or exchange students going out to work camps,
tutional

service,

or homestays.

insti¬

All four programs examined

in this chapter have the belief that they are acting in
good faith overseas,

that they contribute to that cross-

sultural communication and are not serving insidiously or
unwittingly,

as Trojan Horse or propaganda cover,

any given

form of American vested interest.
c.
that the
leave

A change in attitude.

All

four programs expect

structured or semi-structured experiences will

their mark on the participant,

ing very much.

but that is not say¬

Whether one undergoes

in attitude toward the value of manual

a broadening change
labor,

to one's particular subculture or country,
toward accomplishing a task remote and
circumstances be,

toward strangers

toward the self,

limiting though the

or toward one's own origins in America,

depends on the individual of course - but also very much on
the program he has picked.

78Schafer,

September,

1969

(Hue),

p.

4.
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It does not seem that AFSC,

for instance,

is inter¬

ested in promoting a self-awareness which remains uncon¬
nected to the world outside the

individual.

If

attitudes

are to change then so must one's external behavior,
else
is

the exercise is not worth the effort.

taken as

or

The work camp

an experience which only gets something started

in the participant,

which presumably leaves him well dis¬

posed to further involvement with the world of service,
with other cultures,
but positive ones

and with taking small steps if necessary

to improving the circumstances of men.

Sooner or later with AFSC one is referred back to the group
of one's peers,

those co-workers on the project,

experience of community

living.

Familiarity with one's

personal strengths or limitations
appear many times

as

a community member

in the AFSC brochures as a major intended

outcome

for short-term AFSC activities.

change,

the outward expression of these changes

dealings with others is

If one's attitudes
in one's

the important thing.

USEIL may not be so explicit,
similar undertone that changes
changes

and to the

but conveys a very

in behavior confirm supposed

in attitude toward other peoples.

Experimenters

following the homestay are placed in a task-oriented set¬
ting with an equal number of host country
"sisters,"

"brothers"

and

giving one and all a chance to see whether the

company of one's peers reinforces the new attitudes
sumably acceptance,

appreciation,

empathy,

etc.)

(pre¬

toward
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the new country and culture,

whether Experimenters

fall

back into their own grouping of Americans and give up in¬
teracting with their hosts,

and whether the leaders

are

able to make a difference in stemming factionalization.
Although the AFS-er is expected to report to his
home community his

impressions

from abroad,

essentially a private experience,
if not the sole evaluator.
verbal communication is
as

of which he is the prime,

If Dabrowski's piece on non¬

any valid guide,

behavior may change

it reflects new attitudes or priorities

the homestay house,

his remains

for instance)

(helping around

but is not necessarily

any index of a changed inner state.
OCA certainly expects
its work camps.

Isaacs'

to change some

analysis of

attitudes

in

attitude change in

OCA participants cited earlier does not mitigate the fact
that OCA itself is

interested

summer after it is

over — what career choices they might

make years
gains
does

in what campers make of their

later — perhaps even more than in participants'

in pure self-knowledge.

An understanding of Africa

not mean anything important,

to say,

unless

it translates

from what Robinson seems

into some sort of action,

cluding not only occupational choice,
prejudices

d,

in¬

but addressing racial

in America as well.
A few antitheses;

inward vs. outward.

process or personal inner experience?

Group

Task-orientation or
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non-verbal communication?
cultural empathy?

Human relational

skills or

Behavioral or conceptual referent?

the good Samaritan or tackling the road to Jericho
itself?

Specialist or generalist volunteers?

These

are a handful of the issues characterizing and in some
cases distinguishing one program from another.
the pairs

always mutually exclusive.

Nor are

One way of string¬

ing them together is to consider whether a program or any
given facet to it considers

such inward-looking things as

growth in value clarification and prioritizing,
fidence and adaptability,
emotions,

new con¬

ease and expressiveness with

independence and maturity — or whether the pro¬

gram encourages outward-facing traits:
explicit communication,

cooperation,

international

relations,

public

issues.

social

socialization,

decision-making,

career choices and deciding about

To what extent is

learning to

accept and to express oneself in another culture,
tising the

ideal of

international

service,

self and to what extent really the means
sense of self

as

the

an end in it¬

to a more profound

a member of the world's humanity?

might perversely expect,

or prac¬

even this vehicle

As one

for observing

four programs only carries you a certain distance.

None of them are completely on one side or the other of
the mark.
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Nonetheless/

AFSC can be said to stress personal

insight and growth in its

relationship to the community

of men and women through the process of experiencing
social interaction through the performance of narrowly
focused hard work;

OCA provides events leading volunteers

to inter-racial and cross-cultural knowledge
Black,

and Black with African Black)

(white with

even while exposing

participants to an enrichened repertoire of impressions
about the continent geared to substitute opinions
stereotyped images

about Africa.

Both USEIL and AFS/US express
understanding"
objectives,

for

"international

and the reduction of world tensions as

and operate primarily by offering highly

individualized relationships with families overseas.
The degree of difference between the two,
USEIL's

centering on

inclusion of the use of groups, must be clear

enough by now.

CHAPTER

III

NARRATIVE OF THE EXPERIENCE

1.

Introduction
This chapter offers an account of the major

events

taking place during Greek Summer

1971,

a bit of

background about the American Farm School and its charis¬
matic director Bruce M.
work camp,

Lansdale who sponsored the summer

and some thoughts about the planning and sense

of purpose which were the contributions of the staff.
(For more detail on this
description of events
say,

last point,

The

is evocative and one may fairly

non-objective in its style.

posely been left that way,
initial drafting of the

attachment to the events

The writing has pur¬

after the investigator's

summer experience,

present chapter is based,

Greece and

see Chapter IV.)

on which the

showed clearly his emotional
themselves,

to the amazing campers

to the people in

and staff who took

part.
This undocumented account is
vestigator saw and felt Greek Summer
logy.

It

is

told as the in¬
1971 without apo¬

better that any biases emerging in this

chapter be identified and left as

such rather than ig¬

nored or hidden in the guise of emotion-free scholarship.
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The program affected the feelings of all participating
in it to such a degree that it is false to pretend that
Greek Summer 1971 was only a planned experience in
cross-cultural,

group structured activities and nothing

more.
In every instance and in every project people
were

involved,

with each other and with their own selves,

in a setting of excitement,

optimism and immediacy to

which almost everyone responded in surprising measure.
Chapters

IV and V attempt to analyze this experience more

clinically,

but the investigator feels that it must

also be set down as

it was

seen and sensed by a person

fortunate enough to be present at this particular
creation - creation of an articulated community where
there had been none,

and of a renewed,

expanded sense of

one's human potential in the world of men.
through all of this
dimension to man,

Campers

came upon a sense of the spiritual

the touch of which pervaded most of

what was done and felt during those hectic days.
In the light of the preceding chapter,
one clearly shows this
from the

forefront of

summer work camp as one removed
ideological development in the

general movement of voluntary service projects.
activities
Summer

Its

and organized discussions would place Greek

1971 neither in the camp of

tarians"

the present

"political humani¬

striving for a bicultural local concensus

in
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any given project village as to the causes of disadvantsge and their long-term solution,

nor among

"developmen—

talists" more interested in the task at hand or in
rationalized institutional change than in the affairs
of people in the present.1
program might be called

The American Farm School's

"humanist"

in a more classical

sense.
It is humanist not from an ideologically based
concern for segments of mankind but in its pursuit of
the

real,

living experience between persons as a road

to deeper understanding and deeper motivation.

For this

reason the history of the American Friends Service
Committee has been fortuitously well
study,
facts

suited to this

not only as a frame on which to hang some basic
about the birth and current trends of American

overseas work camps,

but because the issues which

emerged within AFSC's Summer Projects Abroad activities
are the same issues which at present define,
future will determine the
grams.

and in

success of Greek Summer pro¬

How does one go about the business of personal

commitment to a new person or project;

or of sharing,

and deciding who gives or who gets in greater measure

^ee

footnote

42,

Chapter II.
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(and whether the question is either valid or significant)?
What is there to the question of human ties and feelings
developed over the task of getting
For with all
universal

something done?

its emphasis on the spiritual and the

side of man,

the American Farm School philosophy

has never remained long just a philosophy,
level of

speculation and reflection.

address

to campers the

ter

stressed the importance of

IV)

at the idealist

Bruce Lansdale's

last weekend in Thessaloniki

(Chap¬

finding one's personal

dream - but then of working to turn it into an effective,
practical reality.

"Wet your ass to catch a fish"

earthy Greek expression for
would agree

it,

is the

but Lansdale and the AFSC

in substance if not in wording that the finest

of dreams and

insights which are not turned again through

stamina and work to the practical realm where other men
are
be

living,

fail to be of any earthly value.

true to one's

laboriously

inner yearnings,

Learning to

but then to move them

into practical realizations may or may not be

"developmentalist"

or

"political humanist"

in spirit.

It is really both a simpler and a more encompassing approach
to take.

2.

The Event
The

sharp contrast last summer between two

vignettes played out at JFK International Airport just
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six weeks apart encapsules much of what took place inside
43 American teenagers who signed up for the Greek Summer
1971 program.
Thessaloniki,

Sponsored by the American Farm School of
Greece

last July,

an assortment of boys,
them to become

girls,

the program drew together

Blacks,

whites,

a community of caring friends,

and enabled
delighted

in their company and in their shared experience.
had come

alive for each other,

for themselves,

They

and for

a Greek village they regretfully left behind.
When they first gathered,
their parents,
of

8

many accompanied by

most had never met before.

Only the group

from Cincinnati had held language classes and

orientations during the Spring to become anything less
than nodding acquaintances before reaching the airport.
(Three other girls
and two others were

knew each other from boarding school,
cousins.)

all of them were orderly,
cokes

In the waiting lounge

constrained,

fidgeting with

and cookies while the program counsellors

and

American Farm School staff of the New York office
assured the parents what a great adventure

lay ahead,

and introduced campers

to each other.

came

later to board the plane for

a couple of hours

When the time

Athens the campers gave a quick goodbye to parents or
friends,
dutifully

and followed the Greek Summer
through the airport crowds.

1971 staff
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When we

got back in early August the return

flight had been presaged by an
dining hall on the
we won't go.'"

anguished chant in the

last night at the school:

Well they had gone back,

and all full of promises

to meet again.

"hell no,

some not happily
(Large reunions

in Connecticut and Cincinnati have already taken place.)
At JFK there were embraces,
a sharp reluctance
perhaps,

this will stay?"

How much of what?
different in essence -

it was

The

highly,

How was

this

apart from its

43 which almost every one

and which was

involvement in the

based on

geography -

of the group prized

so strong and so gratifying to
And the process

large group, whose nature was

a variety of commonly shared experiences,

a profound effect on almost everyone.
"none of
really

from

a sense of natural membership

them that it almost seemed tangible.
of

summer camp

simplest and best answer may be that

able to provide

among the

badly upset stomachs

to let go and a fearful wondering

"how much of

any other?

tears,

us

Tom said later,

could believe that the whole group would

act and stay together the way it did.

given many

had

That's

of us

a sense of

confidence

Each person gets

to feel he

could accomplish anything

he

in ourselves.

really sets his mind to."
The

camp program entailed travelling to

Thessaloniki,

Greece

to board at the American Farm

-
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School while working on
in

a Greek village of

by bus.
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families half an hour away

Two more weeks were spent exposing the campers

to museums,
islands,
of

a community development project

archaeological sites

and proved to be the

the trip

and several Greek

least interesting portion

for most.

The overall objectives of the program were
several.
Bruce M.

From the standpoint of Farm School president
Lansdale,

who is

the permanent staff of
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one of the three Americans on
there,

it had become impor¬

tant generally to broaden the School's
where

it is

registered in New York as

ties

a private,

thropic institution operating overseas.
only

for hard-headed purposes

Lansdale on his
through

annual trips

of

to American

tural challenge
promote

This was not

to the United States,

or college,

teenagers

and

sons who have been

had concluded that AFS

and the people in Greek villages
definite

philan¬

long term fundraising;

long talks with two of his

in American schools

to America

as

could offer something
an experience in cul¬

and open-ended opportunity that might

adolescent self-definition.
Lansdale was born and raised in Thessaloniki,

and is
region.

full of
One

fables,

of his

anecdotes

favorites

and proverbs

from the

expresses both his

and something of his philosophy:

"I

style

looked across

the
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mountain and saw a beast approaching me,

so I hid.

Later I peered out and found the beast to be only a
hairy man.
I

I went out cautiously;

and when we met,

found the beast to be my brother."
This may capture

some of what Lansdale sought

to do bringing American teenagers
inaugurated the camp program in

to Greece when he

1970.

previously been devoted since its
to training Greek village boys
methods,
farmers

conducting short
and,

since

village girls.
venture

1967,

The School had

founding in

in modern

Within the

for adult

running a nearby school

Greek Summer was

students

agricultural

training courses

the School's

into teaching or sponsoring any

American

1906

for more than

for

first

large group of

just a casual visit.

framework of planned activities

summer camp director held some specific objectives
well,

to bring campers

their own selves,
tions

they would meet;

set of

social values

definition of

their new-found limita¬

to see

something of

a differing

and public behavior against which

to contrast their own;
in

some of

and to experience personally various

Greeks

memberships

as

to a point of knowing and accepting

perhaps

or capacities,

the

and to

a "community"
that word.

learn,
of

through their own

campers,

some operational
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All
curiosity,

campers had been picked on the basis
initiative and evident openness

experiences.
culateness
tne

While

and degrees

campers

turned out to be

Greek-American dimension,
graduates

of

contribute

the

as

to a variety

there was great variance
of extraversion,

of their

in arti¬

almost none of

apathetic.

To reinforce

the

five English-speaking June

School joined us

interpreters

in Thessaloniki to

and to become if possible

coequal members with the Americans.

After reaching

a level of mutual accomodation

and 43

the 5

found it

harder to become one integrated group than did 43
Americans

of wildly varied backgrounds.

differences
much as
ships

held back

anything;

Personality

a full cross-cultural rapport as

but good will remained,

and some

friend¬

grew.
Following arrival in Athens,

set out on
sights

in

a 9-day bus

tour of Athens,

the northern Peloponnese,

Different campers

the American group

at

dropped water-bombs

and the

of wine

and hard

consternation of the counsellors;

they were bored by pedantic guides
pictures be

plaints

on passers-by from

a sidewalk ring-toss stand to the fury of the

booth owner

those with

the usual

and a beach town.

an Athens hotel, won about 20 bottles
liquor

Delphi,

sure

("if you want to take

to bring your cameras"),

a sense of humor,

for slamming doors

responsive to

and endlessly

and talking

late

catching com¬
at night.
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By the

time

they reached Thessaloniki

their 4-man rooms
frotel rooming,
for shopping,
group of

at the School,

and settled into

there had been enough

going out in smaller groups,

and free time

sunrise walks or hill-climbing so that the

43 had gained a good idea of who came from where,

who was

good at what and who was beginning to like whom.

For one

important thing the group discovered its

in music.

Perry and

and Eufaula,
numbers

"the

Alabama,

colonel,"

from Rochester N.Y.

could do near-perfect

and other songs

to the

talent

"Temptations"

accompaniment of

good drummer and a guitarist from Cincinnati.

a very
During the

camp they composed and performed much of their own music.
One night in

a small-town music spot they were

cheered

by the Greek audience until they sensed that the Greek
orchestra they were alternating with and whose equipment
they were using was

losing too much face.

The Americans then

refused to play.
Once

in Thessaloniki,

to the village of Lakkia
where

introduced

or "hollow")

they would spend from eight till noon five days

foundations

shaped like
open

campers were

(meaning "ditch"

week working with villagers
dig

the

space

the kiosk

for

a

on the preselected project:

to

and build a terraced cement plaza,

a Greek delta, which would replace

a slanting

of hard-packed earth between the small church,
and two coffeehouses

opposite.

The staff of
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five divided the campers,
work groups,
while
day,

any

now

each group then selecting its

three

of

own

into five

leader;

the groups worked on the project each

one would be in the neighboring fields with village

farmers harvesting onions
the

4 8 with the Greeks,

or stringing tomato vines,

and

fifth would have its weekly morning off on a rotating

basis.
Back
campers were

at the Farm School in the afternoon,

the

asked to devote

a week

choosing one of

2^ hours three times

several activities

finding the stimulus,

there, with the

challenge or satisfaction

aim of

from

learning a skill or building something tangible and in¬
dividual with one's hands.
included carpentry,

These

"department"

making cinderblocks

Greek cookery,

beekeeping

("Andy,

stung today."

"Well it's

about time."),

handicrafts,

trimming cornstalks

or piggery.

Each Monday the

same or

from moulds,

did you hear.

Cal got

embroidery and

and tending the cowbarns

campers

signed up for the

another department for the week.
On

sports.

areas

free

afternoons

Finally,

at the end of

there was

swimming or other

there were four weekend excursions,

the program a three-day

island cruise

and

-

something which proved to be not just a sop to campers
or to parental expectations
transition phase between
to the United States.

at all,

but a very

important

leaving AFS-Lakkia and re-entry
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The weekends

included an overnight boat trip

around the neighboring peninsula of Sithonia,
of Mount Olympos,

a visit for the boys

dox monastic peninsula of Mount Athos
any sort is
instead),
the

allowed there,

to the Greek Ortho¬
(no female species of

and the girls went beaching

and a visit to the Lansdales'

coast where everyone

to talk over once

a 3-day climb

vacation house on

slept on the sand and had a chance

again what Greek Summer

1971 had been

for each one.
The key experiences
spirit seem to have been the

in the growth of community
first two weekends,

the Lakkia

project which closed with a ceremonial evening and over¬
night stay

in village homes,

and the group's

own evening

discussions.
The
Sithonia in
and

on

a cabined motorboat stopping at deserted beaches

islands,

where
the

2-day boat trip consisted of sailing around

until we reached a tiny coastal settlement

arrangements were under way

only restaurant there.

for us

to be served at

We would camp out and continue

around the next day.
When we

owner finally

reached the

settlement,

appeared a couple

of hours

and the restaurant
later,

the staff

learned that there had been no word of our coming.
had held off the
going to EAT?"

campers'

murmurings

until this moment of

of "when
truth when

They

are we
it was
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clear that we would have to push on to the next village
the coast to see what we could scavenge there.
Teenagers eyed their

staff with something less than per¬

fect trust.
We reached the next town and harbor about 10:00 p.m.
Of

the two restaurants open,

German tourists,
had nothing

who had also come in their own boat,

left to offer but bread;

few tomatoes

and a woman running

and again what a
Just as
campers
tomatoes

one was completely filled with

shame

it was

and

the other had only a

it who exclaimed again

she had had no advance notice.

the staff was about to announce to the

that this evening's meal would be candy bars,
and dry bread,

finishing his meal
to sell his

a Greek fisherman at a nearby table

spoke up.

12 kilos of

He had overheard,

and offered

freshly caught fish wholesale even

though he had already sold them for delivery the next day.
He would simply go try to catch some more.
campers were

set to cleaning the
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small

light at the water's edge and the woman,
started

frying them in batches as

By midnight the campers were full,
and everyone had
sleeping on the

fish by flash¬

galvanized,

they came off the line.
there was

fish left over

left merrily with their blankets.
sand?"

stay on the boat deck."
flashlight?"

Instantly six

"Sally says

she saw crabs.

"Where's Claire?"

More babbling,

You
Let s

Who's got a

and finally silence.

The staff
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was

left to ponder what had gone wrong,

and how it had

turned out right.
Nothing more serious
risked,

than

an empty stomach had been

but the trip had turned into an unexpected ad¬

venture -

one which worked out well on the basis of an

unanticipated human gesture of generosity.
the trip was

a sunny,

restful anti-climax.

The three-day Mount Olympos
and Greek
back

campers

cheered in the grip of

On the bus

trip

everyone sang and
lasted beyond the

and well into the week.
and then by truck to a point where

trail departed from the dirt road near the bombed-out

monastery of St.

Dyonisius,

to the

summit

colds,

poor condition or

counsellors
an

over,

a euphoria which

We drove by bus
the

climb united American

and the staff even more.

from the mountain when it was

next day,

The rest of

lodge.

About six had stayed behind because of

lodge

main ridge

a disinclination to hike which the

could not overcome.

altitude of perhaps

the

for the

1,500

leading to the

We were going to walk from

feet to about 9,000

first night's

The trail was wide
half

and started the 5-6 hour trek

feet where

stay stood just off the

chain of Olympian peaks.
and open

all the way,

and after

an hour the group had spread itself out from those

moving easily ahead to those perhaps
who thought to themselves:

like Susan or Mary
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"I was crazy to come.
But the bus is gone.
Must.
Water."
Some
up

and back

counsellors
the

I won't make it.
Have to keep up.

and the hardier climbers moved

line making sure no one was in serious

trouble

and that no one wandered off the path.

We

at

came

last upon

who greeted us

we

On and on.

a flock of sheep and its herders,

cheerfully and poured water they had fetched

from a nearby spring into us
needed,

No way.
Can't.

and over us,

as much as we

from large metal or plastic jugs.

In the shade

rested and tried to respond to their barrage of questions.
Later in the

afternoon we reached,

and most of us

collapsed at, the point where the mountain rock emerged
from the woods,
stood in

brush and scrub we had been traversing and

all its

grey,

massive power.

and became relatively gentle
the spectacular views
wide

though to compensate for

of open sky, peaks,

slopes sinking and curving away

switchbacks
and snow.
granules

ridges

from us.

and steep

Several

later we reached a slope with pockets
No one had energy

of ice

for a snowball fight, but the

tasting strongly of mountain dirt were still

refreshing.

A short,

the porch of the
club

as

The trail widened

first

slow walk

further and we were

lodge where

the mountaineering

attendant greeted us with cups of an

restorative hot,

mountain-herb tea.

at

amazingly
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"Hey Perry how
made

it in

long did it take you?"

four hours."

one of those mules."

"Come off it,

"Man, we

I bet you got on

(A muleteer and his

train had led

us up the trail.

It turned out that no one had needed to

actually ride up,

although all the packs did.)

ter,

the beginnings

of the exultation which so enveloped

the entire group by the end of the
were

The ban¬

starting to show.

3-day accomplishment

From here on,

except for a 1,000-

foot hike and rock-climb to the summit the next day under
the

control of

two mountaineering club guides,

the

trip would be downhill.
Sweaters

came out as

followed the departing
hazy grey of

light.

range.

accustomed brilliance,
across

the sun's warmth quickly
Far out one could see the

the ocean which almost reaches

the Mount Olympos

the rest of

Evening stars

the foot of

showed an un¬

and the hulking mountain ridges

the way seemed especially sullen

and inhuman against

the darkening sky.
Supper's main course was

inedible

to most,

a good

broth ruined by a bad sausage, but there was plenty else
to eat.

No one minded;

incredible

up here."

"Did you see the

the hill built of shale
That night we
under

the fire was warm.

"It's

just

little chapel up

rock?"

lay beside each other

coarse wool blankets

on

like cordwood

long, wide platforms with
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horsehair pallets

under us.

It took a long time for

everyone to settle down.
The next morning everyone made it up to Zeus1
Throne,

the most popular

and well-marked summit,

and signed

the guest book there.

The back side of the ridge was

steep

and inhospitable

as

ropes

and real mountaineering techniques.

a look

climbable only with
A few pictures,

around and most headed back down out of the wind

to make

room for someone else.

the perspective,
ly

the moon,

as

the view was

Because of the haze and
actually better from slight¬

further down.
It was

an hour and a half to the second,

lodge standing back below the
there

first walked in

treeline.

the woods,

or took ice-cold showers

lower

Those who got

played on the snowfields

outside one of the cabins.

Seven of the group had blazed their own trail down the
steep

and tricky mountainside, but managed to stay out of

trouble.
second

When everyone had been accounted for at the

lodge,

there were

congratulation.
The
down

cheers

"Hey ya made

of cameraderie

it!"

"Great."

last day back to the bus was

the mountain, with everyone

and self-

a pell-mell race

trying short-cuts down

the wooded slopes, bounding along in the sharp sunlight.
We

stopped

at

water formed

a mountain spring half-way down where the
a connecting series

of deep and shallow pools,
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with mossy banks

to slide down or rocks

Almost everyone swam,
again,

clothes

and all,

to dive from.
jumping again and

made part of an unexpected moment of natural joy

and energy.
At
on.

last we broke

At the bus

away

from the spell,

and moved

assembly point some were too tired to say

it but everyone knew the message nonetheless:
did it!"

The bus

who went

arrived,

an extra three

having picked up two campers

or four miles

it wasn't' waiting for us

"Hey we

there.

into town to see if

("Some show-offs

just

don't know when to quit.")
"Hey whose
by the

road.

Hey Panos!"

are those

Anyone want them?
Two pairs

out basketball shoes
to the

smelly sneakers
Perry,

of broken,

split,

lying there

aren't they yours?
hopelessly worn

lay abandoned by a tree,

testimonials

accomplishment of our climb.
On the

ride back to AFS with the bus

driver's

tape

deck hammering out American music on tapes provided by
the

campers,

wilder

the group

started to sing.

and wilder, with the driver rolling his head and

snapping his

fingers

as we went through each small town,

until we

reached the Farm School

enormous

cheer.

campers

The tempo grew

Through supper

seemed to walk

on

air.

and exploded with an
and all evening,
"Hi Bud.

Hi,

the

Frank.

You
II

guys

really missed something, you really should have

come.
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Those who did not come had to work harder over the next
week

to catch up their membership in the

camper commu¬

nity.
But the work project itself was

the centerpiece

to the whole set of interlocking experiences,
which the
the

campers

course of

had gone

anticipated most from the beginning.

the year,

Over

the Farm School in Thessaloniki

out investigating villages

showed the greatest willingness
with

and the one

to find one which

to participate actively

a group of camper volunteers.

It was important that

the villagers not simply accept passively the good works
of

a collection of strangers;

and from a community develop¬

ment standpoint the building of the plaza might ideally
serve to motivate the village in undertaking steps
own future

growth.

The School picked Lakkia,
village

to its

four miles

leadership of

away,

a dependency of

a larger

because the Lakkians under the

a relatively new,

dynamic priest,

also the one elementary school teacher),

(who is

and with the

support of the mayor of the parent village of Basilika,
comprised

a community which seemed truly interested in

getting something done.
technicians

The Lakkians

to help with the

included enough

laying of wood frames,

mixing and so forth so that villagers
something to teach the Americans;

cement

clearly would have

and Basilika had agreed
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to find and provide the necessary raw materials,
by contributions
by donations

from each

paid for

family in Lakkia and partly

in kind and by public funds.

We wanted the project to offer something tangible
and measurable which might yield a sense of specific
accomplishment at the end to its participants.

if this

meant picking something more symbolic than immediate in
usefulness

- building a public square instead of fixing

the villagers'

houses one by one,

was not taken as

a detriment.

for example - this

It was easier to get coopera¬

tion on a public project than on a series of private ones;
the villagers

took the square seriously as a first step in

self-improvement;

and we were not a group of engineers or

any other form of

"technical assistance,"

interested above all

in starting and finishing a project

together with the villagers
teach us

but a group

the process of which would

something about ourselves and about each other.
We were to build the plaza with a wide sidewalk for

strolling around the outside,
and plant grass

and bushes

a couple of

in the

would fill with rich field earth.
was
to

on a moderate diagonal slope,
compensate somewhat,

crosswalks,

interstices which we
Because the hard surface
the delta was designed

not to the true horizontal but so

that its much gentler slope would still leave the
the delta four
about half a

feet above ground at one

foot above at the other.

level of

lower corner and
The base of the
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delta was perhaps
altitude"
was
in

twenty-five yards

across,

and the

of the delta triangle about forty.

The project

technically more sophisticated than the previous year's
another village, which had entailed laying down as many

squares

of

cement on

the other hand,

the

appeared to be much

a flat road surface as possible.
area to be

On

covered and the work involved

less, perhaps not enough for our four

weeks.
The
of

schedule

an

issue

fear that we might finish the project way ahead
arose

at the end of the

for discussion,

argument,

for the remaining two and a half.
just one day before the

-

first week,

and was

persuasion and
We

finally finished

final Friday of the

last week.
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Turnaround
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At the bottom of the delta a few yards from it
we

constructed a traffic island turnaround for the

trucks ,

buses

and vendors1

wagons

few

that presently serve

Lakkia.
So in the very hot sun we dug the rough founda¬
tion trenches

about two feet wide

village's workmen with

the wooden

and deep,
frames,

with rock gathered from a dry riverbed,

helped the

filled the bottoms

and mixed cement

in one or two of the three portable mixers which the
village had.
once,

We never saw all three machines going at

although we had the manpower to handle

not very often two.
had been poured,

When the sidewalks

spread,

them,

and

and walkways

dried and partially cured, we

dug field earth outside the village,

loaded it on wagons

and dumped it to give the grass seed something reasonable
to grow in.
There were

two other activities in Lakkia which

brought the Americans
the time of

together with the Greeks.

the daily soda-pop break

or whole work

shade

two coffeehouses

and talk

and when individuals

teams were unoccupied waiting for rocks,

frames or cement mixer repairs,
one of the

out of

among themselves.

dirt,

the campers would go into
the sun or sit in the
Almost always village

children would come up to the Americans when
outside,

Both at

they were

and one of the handful of Greek-English speakers

might help to translate a simple conversation.

Just as

often
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the campers managed on their own,
non-verbally.
gammon)

Inside the

board was

in simple phrases or

coffeehouses

in steady use,

the tavli

and the Greek men were

delighted to take on camper boys or girls
beat them.

and usually

Greek village women are not seen in coffeehouses,

and a further sign or acceptance
the

(back¬

fact that there never was

and hospitality

lay in

a murmur of protest to our

swarming into that male preserve whose daily turn it was
to serve us

ice cream or soda pop.

"Where's
together.

Frank?

The mixer is

He's

got to get his work group

running again."

cards with the Greek kids

"He's playing

in the tool shed."

Other non-verbal communication:
down our mattocks
would invariably

and shovels

whenever we put

at break time Greek children

take them up and come

close to smashing

themselves whacking at the hard trenches.
imitation more than communication,
adult villagers
nique,
campers

came over

If this was

then it was not when

and would give pointers

often refusing to give back your tools
to take

longer breaks

village's postman

came

puffing heavily in his

on tech¬

and forcing

than they wanted.

The

to dig occasionally on his rounds,
uniform;

good pair of pants when he

one bus

driver ruined a

came early to pick us up and

became too involved at spreading cement.

Although a cer¬

tain number of villagers were supposed from the beginning
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to join the skilled workmen
seldom did after the
this way,

and campers

every day,

they

first week except to chime in in

contributing a personal interest and enthusiasm

which seemed more real for being unpredictable.
Sharing labor,
served us

sharing time

and sharing company

all on occasions when we could not share words.

Our

first day in the village,

blessing and the end of speeches,

after the priest's

the women of the village

swept up to the group and ushered away each of
to their respective homes
delight or

gesture was

and relatives.

spontaneous

prompted it, but each

campers

to feed him or her Turkish

candied fruit with

off her house

the

since

a glass

of water,

and to show

It can't be said that the
the

local home economist had

camper received a personal dose of

Greek hospitality and enthusiasm which startled most of
them but

triggered their interest in getting to know the

Greeks.
For everyone,
and

the

language barrier was

for some insurmountable.

and your expectations

But if your impatience

around the problem to a state of

mutual sympathy and acceptance,

of time

which was

and tasks.

level

for exact communication were not

too high there were ways

understanding,

a challenge,

separate

from rational

reached through the sharing
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The
field work,
This

third component to the Lakkia experience was
at which each work group took its

activity was

concentrated in the

two middle weeks,

for it took what at first seemed an inordinate
of persuasion

and jollying to get farmers

campers with them to the

it came back

on the delta.

the

full of chatter about the hard work
in the order of

things

Campers were moved especially by the

personal hospitality of the
take them in

to take

field group of the day did re-

where there were no natural pauses
as

amount

fields.

Yet, whenever the
us

turns.

farmers who after work would

for hardboiled eggs,

fruit and the inevitable

soda.
"You should have seen the size of those eggs
every one

a double yolk!"

The reason

for the

clear.

Hooking onions

claw is

arduous

Onions

farmers'

out of

stoop work -

reluctance became

the ground with a hand
and takes considerable skill.

cannot be bagged for market if

and

it requires

the

size of an

to chop

-

a trained eye

they

as well as

are broken,

control to identify

onion underground from the stalk alone,

ahead of rather than into it.

and

When I surveyed

the wreckage of discarded onion pieces which a work squad
had turned over one day,

I

relieved that the American

felt the

farmers must be secretly

amateurs were not faster workers.
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But still many had us back,
not,

I suppose,

and thanked us

so much for helping with the crops

we had tried to work hard alongside,
been

there and spent with

life.
we

Broken onions

always as because

because we had simply

them another measure of their

could be used for replanting;

and if

remained inefficient, we were a distraction and a com¬

pany.

On

learning of

the toughness

and the

Greek hospitality and enthusiasm is set,
that children or

labor in which

and on grasping

adults who did not join us regularly

on the project were probably off doing something much
harder and more essential, we
tion where we

cherished their participa¬

found it.

I personally have two strong images:
sweetness
in the

of plain

cool water from an earthen

fields under a mule saddle,

woman bandaged to her eyes
was

and when we
If

fields

the delta project
different
held one

of sunburn

came one morning, when we

and coffeehouses
let us

left.

showed us Greek generosity,

join with people holding very

about work

common objective,

out using muscles

and the sight of a village

left, without ever stopping.

attitudes

the Americans

jug sheltered

against the sun and dust who

chopping out onions when we

rested

the utter

and society.

At least we

to get the delta done before

But the

and energy

campers wanted to work flat
to the fullest at the risk

and sunstroke, while

the Greek

foremen and
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villagers
on

its

evidently chose to enjoy the common experience

own terms
When

as well as to simply get the task done.

campers

complained of coming all the way to

Greece to stand around waiting for work the Greeks might
say

don t worry about it,

relax;"

they would argue that

the work could be stretched out to fill the time,
we

or that

could all have parties or go to the beach together when

it was

done.

There was

little doubt finally that measured

against a full rate of effort the project had been under¬
designed for us,

but this

never bothered the Greeks who

were going to get their public square regardless,

and who

could not be bothered about such a thing as efficiency
for

its

own

sake.

The American preoccupation with efficiency
with many until

the end.

an error in shaping one

lingered

The Greeks were proven right crosswalk cost us

a couple of days

when the Thessaloniki public works engineer inspected the
site
it,

and insisted that the section be done as he had sketched
not as

the villagers were improvising.

rain spoiled our work,
caused other

shortages

Although no

of materials

cumulative delays.

We

at times

finished on the last

Wednesday.
"What's
"I
organized.

the matter,

Tom?"

just don't get it why the Greeks don't get
We could really

lay

that cement down if we got
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all the mixers
it's

a big

going.

joke.

"Yes,

They don't seem to really care,

They sure are different."

they

are.

That's

the point of being here.

Have you talked to Jeff or Nico about it?"
explain,

many things
at.

in the Greeks'
Three

or that there were

minds which campers could only

children of AFS

bicultural and bilingual,
to the

It was hard to

or to accept that Greek and American priorities

over the project might vary a good deal,

guess

like

staff members, who were

helped a good deal in explaining

campers what might be behind the Greeks'

or easy-going appearance,
Typically,

stubbornness,

or erraticness.

in the

last 5-6 days

there was panic

whether we would get all the digging and planting of grass
done in time.
out right.

Again the Greeks

looked after us,

Some of us managed to learn a more

lesson which the Greeks,

and it came

important

based on their strong instincts

and working through example, were silently imparting.
believe the Americans

I

found how to enjoy their presence

in Lakkia without relating it continuously to what they
were

or were not doing with their hands.
When

they worked,

campers wanted it to be hard and

fast so that their effort felt
they could be
just being,

like something,

so that

sure that they were giving after all.

and being together,

unconsidered activity in

its

entered in as

But

a previously

own right requiring no other
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justification.

Toward the end it became something of a

problem to round up campers
playing tavli,

cards

the project was
The

or just talking to their friends when

ready

for another surge of work.

culmination of this

by teenagers but I
at the

from where they had scattered

lesson,

think at least intuited by most,

School

leaders

Summer

19 71 group was

and officials

the village homes,

morning.
bread,
the

The meal was

cheese,

resources

it was

came

ceremonial evening marking the end of the project

when Lakkia turned out to feast the

of

shared unevenly

campers,

from Basilika.

simple

-

chicken,

salad, potatoes,

and retsina wine.

served

When everyone had been placed,
from the borrowed

The Greek

departing from Lakkia for good next

of the two coffeehouses
and was

Farm

then to spend the night in various

fruit beer

cooked,

staff.

late,

It strained

and wherever else

anxiously and unevenly.

fed and had eaten,

loudspeakers was

the music

turned down and speeches

were exchanged.
They stressed the
had grown between Greeks,
the

friendship
Americans

and appreciation that
and each other through

joy of working and spending hours

together.

Then the

mayor of Basilika felt constrained to close with a political
tag,

adding the only such

the entire
lately

as

four weeks
anyone

tone ever conveyed or felt during

in Lakkia.

the importance

He had stated as

articu¬

and the human value of the
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experience

to both sides;

then he went on to hope that

campers would remember Greece was
that congressional critics
Greece were wrong.
to Greece
it to be

a friend of America,

and

of American military aid to

(The decision to suspend foreign aid

and Pakistan unless President Nixon determined
a national security requirement had just cleared

the House

a few days

earlier,

and was before the U.S.

Senate.)
Then the

tables were

cleared,

the music turned up

again and everyone invited to do chain and ring dances
an hour

along the sidewalks of the new square until shirts

and skirts were soaked in sweat.
tered

for

The village women clus¬

and darted picking their favorite campers

to take

away to their homes when the dancing was

Because

at the end some

or staff
over.

campers were still reluctant to

spend the night tongue-tied and along with their respective
hosts,

enough of

them paired up so that many women,

the thinned out square,
someone to take

in.

The square emptied,

Next morning,
had been exchanged,
to

neither Greeks

life was

had something to gossip
then ever."

and in vain for
and fell silent.

gathering at the bus

let each other go.

you were here

looked anxiously

after gifts

nor Americans

From the Greeks,

The Americans

could bear

plaintively:

so much more interesting.
about.

roaming

"While

We always

Now it will seem emptier

cried, while telling excitedly
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how much
melon;

their hosts had given - quantities of water¬

family pictures

taken

insistently on the guest;
also

from off the wall and pressed

enthusiasms which the Americans

felt but scarcely knew how to reciprocate.

the bus pulled us
the highway

for

away

the

and bumped down the dirt road to

last time.

In endless discussions
days

in Greece

campers

a song,

just shine
ly was

This

true,

had discomfited at
boy might approach,

hold his

their eyes
life direct¬

- when a Greek

lighter oliveskinned arm

look up and smile.

that night in their house,

"I was

just staring down at me."

Lakkia and Greece which we never even approached,

Lakkians

resentments may have

favorites
promises

partly

Certain

lain close beside the village's basic

One old woman would come up daily to her

toothing insistently,
of

about

and partly in our mutual desire with the

to show our best while we were together.

hospitality.

afraid

sure I'd find

are of course a multitude of things

in our innocence

and

unchecked curiosity

least one of the Blacks

them gathered around my bed
There

them said,

faculty to address

and villagers'

against the darker one,
to go to sleep

Finally one of

that the Greeks never blink,

and shine.

literally

over the remaining five

tried to pinpoint the nature of this

really very short event.
put it in

At last

a "package"

"dema dema dema"

from the United States

- seeking

once we
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returned.

Those who spoke Greek well occasionally heard

other voices,

especially from the younger men,

contrasting the richer Americans

ironically

to the poverty of the

Greeks.
Then there was
camp in the

land of a dictatorship.

interfered with,
the

the question of holding a summer
Although we never were

or used for overt propaganda purposes,

fact of the dictatorship was unavoidable in the

steriotyped signs

and proclamations at each entrance to

every town or village.

(Lakkia was

apparently too small

and untravelled to have to bother with the signs.)

But

the American Farm School,

has

like many or most Greeks,

outlived Greek dictatorships

in the past,

a pragmatic will to survive and endure,

and

following the

metaphor of Odysseus rather than Lord Byron.
the

junta,

lives with

Despite

despite strong feelings about the American role

in Vietnam,

Greeks were still delighted to meet and fathom

American strangers as

individuals.

Apparently,

when you

come upon something unique and promising as a human ex¬
perience you may have to risk taking it exactly where you
find

it.

Were we taking from Greece irresponsibly,

greater measure than we gave?
was hard to maintain in Lakkia;
matter.

or in

Such a guilt-based approach
it wasn't true,

or

it did not
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Kim,

one of the counsellors and musicians,

the premise that Greeks'

open behavior in public

hit on

(which

conceals many an anxiety or complex motive in private
life)

suggested another value to Americans,

one holding

that you should not look away from persons;

that people

who interest or appeal to you must be cherished as one
discovers

them,

accepting the ambiguities,

cations or other
also provide.

hidden impli¬

imponderables which the given context may

Many campers picked this up.

phrase from their theme song:

"...We're trying to express

and find our craziness....Aren't we crazy?"
bilingual Greek staff member,
say

'crazy Greek.'

Just say

Another

Nico,

used to tell us,
'Greek.'

the

"Don't

If you are Greek,

you are crazy."
The staff organized only a few discussions aimed
at the campers'
the program.

reasons

for coming and expectations

Responses varied naturally,

flected what we also felt:
of coming together honestly,
that any community is
separate members,

but many re¬

that given the problems first
and then of not forgetting

a partial articulation of still

making the hard effort to create a sense

of community was one of

the purposes

for coming.

it seemed to be taking no effort at all.
guidance

from

They needed little

in working things out for themselves,

extraordinary group of human beings.

At times

and were an
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There was Betsy,

who felt lonely soon after reaching

AFS and came down with incessant upset stomachs which
earned her much concern at first -

illnesses which vanished

only when people started paying her less attention and she
decided she would have to join the group herself.
David and Frank got into the only fistfight we
had all summer,

when David's provocative sarcasms caught

Frank in an especially touchy mood.
nose not to have been broken,

but they had a medical bill

to get together about afterwards.
face that lasted two days was
himself,

X-rays showed David's

David with a puffed

the first to see outside

and to apologize.
James

from a black ghetto,

with a spirit that

longed to give to people and who was

timid at first,

that Soul humor and high-jinks were appreciated.
his

role,

about the human imperative to share and give.

from a wealthy suburban county,

seeking a

He played

but still remembered to make some of the most

moving comments
Claire,

found

spent the summer

live alternative to American acquisitiveness,

and seemed to find it.
Allan had been on Greek Summer in 1970,
joyed

it immensely despite his relative youth and was

discovering in
twice.

had en¬

1971 that

"you never cross

the same bridge
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There was Perry,
style and comb,

wearing a full

"Afro"

hair

whose appearance always startled Greeks to

his great delight.
smiling members of
working,

tall,

He was one of the most willing,
the group.

Mary and Cal,

cheerful and reliable;

Frank,

happy,

each hard¬

with his moods;

and

those who were unready or unwilling to use the group as
a means
roads

or an end for their fulfilment,

who had private

to follow - and a few who found little in the

program at all
It is

to respond to,

or in the people.

likely that the best dialogues which will be

most remembered took place out of earshot of the staff.
So might they have even with a more highly structured
schedule of discussions,
no lack of

since the campers clearly showed

love for talking.

More public discussions

might have distributed the wealth of their ideas more
widely,

it is

1971 was

true.

But one overall aim of Greek Summer

to arrive at some acting out of the words

cross-cultural setting,

community and brotherhood.

in a
Ela¬

borations on the subject are perhaps a private affair,
best shared with those whom one personally chooses.
One of the campers has written since returning to
her Philadelphia suburb:

"...

and the freedom and respon¬

sibility that you gave to all of us.
were

the

and feel

I believe that these

things which permitted all of us
so close

to learn so much

to each other during those six weeks.
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It is not often that kids our age are trusted and given
independence.

I will never

forget the happiness of this

summer."
No doubt it was

easier to take some risks among

ourselves

in the warmth of the fact that Greeks were

friendly,

accomodating much of the time,

to the normal flow of our
the best of
you,

accept.

they intrigue

offer you something to

leave you to decide how much you are able to

An enormous

selecting

Perhaps that describes

teachers or teaching settings -

bring out the best in you,

work on and

of

lives.

and strangers

amount of work in planning and

lay behind the seemingly

laissez-faire approach

the program.
Bruce Lansdale in the

final weekend session at

his vacation house where we tried to wrap up what six weeks
together

in Greece had meant,

wrote and read a poem

which quoted from somewhere:
I
I
I

sought my soul, my soul I could not see.
sought my God, but God eluded me.
sought my brother, and there I found all three.

Perhaps he had written it himself.

CHAPTER

PLANS,

1.

I V

PLANS,

PLANS

Introduction
This chapter will cover three topics in the area

of plans or expectations:

the anticipated program outcomes

shared by various members of the Greek Summer
and by the American Farm School
I,

"Objectives of Study");

sent to participants
parents'

1971 staff

(briefly covered in Chapter

the intent behind the questionnaire

in January 1972,

and that behind the

questionnaire sent out a week later.
The parents were questioned principally to provide

an independent corroboration or refutation of opinions
received from campers.1
respondents,

Although by no means

impartial

having in most cases paid out $1500

for the

camp and being

loving parents of the campers,

was

its collective opinion as an "interested

chosen for

other"

this group

to the camper group for being the most direct and

knowledgeable

source of

information on any behavioral or

attitudinal changes revealed by the campers as a result of
the experience.

^his is meant in a collective, not an individual
family sense.
All camper questionnaires were designed to
remain anonymous (although many respondents wrote and signed
personal notes) , and both questionnaire lots were assessed
separately.
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Given the short-term nature of Greek Summer 1971,
and the

fact that parents were asked for opinions at only

one point in time five months after campers returned from
Greece,

it is hard to prove anything to the satisfaction

of normal academic

standards of rigor from such results.

They are taken purely as
insights

suggestive,

indicating possible

into the value of Greek Summer as a maturing

experience from the parent's outlook or into the nature
of parental expectation and concerns generally.
possibilities

for

The

subsequent exploration and research are

left deliberately open and inviting,

based on future

work camp projects.
With regard to the campers and their questionnaire,
no pre-test was conducted before the summer camp experience
asking them for opinions or choices about outcomes for
the summer.
them,

The camp was planned for them and not with

a situation later mitigated by the fact that once

in Greece campers were allowed to suggest alternatives and
to vote down certain activities which did not appeal to
them.

2.

Objectives of

the Staff

Bruce Lansdale's motives
Summer

in promoting Greek

1971 were evidently a mixture of the practical

and the highly idealistic,

each attribute necessary in its
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place to the successful educational administrator.
then the practical,

First

for it is at times the easier motive

to understand.
In his
tor,

letter of February 5,

answering a

earlier to him,

1971 to the investiga¬

list of project activities suggested
Lansdale wrote the following at one point

concerning scholarships

for American applicants to Greek

Summer:
I agree completely with your unanimous decision
to recruit four minority group members.
At the
same time, however, I am very much bound by the
decision of the Board [of Trustees of the Ameri¬
can Farm School in New York] which was the ori¬
ginal stimulation for this program; it was to
raise additional funds for the School to provide
scholarships for village kids. (Emphasis added.)2
Lansdale held fast to the precept voiced by the Board that
the Farm School had no justification to undertake yet
another project such as Greek Summer which did not contri¬
bute

in some reasonable measure to the School's major

purpose and activity,
institute

to serve as an agricultural

for school-aged Greeks.

had earned the sum of
1970,

which is

The Greek Summer program

$11,000

for Greek scholarships in

and the same figure was

firmly budgeted for 1971.

Rather than a reason for resisting the idea of
scholarships

for Greek Summer

1971 applicants,

however,

2Letter of February 5, 1971, Bruce M. Lansdale to
John K. Jessup, Jr., p. 2.
The minority recruitment propo¬
sal had been unanimous among the three top counsellors and
the head of the School's New York office who met earlier on
January

16th.
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this

financial requirement was more

for approval of
expectations

it.

Lansdale disclosed some other definite

for the program in a poetical address to the

campers on their

last weekend in northern Greece.

have nothing to do with finances,
cadres of young friends
address

like a precondition

These

or with developing

for the Farm School.

What his

stressed were those attitudes basic to the Ameri¬

can Farm School philosophy

(by Lansdale's own admission)

which he hoped the work camp project had imparted.
are attitudes of
one's dreams;

(b)

(a)

enterprise,

spirit and the

a willingness to fulfil

appreciation of human worth and brotherhood

across cultural boundaries;
of

These

and

(c)

an awareness of strength

"God within you" which Lansdale is not

embarrassed to talk about openly.
(It is partly for this reason that the American
Friends Service Committee was

a major focus of the discussion

on comparative volunteer service activities

in Chapter II,

being an institution with an explicit religious awareness
and which uses

the approach of

starting

in the immediate

reality of work and effort before moving to the more sub¬
jective

levels of human understanding.

AFSC appears to

share a common base of outlook and spiritual emphasis
with the American Farm School.)
a.

Lansdale's expectations.

In his address,

Lansdale described the founding of the Farm School,
on one of his

three primary themes:

touching
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As a dream it began
In the mind of a man
To bring fruit from barren lands
So the people could see
In the life of a tree
The beauty that lay in their hands.

That place in his dream which found reality.3
How's your dream?
How can it become reality?
Is it worth spending a lifetime on?
But dreaming isn't enough.

It doesn't really matter, just so long as...
You demonstrated to the world around you
That you knew how and did
Change the world of your dreams
Into the realities of this world.
Bruce Lansdale's
for

second theme concerns the search

self and the realization of brotherhood.

From the

same address:
How was the search for self?
It's harder exploring there...
There's no place to hide
And no one to hide from but self.

The self that seeks to share that love,
Abandons self for other selves,
Forgets the me, the I, the we,
Replaced by them and those and theirs,
Whose life your self has touched and helped,
A million times repaid you'll be....
I sought my brother, and there I found all three.

3The reference is to the American Farm School,
founded in 19 0 5 by John House, a former missionary who
turned to teaching the practicalities of modern agriculture
to Greek farm boys.
The School has no denominational
missionary objective of any sort.
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And finally,

about God:

He seems to be one guy we left out of the group
this summer....
Jeff said he didn't exist.
Although sometimes he gets kinda scared.
1 think he kept knocking, but we didn't let him in.
Some of you say he doesn't exist.
My Swami friend calls him the God in You,
Kazantzakis spent his life looking for him,...
Maybe I'm wrong.
I sure wouldn't want you to
think I'm pushing.
I do think it's worth looking,
Worth asking, yourself and him,
Worth listening and loving and listening.
I sought my soul, my soul I could not see;
I sought my God, but God eluded me;
I sought my brother, and there I found all three.
Despite the differences
Greek Summer staff were

brotherhood

is

a series of planned events

about one's own self.

which may be a slightly less personal

intimate awareness of shared likeness and

responsibility implied in brotherhood.
God,

On the question of

the staff was much less explicit than Bruce Lansdale

but there was
for

Lansdale's

also very close to what might be called a

sense of community,
state than the

Lansdale and the

in agreement on the importance of

work and travel adventures as
leading to discoveries

in style,

clearly room in the program for finding or

seeking Him.
b.

Several campers undoubtedly did.

Staff's conception of objectives.

staff's point of view,

From the

inheriting a project structure

which had by all accounts worked well the year before
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tended to make us conservative in our conceptualization of
anything new.

Three of us

spent most of the Spring planning

sessions working on the few basic changes we had in mind
but principally on eliminating or improving the few features
from 1970 which clearly had not succeeded.
With this

approach it was

in fact easier to define

what out principal objectives were after the details of
minor restructuring and replacement of components had been
tended to.

There were certain things which seemed intrinsi¬

cally very important to correct;

but the process of goal

clarification was an inductive one,

not deductive.

We

became aware of basic objectives only after their imple¬
menting activities or procedures had been chosen,

on their

own merits.
Corrections were few.

Because the two-week tour

of Greece had proved anticlimactic to campers
after the excitement of the work program,
were

in 1970

the two weeks

shortened to eleven days and broken up into a bus

tour before the work project and an island tour following.4
On a much more important issue,
with the New York office head,

the

1971 counsellors agreed

Arthur Lanckton,

and with

4We were ready to reduce, but not discontinue
this component altogether.
In 1972 the tour of Greece
is

to be cut back even further.
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Lansdale that it was essential for the sake of
American campers
of

the

to broaden the socio-economic profile

the group away from the

"Park Avenue Peace Corps"

which some saw characterizing the

1970 group,

flavor

each member

of which had parents or relatives who could pay the full
$1500

fee.

as well as

We wanted at least four Blacks or Puerto Ricans
lower or middle-income whites

in 1971 to the

extent that scholarships could be made available.
In the early Spring,
Eli Lilly foundation of

Arthur Lanckton persuaded the

Indianapolis to provide $30,000

in scholarship money for scholarships and staff salaries.
We were able to recruit 5
from New York City,

interested Black participants

suburban Connecticut and Rochester,

N.Y.
Other changes
sessions
so as

included reorganizing the field work

in the various departments of the Farm School,

to provide greater rewards

from skill-learning or

from task accomplishment in such areas as beekeeping,
brick-making,
maintenance,
campers

cookery,

carpentry,

and mechanical drawing.

could

benevolent unskilled

c.

Making sure that

learn some definite construction skill on

the Lakkia work project itself,

tant to us

tractor driving and

and not merely provide

labor to the Greek foremen,

was

impor

too.
Eight staff objectives to Greek Summer

1971.

were perhaps eight well identified and stressed attributes

There
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to Greek Summer

1971 which the staff took to be important.

These components,

briefly described below,

constitute

the activities or features which the Greek Summer 1971
staff thought to offer its campers?

they cannot be called

broad or determinant educational goals,
from,

which were emerged

and were defined after the narrower,

oriented objectives had been discussed,

description-

debated and selected.

For clarity I will term the narrower feature or attribute
instrumental objective,

and the broader expectation or

outcome educational goal.
The instrumental objectives were:
1.

Joie de vivre.
For anything to happen pro¬
perly the project first of all had to be fun.
Activity and participation were to be stressed,
and not analysis or speculation.
This would
make personal involvement easier by partici¬
pants.
It also was the style of the Lansdale
family, the American Farm School and most of
the staff.
When the experience was over, one of the aspects
frequently picked for favorable comment was
the spirit and enthusiasm which had charac¬
terized Greek Summer 1971 the whole way through.

2.

.

3

The work project, a four-week long task oriented
activity in the village of Lakkia with a clearly
defined beginning and end, would offer campers
the satisfactions of a specific, visible
accomplishment from the application of their
hands and minds.
To derive fulfilment from
this activity required that the project be
finished before the campers left, but on the
other hand that it not drain into insignifi¬
cance by being too easy or too quickly com¬
pleted .
In addition to the 4-week group project in the
village, the campers would be given chances to
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learn specific skills in the Farm School depart¬
ments, to learn sailing in the bay if arrange¬
ments could be worked out with the local yacht
club, or to build or contribute something use¬
ful in a shorter period of time than four
weeks.
Bruce Lansdale saw department work as
a chance to contribute some useful man-hours
to the Farm School itself, or for campers to
learn first-hand about an aspect of the School's
operation; the staff was more interested in the
satisfaction a camper might come away with
knowing for example how to cook a Greek dish,
how to start raising bees, or how to plane a
board without splitting it.
4.

5.

Working and living with Greeks would provide
a chance for American teenagers to test their
adaptability in the face of different social
values and styles of public behavior.
This
might lead to modelling new behaviors on the
Greek example, or otherwise developing conscious¬
ness about their own American patterns of
communication and interaction.
Moreover, the
possibilities of having friendships grow
across cultural differences might lead to the
appreciation of the important human constants
across varying societies.
We held great hope
for what might develop among the American
campers and the five Greeks who had just
graduated from the Farm School, who spoke some
English and who joined the Greek Summer 1971
group when it reached the Farm School after
touring southern Greece.
Even while realizing
that a one-to-one match of Greeks and Ameri¬
cans might have been the optimum level, the
staff counted on the five to get something
started in the area of cross-cultural experience
and discussion which individual experiences
downtown, in Lakkia or on the Farm School
grounds would build on.
The program was integrated, racially and eco¬
nomically.
It was expected that associations
in work and play would grow between persons
who otherwise might never have experienced
to the same first-hand degree what someone from
that other American culture was like.
The
benefits of this opportunity were considered
real, obvious and important; not having an in
tegrated program seemed a moral liability for
the institution and an act of irresponsibility
toward the campers.
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6.

The fact that there were several points in the
program where campers could choose what to do
was important not only to their sense of
freedom, but to their developing sense of
responsibility for their own wellbeing.
Campers
were allowed to choose department work (in 1970
they were asked to try out in all departments),
as well as participation in sports and such
optional events as Greek dancing classes.
Campers took part in decision making for the
overall program too.
While there were activi¬
ties which the staff felt strongly that no one
should miss, such as weekend excursions and
involvement in some chosen form of department
work, several offerings grew out of campers' own
interests.
Cooking and mechanical drawing
were activities conceived and organized by
campers, as was the weekly newspaper.
Whether
or not to make use of the scheduled bus for an
afternoon beach or museum trip became a matter
of ad hoc voting, and the bus would occassionally
be sent away empty if a majority did not want
to go.
Holding campers responsible for their own be¬
havior in the absence of strict supervision
was taken to be a valuable experience for them
in maturity, as well as the only practical way
for five counsellors to manage 43 seething
independent teenagers.5
It was pointed out
that each camper had the power to damage or
halt the entire program depending on how he
let himself behave.
Certainly his further
participation in it was made a factor of his own
comportment.
This principle or understanding
worked well in the place of a detailed set of
rules, and one camper wrote appreciatively
when it was over, "It is not often that kids our
age are trusted and given independence."

5After one counsellors' raid in an Athens hotel
early in the proceedings, prompted by a water-bomb com¬
plaint, when the counsellors discovered instead of missiles
about a dozen bottles of ouzo, cognac and wine in various
stages of consumption, the campers were reminded severely
that drinking was permitted only under public, counsellorsanctioned conditions at mealtimes.
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7.

Campers were of course removed from their own
social settings of home and school.
This was
in no way unique to Greek Summer among summer
camps, except that the new context differed
more greatly from home than perhaps most domes¬
tic programs do.
This too was a stimulus to
adaptation, behavior modelling and self exa¬
mination in a positive, encouraging and lowrisk environment.

8.

Peer group interaction:
in a setting where few
people started by knowing each other, the chance
to make a fresh start in a group of new ac¬
quaintances brought out some of the best in
campers.
(It also proved a challenge which
some campers shied away from for the first few
days or weeks.)
Learning how a community of
individuals is formed, and about the concept
of brotherhood, through a practical case
exercise was of great importance to both
Lansdale and the staff.
Despite frequent use
of the smaller 8 or 9-member work group into
which campers were assigned, it was incon¬
testably true that the larger community of
43-48 including Greeks, or 53 including staffheld together as a freely interacting and selfsustaining common social entity extremely well.
Such cliques as did develop were never ex¬
clusionary for long, but remained as solider
cores of association and support within a
larger unifying force-field of relationships.

d.

Six broad educational goals.

The eight objec¬

tives were related to some six basic goals to the Greek
Summer program,
As will be

which may be

labelled educational goals.

shown schematically,

the eight objectives were

expected to contribute in differing degrees to fulfilment
of

the education goals.
A.

The six:

Encouraging a sense of commitment, an interest
in engagement beyond one's individual self to
a project, or human relationship;
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B.

Developing in campers a feeling of selfconfidence as necessary to the adolescent's
rite of passage toward a greater inner poise,
and specifically to dealing effectively with
the world of adults;

C.

Encouraging the clarification of personal values,
preferences or interests at the conscious level;

D.

Promoting greater ease in expressing or under¬
stand personal emotions with others.
(The
questionnaire to campers asked whether five
months afterward, Greek Summer 1971 might have
produced changes in campers' relationships
in the familiar settings of family and school.
Parents were asked a couple of comparable
questions.)

E.

Providing campers with the chance to test one's
feelings or to learn something new about
helping others, about the helping relationship
and the factor of human trust;

F.

Encouraging awareness of the larger human
community and a prizing of it through the
experience of being part of a newly formed
and active one during Greek Summer 1971.

The relationship between the 8 objectives and the
6

educational goals

following page

(Fig.

can be
1).

schematized as
The x-marks

shown on the

indicate correlations

between objective and goal.
e.

The Greek factor.

A goal which Bruce Lansdale

held dear not included in the tabulation,

is that of

developing an interest and attachment to the richness of
Greek village culture - and to particular Greek friends through association with villagers on the Lakkia work
project and with Farm School

students and staff.

is an entirely valid and worthy goal,

This

one which any
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Fig.

1.

Correlation diagram be¬
tween 8 instrumental
objectives and 6 educa¬
tional goals.
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institution such as the Farm School will probably develop
and which the

investigator can only endorse given his

partisan feelings about the Farm School and about Greek
people.

However,

in treating Greek Summer 1971 as an out-

of-school maturing and educational experience for the par¬
ticipating adolescent,
naires)

the

investigation

(and the question¬

kept away from any explicit mention of that personal

goal which is not necessarily an aspect of affective
learning.

Moreover,

had complete

success

it was quite apparent that Lansdale
in his aim of spawning an affection

for Greece and a partial understanding of

its ways in

most campers.
The
outcomes

"Greek connection"

is

important to the learning

from the work camp experience as a whole,

a less personal

sense than Lansdale sought.

but in

Association

with Greeks was a strong consideration in staff planning,
and contributory in the schematic analysis to five of the
six broad educational goals that were shared.
as

a

Greece

form of cultural challenge, rather than a personal

affair of the heart,

is what gave it value to the educa¬

tional process of Greek Summer 1971,
deny the

fact or the

that Greece

which is not ever to

importance of the fact to campers

is now a part of their lives,

will return there.

and that many
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3.

The Participant Questionnaire
—-Format and design.

The participant questionnaire

was built around the six educational goals outlined above.
Its

13—page

format contained 32 numbered questions,

but

many of them had four or more parts bringing the total
number of queries

to 57.

The first six were objective,

fact-finding questions eliciting basic information as to
age,

sex,

and previous

summer camp experience,

and designed

to set the respondent somewhat at ease before heading into
the more subjective questions that followed.

The inves¬

tigator separated the questions not only by type,
avoid monotony and reader impatience,
degree by purpose behind the question.

to

but also to some
(A first draft of

the questionnaire was prepared and then revised in the light
of responses
Fall of

1971,

from two of the

junior counsellors

in the

and to reflect readings on the subject of

questionnaire design.)6

It was not always

feasible to

scatter questions widely on a given topic since often a
question built upon the preceding one.
Two corrections to the first questionnaire draft
concerned

"fishing expedition"

questions,

broad informa¬

tion-gathering queries unrelated to any premise one was

Particularly useful was Questionnaire Design and
Attitude Measurement by A. N. Oppenheim (Heineman Press,
London 1966) .
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trying to prove or disprove,
research interviews?

and

undertook to compress

and more suited to preliminary

"overloaded questions," which

into one statement or set of answer

choices distinct and even competing premises which rendered
the question murky and any single response next to useless.
These efforts

led to the deliberate writing out

of a set of hypotheses about Greek Summer 1971,

listing the

8 major program components according to the staff's earlier
planning

sessions,

component.

and the expected outcome from each

All hypotheses were worded affirmatively,

i.e.,

as having produced some outcome rather than having been
chosen to inhibit an unintented one
forces"

rather than

(worded as

"restraining ones"

"driving

in the language of

Kurt Lewin).
By stating the hypothesis
post facto standpoint,
Summer

1971,

what the

formulation from an ex

describing what went on during Greek

rather than from the more abstract level of

staff had wanted to see happen,

it was thought

possible to broaden the net of pertinent data for a clearer
understanding of what

lay behind the six educational goals

and how they related to the realities of
This did indeed happen.
tional goals became the basis
since one purpose of this

the actual program.

Ultimately,

the six educa¬

for the participant questionnair

investigation has been to assess

how well they were fulfilled.

But the exercise of starting
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afresh with a

list of

16 particulars describing what the

program provided each camper,

as distinct from the

8

instru¬

mental objectives derived during the hectic Spring planning
period,

did two things.

grasp of what those

It gave the investigator a fuller

8 objectives consisted of

(what the

campers actually did or could do in the way of fulfilling
those objectives);

and it provided a different basis

redefining the six broad educational goals,
their

for

for expanding

scope of reference and justifying their inclusion as

questionnaire material.
The following activity components to Greek Summer
were

identified and listed by the investigator preliminary

to setting out the hypotheses about the program,
were refined from an original

10

appear as

in Fig.

the six broad goals

to the final

which

6 which

1.

A.

Atmosphere-Context:
1.
General sense of fun and adventure
2.
Greek setting
3.
A setting away from home, school
4.
Trust shown by staff
5.
An economically and racially mixed group

B.

Program:
1.
Work Project in Lakkia
2.
Work in various Farm School departments
3.
Free time (to one's self, or for associations)
4.
Sports, music, dancing (optional)
5.
Three weekend trips (boat trip, Mt. Olympos
climb, Mt. Athos monasteries)

C.

6.

Discussions and presentations

7.

Bus tour and island boat tour

Opportunities:
1.
To exercise leadership
2.
To take responsibility for one's self
3.
To form special friendships, Greek or American
4.
To try out new public behavior in a low-risk
setting
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b.
the

Scope

of

questionnaire

fied

when

it was

the

left

the

finally

January

1972.

One was

most

which

questions

of

(questions
was

the

19-23) ;

seeming

questions.
premise

the

camper

change

are

test

as

to

in

shared
the

as

home.

for

43

or

as

study

clearly

Parent

explores

their

under

return

priorities,
structure
issue

certain

primarily

of

the

change
are

campers

the

the

interested

in

six hypotheses

educational

They

in mid-

information on

fact,

an

48

deals

with

to

questions
the

home

or

and

One

in

experience,

attitude

not

taken

the

or

premises

collectively

now

school

the
that

post-experience
questionnaire,

Greek

1971

behavior

at

Summer

all,

camper
the

changes

(No.

behavior,
seemed

these

three
in

or

15,

is

29,
self-

up

to,

over.

or
These

which were

the way
any

changes

parts

campers

(No.

stands

trip

had wrought

and whether

in

settings

another

parents'

whether

question

behavior

And

how well

parents

into

child.

ease").

asks

his

and

attitude

"emotional

confidence")

in

of

to

individuals.
c.

on

seek

camper

at

case

to

In

subsequent behavior
a

out

important

purpose behind

attitude.

by

sent

same verbal
more

investigator was

possibly

and

the

other,

of

camp

features

section on personal

appeared

the work

reflected

completed

conflict

Two

investigator moderately dissatis¬

the

and

Several

that

Questionnaire.

repeated

to discover

changes

in

outlived

camper
the
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experience
to

one

in

area

any way whatever.

in which

changes

registered:

parents

and

other

4.

Parents'

Questionnaire

This

of

it

in your

soon

set

the

and

sent

out

the

idea

of

one week

by

ploy was

perhaps
effort

half
to

of

ready

relations with

and

to

"put

questionnaire was

ready

for mailing,

the

a prompt reply by
wrestling with

but

it was

parent

drafted

camper questionnaire with

effective with

the

an open page
was

after

them,

their

1971"

campers

only

limited

Summer

reinforcing

particularly
This

questions

about Greek

camper

were

figures.

13

own words

after

campers'

adult

queries

in maturity might be most

sensitively

The

The

each

the

campers

group,

longer
living

but

form.
at home,

thought

to

be worth

questionnaire

as

soon

the

as

possi¬

the

parent

ble.
One

draw back

questionnaire
But

it

attempted

seems

to

have

satisfaction

of

the

1.

to

this

haste may be

too many

fulfilled

lines

its

investigator

of

that

enquiry

objectives

nonetheless,

to

at

once.

the

which were:

Administrative.
To perform certain public
relations and information-gathering functions
with parents,
questionnaire
for

written

independent of the campers'
entirely (e.g., offering a chance

feedback

about

the

summer

program

generally);
2.

To get
from a
tive

certain data
different if

than

their

own;

on the campers themselves,
not a more subjective perspec
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3.

To seek validation or refutation - again as
with the campers' own questionnaire, of a
suggestive and not in any sense a statistically
conclusive nature - of the program's effective¬
ness in influencing campers' behavior and
attitude.

Five of the six major educational goals were addressed in
this way by one question or another,
of the

all with the exception

"helping relationship."
a.

Administrative information.

Questions seeking

information not really related to validation or denial of
campers'

questionnaire responses,

but often helpful in

defining the camper population surveyed,
the questions or their sub-parts.

included five of

One of them served the

double purpose of eliciting as well what parents
to be their campers'

judged

reactions to personal freedom and

responsibility on Greek Summer 1971.
The administrative questions:
No.

1.

What would your daughter or son likely
have done last summer if there had been
no Greek Summer 1971?

2.

Last Spring, which was the most important
expectation you held about GS 71 which
persuaded you to let your daughter/son
take part?
(8 multiple choices)

10 (j).

True, Indifferent or False:
I think
the two weeks of touring Greece, with
visits to museums...may have been the
most important part [of GS 71].

11.

The reasons why our daughter/son chose
to go on GS 71 last Spring were:
(6
multiple choices).
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...GS 71...made each person responsible
for his or her own behavior in large part,
and for what she or he would get out of
the program.
Please mark all appropriate
answers:
_ from what I can gather this factor was
not important to our camper;
_ Yesf being given responsibility... seems
to have been one of the things that
taught him/her something;
_ keeping things relatively "loose"
is not the way we might have done it,
but it seems to have turned out all
right;
_ I would have tried to keep rules and
restrictions to the necessary mini¬
mum myself;
_ other comments;_
As pointed out above,

the purposes to these questions were

to give parents

a chance to speak their minds about Greek

Summer

a reinforcement of

1971,

as

program and perhaps

their interest in the

in subsequent programs;

to get some

sense of how important to them the two-week component of
touring Greek cultural sites had been
sharply cut back in 1972) ,

(this part is being

and how well they understood

the program overall from brochures and briefings before
the event;7

and to get some background sense of who the

7There was some staff speculation that more than
one parent was really interested in teen-aged babysitting for
the summer rather than a valuable cross-cultural adventure
for his child.
While this did not necessarily affect the
really important factor of the participant's own motivation
and readiness, it is something that could affect subsequent
recruitment of campers or scholarship donations by the Ameri¬
can Farm School.
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campers were,

how they spent their summers and what moti¬

vated them from the parents'
b.

point of view.

Questions related to camper questionnaire.

The

remaining questions generally addressed themselves either
to the broad goals

specified in section 2 of this chapter,

or to the subject of camper-parent communications and rapport
after the experience was over.

Any changes in this relation¬

ship could be seen as an aspect of the goal category "emo¬
tional ease"

or

"self-confidence and maturity,"

but the

subject of changed parent-camper relations contains an
integrity and interest of its own.

Such changes did

not constitute a conscious goal of the program beyond the
road realm of Lansdale's
mountain,

"I

spied a hairy beast on the

and when it grew closer I

but any growth or change

in this

saw it was my son;"

field attributable to

the program undeniably affects a judgement of Greek Summer
1971,

by both parents and participants.

relations

in the parents'

questions on the campers'
Questions
of

3 and 4

Parent-child

questionnaire mirrorred similar
too.
attempted to derive some sense

interplay between camper and parents over an understanding

of the program by distinguishing between what the parent
thought the program benefits were and what he knew about
his

camper's opinions of the same.

not phrased identically,

The questions were

and the multiple choices also
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differed;

but depending on the vagueness or specificity

of the replies to each,

the investigator

felt that a

measure of parent-child rapport about Greek Summer

1971

could be taken.
Direct questions were asked on parental perception
of each camper's

change

(if any)

sonal sense of priorities,
ness
All

in self-confidence,

sense of community,

and engagement outside of

self,

per¬

outgoing¬

and emotional ease.

five topics reflect major educational goals outlined

in the second section of this chapter.

CHAPTER

V

INTENTIONS MEET REALITY:

WHAT THE

QUESTIONNAIRES TOLD

1.

The Sample Population
The population under survey - campers on Greek

Summer 1971 - consisted of
in age

from 15 to 18.

questionnaires,

22 boys

In fact,

and 21 girls ranging

44 persons received

including one 18-year-old boy who had

been an especially perceptive and understanding junior
counsellor in 1971.
apart

In many ways

it was hard to tell him

from other campers with leadership abilities

he was

not generally thought of as

given the

"staff."

for

He had

investigator helpful advice in redrafting the

original questionnaire

format.

Of the

44,

39

sent back

answers most of which arrived within 2*s weeks of the
questionnaire mailing.
more

than adequate

sentative of the
were made

This

89%

response was considered

for the replies to be taken as

total population,

to draw answers

repre¬

and no further efforts

from the missing 5.

Those

5

turned out to be all boys.
There were no distribution patterns to the age
groupings,

either in themselves or when correlated with
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participants'

sex, which seemed likely to skew any findings:

Participant Age as
of August 1, 1971
Age

No. of
Boys

15
16
17
18
Totals

No. of
Girls

Totals

6
2
7
_3

4
8
9
_0

10
10
16
_3

18

21

39

It did appear that there were almost twice as many girls
as boys

(17 vs.

9)

in the age 16-17 bracket which perhaps

represented the optimum age:

neither too immature so as

to be overwhelmed by the experience or one's co-campers,
nor so old so as
siasms

to feel too sophisticated for the enthu¬

of the program.

The low number of

18-year-olds

helped reduce the age spread and the problem of social
cohesion among the group.
What sort of persons were the campers?
they do

What did

in more conventional summers when not flying off

to Greece?
A surprising number had already been abroad before.
Of the

39,

14 had been out of the country for stays of

more than a week.

Although

had gone with Greek Summer
from independent travel,

3 campers or junior counsellors
1970

and may be discounted

a net rate of

with some experience abroad reflects
ranking of many campers.

39

(28%)

the upper socio-economic

It is unlikely that any of the 5

full-scholarship or many of
were among the eleven.

11 out of

the partial-scholarship campers
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Judging from the separate questionnaire sent to
parents,

however,

43

the campers would have spent fairly normal sum¬

sent,

of which

mers by American standards
Summer

1971.

question,

Of

only

30 copies were returned out of

if they had not joined Greek

25 parents who answered the specific

2 indicated that their child might have

spent the summer travelling.
Alternative ways in which campers
might have spent the 1971 summer (N=25)
Found a job:
Volunteer services :
Stayed at home*:
Vacation with family:
Summer school:
Sport clinic:
Travel abroad:

9
5
4
3

1
1
2

*Two indicated the child would have
worked if jobs were not so scarce.
The number of those volunteering services to hospitals,
institutes
does

for the disabled or to community agencies

not seem unusually high,

ideal at least as
of unusual

and the voluntary service

recorded by parents does not seem to be

strength among campers despite the fact that

Greek Summer 1971 promised a mix of
and travel.

(5)

Indeed,

service work with fun

a repeated comment penned into the

questionnaire by parents disclosed that it was this very
balance which had appealed to them about the program.
If alternative plans were basically the standard
ones

to be expected of the average teenager,

iences

their exper¬

in earlier summers were more outstanding.

Only 14
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of the

39,

or

camp at all.
and

36%, had never been to any kind of summer
Of the other

5 of them for three.

several kinds of camps,

25,

13 attended for two years

The respondents had been to
but most attended the standard

sort of place offering fellowship,

outdoor sports and

skills or handicrafts.
When asked to describe themselves almost half
the

39

campers who responded thought that they were

extraverts,

and 41%

that they could

them alone,

depending."

Only 4

"take people or leave

respondents or 10%

declared that they were essentially private persons pre¬
ferring their own thoughts and less
and take with others."

interested in

"give

There was no appreciable difference

in responses when these were correlated against sex of the
participant.

Self-rating by Greek Summer 1971 Campers
Male
Outgoing
So-so
Introverted

10
7
1

Female
9
9
3

Total
19
16
4

(N=39)
%
49
41
10

The low number of self-admitted introverts may
represent a cultural bias
one

against admitting to anyone that

is different from the group of one's peers and prefers
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one's own thoughts and decisions.1
be expected that the group was
at least
39

less

introspective,

American adolescents.

However,

it is to

indeed more outgoing,

or

than any random group of

Each applicant was

interviewed

personally by at least one member of the staff with the
aim of selecting campers who were open, with an active
curiosity,

both ready and willing to take advantage of

the Greek Summer experience by interacting fully with new
types

of people and their new Greek surroundings.
Questionnaire answers were treated according to

the six broad educational goals,

discussed in Chapter

which they were designed to measure.
sections

2.

cover these responses

IV,

The following six

in detail accordingly.

Commitment and Engagement With Others
a.

Introduction.

Questions

in this section were

designed to measure how campers had interacted with new
people and opportunities
evaluative questions

and,

around them.

predominantly,

the nature of Greek Summer 1971:
caught their interest,

Included were selfquestions

about

what had particularly

and what were their feelings about

the program both while it was

in progress and in retrospect.

1 Cf.
Erik H. Erikson, Childhood and Society,
"Young people can also be remarkably clannish, and cruel
in their exclusion of all those who are 'different'...
It is important to understand...such intolerance as a
defense against a sense of identity confusion."
W. W.
Norton & Co., N.Y., 1963, p. 262.
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How scientifically can one take the numerical
results
series

of

the replies received?

A control group or

of control groups would have provided a constant

measure which,
liable as

to the extent it were determinably re¬

an objective standard, would serve the purpose

of a fixed point against which to rate the campers'
actual replies.2

In the absence of such a control the

answers must be evaluated separately and independently
in the context of the questionnaire alone,
to

less

exact criteria.

and according

The following touchstones have

generally been used throughout this chapter on the question¬
naires :
degree of choice offered to the respondent
in any given question;
number of people passing up that question
altogether;
raw percentage score of those responding.
The

first criterion consists of two parts;

choices offered,
all

that apply"

numerically

and number of answers
vs.

number of

solicited

"answer no more than two").

("mark
A

low raw percentage score is clearly more im¬

pressive if that answer choice is competing against seven
other options

than if only against three.

Second,

if

2The question of a control group and its absence
in this study is discussed at greater length in Chapter
I, part 4, "Research Methods and Limitations" in reference
to the work of Belasco and Trice.
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more than a few persons passed over a particular ques¬
tion,

there

suspect.
job of

is

indication that the question is

Respondents

in general did a most conscientious

filling out answers,

the questions

in some way

on some occasions rewording

or writing in explanations when it evidently

appeared that marking the printed answer would mislead
the investigator.

Avoiding a question completely may

be safely taken as

some sign of discomfort with it.

Finally,

certain raw percentage scores are significant

on their own recognizance simply because of their size.
For example,

78% of the 32 campers who went considered the

Mount Olympos climb to be one of the features of Greek
Summer

1971 which most excited their interest.

Even if

it were being marked against only one alternative activity,
that percentage would be notable by itself.
that answer choice was

As

it was

in competition against six others,

and under conditions diluting the strength of any given
answer:
78%

"please mark all that apply."

increases
b.

considerably in significance.

Some of the

tion questions.

No.

7

and most respondents
choices
Greeks

In this context,

results.

gave

free choice among 5 alternatives,

answered three or more of them.

sought general reactions
encountered

Among the self-evalua¬

The

to the campers and

in the program, with one choice probing
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respondents'

ease at turning strangers

into friends

back in the United States.

Self-evaluation vis-a-vis othpr
group members (Question 7.
N=39}
Plss-Se mark all answers

Parts b,

that apply to you i

a.

I found it easier to make friends on the
GS 71 program than I usually do.

b.

I feel a special loyalty to GS 71 campers
that is new to me.

c.

I'm not sure I'll easily find another
group of friends such as the GS crowd.

d.

Now that I'm back in the States, I really
feel I can turn strangers into friends
more easily.

e.

GS 71 was a fun group, but like any other
group of people you might meet.

c and e regard feelings of membership and loyalty,

and relate to Sense of Community rather than to CommitmentEngagement.

One is

or 41% chose to mark
Greek Summer
make

left with a and d.
7a,

Sixteen respondents

indicating that they found the

1971 environment an especially easy one to

friendships

in.

An even greater number -

22,

or

56% -

suggested with Question 7d that it was easier to make
friends with strangers
sign

once back in the United States,

(in the investigator's opinion)

to commit one's

a

of increased capacity

self to new social situations.
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Question 12 was another multiple choice asking
for camper opinions as to how they described their atti¬
tude toward involvement in any new task or project now
that the experience in Greece was over.

They were asked

to choose one appropriate phrase among those listed
below,

or to write out their own:
a.

Round and round she goes,
stops, nobody knows!

b.

You have to wet your ass
(Greek proverb)

c.

It all works out for the best.

d.

All play and no work.

e.

Necessity is

f.

What will be will be.

g.

Isn't it romantic?

h.

The love you take, is equal to the love
you make.
(from the Beatles)

i.

When work turns
it up all day.

j.

You either sink or swim.

These phrases,
questions
at

10

and where she

to catch a fish.

the mother of invention.

into play,

I could keep

which were also the basis

and 11,

are not as

first glance they seem.

following pairs

for answering

random or whimsical as

They were composed in the

of similars, with the

links between each

pair being:
a,i:

spirit of

joie de vivre,

energy,

interest

bfj:

realization that investment of self is
necessary to gain or learn from the
situation
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c, f.

more apathetic or fatalistic expression
of accepting failure as well as success

d, g.

superficial cliches, indicating unconsi¬
dered response to question or situation

S/j.

similar to b-h pair,
spirited, energetic.

Respondents
one of the

but less optimistic,

to Question 12 were asked to select either
10

phrases or to contribute their own in

response to the query,

"Which of these phrases most

honestly describes your attitude toward getting involved
with any new task or project, which you don't know
anything about,
a
b
c
d
e
f

-

1
16
2
0
1
6
0
2
2

g h i j
That is

"

The breakdown:
or,

by the indicated
(N =31)
3
18
8
0
2

a ,i
b ,h
c,f
d,g
e, j

or
or
or
or
or

10%
58%
26%
0
5%

1

to say,

endorse the
ing h:

today?"

a substantial number

(58%)

of campers might

following marginal note from one camper answer¬

"Not just love,

but what you gain is equal to how

much of yourself you put in."
This
by campers

is

further stressed in the phrases composed

themselves.

Of the

10,

the following seven

seemed to have a theme related to the one just stated,
to the b-h pair:
Man is

the sum of his experiences

and
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Try it, you'll like it (2)
Opportunity knocks but once
Give it a try
Experience is the teacher
...got to give a little to get a little.
The theme

is,

it behooves one to involve himself with ex¬

perience in order to benefit from what life offers.
Reflection,

speculation,

structuring and hypothesizing,

rationalizing one's way out of
choices

offered in the 10

were they values

or

involvement were not

pre-selected phrases

- but nor

suggested in any way by the write-ins.

When it came to the practical matter of applying
this

positive attitude and enthusiasm,

especially toward

Greeks who presented a task in acceptance and adaptability
to some,

the answers became much more mixed.

But there is

still good indication that the campers held a high level
of interest and participation with people and with other
events

around them,

once they returned to the United States.

Such a state cannot of course be exclusively
attributed to the summer camp experience,

despite the

fact that such cause-effect relationship may be implicit in
the questions
influences,

just reviewed.

may have made a difference in much attitude

and behavior change.

progress,

factors and

including the most obvious one of being half

a year older,

how campers

Many other

Let us

turn then to the question

felt about the camp program when it was

in

for a look at what that particular experience

may have meant.

This

approach

is,

after all,

closer to
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the purpose of

the study overall which never intended

to be an indepth analysis of changes in a given set of
participants.

c.
Sixteen,

or

Camper attitudes toward Greek Summer 1971.
41% of the

campers,

agreed that Greek Summer

1971 made it easier to make friends than was usual
them

(Question 7).

Activities which aroused the

for

special

interest and enthusiasm of campers while Greek Summer
1971 was

in progress included the following.

Work on

the Lakkia construction project and the 3-day weekend
climb of Mount Olympos were particular favorites:

Camper involvement in the Program

(Question 8)

Aside from friendships, most campers had the
chance to get caught up in some project or
activity...Are there any listed below into which
you felt you put particular effort, interest or
attention...?
Please answer all that apply.
Lakkia work project:
Mt. Olympos:
Skill-learning in departments:
Sports:
Having a special responsibility:
Chose to keep options open and
remain uncommitted:
Other:
*

**

27
25
10
6
7

or
or
or
or
or

69%
64% *
26%
15%
50%**

5 or 13%
5 or 13%

Seven of the 39 respondents did not climb Mt.
Olympos because of colds, sore muscles or poor
conditioning.
On the basis of 32 respondents
who went, 25 choices actually represents 78%
of the population.
There were 13 positions of responsibility for
which campers were asked to volunteer:
five
group foremen on the Lakkia Project responsible for
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keeping their nine-member squads at work;
two positions on the weekly newspaper, editor
and treasurer; a swimming pool lifeguard coor¬
dinator; and persons in charge of mail,
sports equipment, the soft-drink canteen
and cashing travellers' checks.
The junior
counsellor who was canvassed with the ques¬
tionnaire of course had his counselling
duties too.
Of the 14 with extra duties or positions of responsibility,
7 or 50%

felt that their

gram had elicited
from them.
up

particular effort,

Altogether,

few campers

described above

failed to get caught

10 phrases or proverbs

in Question 12,

we

in 5 pairs

find that in Question

campers were asked to pick their choice phrase which

matched their attitude
was

interest or attention"

and committed to some pursuit during the program.
Returning to the

10,

responsibility during the pro¬

in progress.

toward Greek Summer 1971 while it

The results:

Camper Attitude Toward Program

(Question 10.

N=39)

Which of the following expressions best describes
your own attitude toward GS 71 while it was going
on?
Pair a,i (joie de vivre)
b, h (investment of self)
c, f (all for the best)
d, g (cliches)
e, j (you sink or swim)
Marked more than one choice:

8

10 or 25%
12 or 31%
8 or 21%

0
1 or

3%

(not counted)
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Twelve,

or

31% agreed that the spirit of Greek

Summer 1971 while it was going on was captured by either
the local proverb
Beatles'

verse

you make."

"wet your ass

to catch the fish"

"the love you take is equal to the love

Taken together these choices express the

sense that one must give in order to get,
factions

in

or the

life

that satis¬

(and at the American Farm School)

do

not just appear while a person waits.
d.

Summary.

Three questions

(7a,d;

some positive sign that while the camp was
campers

and exciting activities were available;
impression of the program was one of

play or involvement.

give

in progress

to one choice,

and the

(40% if one discounts
-

and where the over¬
joy,

adventure,

asked to limit himself

it may be the most accurate test of camper

opinion of the three;

be counted)

where interesting

Since Question 10 was the one of

the three where the respondent was

pair

10)

saw the experience as one where human interre¬

lationships were easy or non-threatening;

all

8,

the

31% preference for the b,h
8 whose returns could not

"investment of self"

- may be worth a com¬

paratively higher value when matched alongside the 41%
who thought

friendships were easier over there

and the much higher percentage of

(Question 7)

those answering positively

to the Lakkia project and to Mount Olympos

(Question 8).
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In the absence of a satisfactory control group,

that may

be the most one can say of the relative strength of these
uniformly positive responses.

3.

Self-confidence and Maturity
a.

What parents thought.

parents responding

Twenty-four of the 30

indicated that their camper showed more

self-confidence after his or her return, with 5 rating their
children
6,

"about the

parents'

same"

and one unable to tell

questionnaire).

(Question

With such an encouraging 80%

response to what was a behaviorally undefined question,
let us

look at

some parent and camper responses

in more

detail to identify what this supposed gain may really mean.
Describing the overall camper-parent relationship,
parents expressed generally that they got along well with
their child and that he or

she shared feelings with them

reasonably well

10,e and 8):

(Questions

We have always gotten along just fine without
GS camper (Question l0,e.N=30)
True:
Indifferent:
False:
No answer:

15
3
10
2

or 50%
or 10%
or
3%
or
7%

He-she has always shared emotions easily
with us (Question 8. N=30)
Yes
Hardly ever:
I can't tell:
More easily since
last Spring:
No answer:

11 or 37%
4 or 13%
1 or
3%
14 or 47%
0
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Half the parent respondents

shared the perception that they

had always enjoyed good relations with their camper child¬
ren

(and the campers themselves generally agreed - see

Question 15,

below),

while only 13% would say that their

camper seldom shared his
measure of

feelings easily.

self-confidence

But the actual

is more clearly read in the

indirect questions about behavior than in the generalized
ones

above:

Overall, we have found him/her to have become:
(Question 9. N=30)
Easier/more fun to get
along with:
Really, about the same:
More distant, difficult:
More independent of
mind:
No answer:

9 or
12 or
0

30%
40%

8 or
1 or

27%
3%

While almost half detected no real change in their camper,
57%

found him or her to have grown either more independent

or easier to get along with,
as

signs of self-assurance

both of which may be taken

in the camper.

Again,

on another

true/false question:

Question 10a,
a.

b,

c

(parents)

(N=30j

Our camper is more outgoing
than last June:

T

I
F

b.

Our camper is more tolerant/
understanding with adults:

T
F

18 or 60%
8 or 27%
3 or 10%

10 or 33%
18 or 60%
1 or
3%
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c.

He/she is more outspoken,
aggressive, independent
with adults:

T

n or 36%

I
F

10 or 33%
8 or 27%

Not answering Question 10 at all:

Only

10%

1 or

3%

found the proposition false that their campers

had become more outgoing,

and only

3% denied that he or

she had become more tolerant and understanding with adults.
From the parents'

own point of view the showing

is much more moderate than the original 80%,

though clearly

still affirmative, when the general question about camper
changes

in self-confidence

specific definition.
selves
of

it

is brought down to a more

Lew us now ask what campers them¬

felt about increased self-confidence,

and measures

in their dealings with parents and other adults.
b.

The campers

speak.

Dealing with Parents

(Question 15.

N=39)

I now find dealing with my parents on an equal
basis to be:
Easier:
The same:
Harder :
Standing up to parents never
was an issue:
No answer:
Multiple answer (discounted):

11 or 28%
8 or 21%
1 or
3%
17 or 44%
1 or
3%

1

Almost half the campers chose the answer that seeking
dependence from parents was

just not an issue in their

in
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families.

Even so,

11 campers - only two less than 33% -

felt that they dealt with parents more easily than they
had the previous June.
issue,

One camper,

commented still,

marking

"never was an

"yet we seem on more of an equal

basis now."
Another question pursued the same matter,
caught a higher percentage of
did Question 15,

No.

with

included

four parts,

parents now is..."

17,

"no change"

and

answers than

a sentence completion exercise
(17a)

"The way I

feel about my

Sorting out the wide range of wordings

into four general categories as carefully as possible,
the

investigator arrived at the following results.

Feelings about Parents
The way I

(Question 17a.

feel about my parents now is:

About the same, whether
good or bad:
Our communication/under¬
standing/respect has
improved:
They don't understand me/
are more antagonistic:
I love them but can't wait
to get away:
No answer:
The measure of
rose to 36%

N=39)

20 or

50%

or

36%

3 or

8%

1 or
1 or

3%
3%

14

increased rapport between camper and parent

in this question,

with the report in No.

averaging out at about 33%

15 about

parents on an equal basis."

"dealing more easily with
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Dealing with new social situations

in general,

the biggest change had to do with school friends,
generally campers

and

felt that they handles these new

situations comfortably and well.

Question 29

asked

whether there were any change in relationships with
parents,
only

siblings,

school friends,

teachers and adults;

12 campers registered no change in relations with

their school

friends.

change category than
in order

(only 16

Changes

This was an even more impressive
"parents," which registered next

"no changes").

in Social Relationships

(Question 29a.

N=39)

Do you feel that as a result of GS 71 you
now get along differently with any of the
following;
No
Ans.

No change

Slight change

Great change

Parents
Siblings
School friends
Teachers
Other adults

16
23
12
23
21

18
10
17
7
11

4
5
9
8

Changes

friend relations also showed the highest

in school

number of
14,

"great change"

ratings of all.

6

►

J

Earlier in Question

campers had answered the query about handling new

situations with new people showing an unusual degree of
agreement

(69%):

i
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New Situations

(Question 14.

Please mark one only.
behind me,"

N=39)

"Now that GS 71 is

I handle new situations with
new people more easily;
Meeting new people has become
harder for me to handle:
I find I handle new situations
about as well as ever:
No answer:
Multiple answer:

In short,

if campers'

27 or

69%

0
11 or

28%

0
1 or

feelings toward parents

3%

showed a

gain in sense of equality and rapport in only about
one-third of the cases,
felt a change of
while

69%

two-thirds of campers responding

some degree

in schoolmate relations

found meetings with new people to be easier

than seven months before.
But four respondents reminded us
ginal comments

again in mar¬

that not all of this change was due merely

to Greek Summer 1971.

The influence of the program itself

must once more be taken suggestively since changes
schools

attended,

uations

are predictably some of the other

new communities and altered family sit¬

adding to the campers'
c.

The role of the program.

the program in Greece.

influences

change and growth.

erly ask what made the camper

tentatively.

in

Still,

one may prop¬

feel good about himself during

Answers here may be taken less

Each was asked to mark not more than three
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among ten alternatives,
third preferences.
choice,

ranking his

Assigning

first,

second and

3 points to every first

2 to every second and 1 to thirds,

the following

breakdown was developed showing point score and number
of campers making each choice.

Self-concept during Program

(Question 16)

Which of the following activities during
GS 71 made you feel best about yourself?

General sense of adventure:
Mixing it up with Greeks:
A romantic attachment:
Finishing Lakkia project:
Climbing Mt. Olympos:
Work in school departments:
Sorting things out away
from home:
Field work in Lakkia:
Having responsibility for
my own behavior:
A particular friendship:
Other remarks:
No answer:

Clearly,

Incidence of
Choice £L- Campers

Point
Score

12
13
1
19
19
2

24
23
2
40
30
4

10
3

22
6

11
12
8
3

28
26

the outstanding activity in terms of forming

positive self-images was
tion project,

and next to

high point-score on

finishing the Lakkia construc¬
it climbing Mount Olympos.

A

"responsibility for my own behavior"

not quite matched by the result in the Incidence of Choice
column suggest that this

factor was particularly well

appreciated by those who appreciated it at all.
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Most impressively it was the task-oriented,

speci¬

fic and palpable activities of the work in Lakkia and
climbing the Mountain of the Gods which brought the greatest
satisfaction,

contrasted to less

easily defined and

measurable activities or attributes
from home

or the

such as

"being away

"general fun and adventure atmosphere."

Not that these items mentioned were not important to
many campers,
but

(perhaps

as we shall see in Section 5 especially;
predictably)

the sharpest, most clearly dis¬

cernible activities brought the sharpest favorable response.
d.

Summary.

When phrased in broad terms,

questions

about increased self-confidence drew favorable responses
from parents
campers

and campers

alike.

Sixty-nine per cent of

felt they handled situations with new people in

general better or more easily than they had before Greek
Summer 1971,
standing,
lives.

and 41% expressed a greater sense of under¬

acceptance or equality toward adults in their

A number of campers were careful to point out that

any such changes cannot be attributed exclusively,
haps

in some cases

at all,

or per¬

to the effect of the summer pro¬

gram under study.
When probed in more nearly behavioral terms,
showed greater
vis-a-vis
as

signs

independence of mind or ease and rapport

their parents

- both of which tendencies

of gain in self-confidence -

the cases.

campers

are taken

in about one-third
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Campers'

replies

suggest that what they liked

best about the program was the sense of specific accom¬
plishment which they derived from certain of the more
task oriented activities.

High ratings were given to

the Lakkia project and climbing Mount Olympos as events
which made them feel pleased with themselves;

but a

high rating also went to the generalized feature that
trust and responsibility for their own behavior were
accorded to campers
measure.

in what was clearly a significant

In regard to task orientation,

it must be

pointed out that work in the Farm School departments,
which was

structured to provide

just such a sense of

accomplishment to the degree possible,

ranked very poorly

on Question 16.

marked that

choice,

Only two campers

for a total

good feelings

2

points,

as

about themselves.

(5%)

something which produced
This,

however, may be

a criticism of how the department projects were designed
and run rather than a denial of the satisfactions yielded
by a sense of accomplishment

4.

in other instances.

Setting Personal Priorities and Values
Five questions

(Nos.

19-23)

sought to find whether

and to what extent campers returned from the experience
with a heightened perspective on what their personal pre¬
ferences were,

both

in immediate and in more philosophical,
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long

range

whether

terms.

their

important
existing
make
no

to him")

him or

changes

or

think

attitudes

could

not

had

had

and values

("what

Only

challenged

whether
so

as

occurred

at

all.

not undergone

either

change,

Greek
not

that his

1971.

re¬

Two

commit himself

by

said
an¬

thought

that

their

things

over

seriously.

think

that

Summer

to

or whether

felt

over half

found

is

parent

one

to

query

one

did

had been

seriously,

evidently

tell,

and

one-third,

in one

over

on

swering,

taken

things

challenge

just

asked

apparently been challenged

challenges

or

also

attitudes

Parents' views.

inforcement

or

were

had developed discernibly,

had

her

a.

they

child's

values

camper's

Parents

campers
Ten,

actual value

clarification had

camper

clarification

place:

Parents'

view

(Question

5.

Attitudes

of

did

not

Cannot tell:
Was challenged
things

over

to

b.
specific
almost

multiple

weekend

Campers'

campers

choice

views.
to

a

shied

questions

adventure

trips.

1

or

3%

2

or

7%

16

or

53%

10

or

33%

1

or

3%

think
of what

answer:

experiences

all

change:

seriously:

Gained a new sense
is important:
No

value

N=30)

When

new
away

asked

sense

of

from the

referring

to

directly
personal
subject
Lakkia

to

relate

priorities
in

and

four
the

three
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Asked to pick two among six alternatives which
answered the phrase,

"the most valuable thing about Lakkia

work project was that..."
the reply
like
as
3

(Question 19),

29 campers chose

I saw something of what we Americans are really

while

17 took the more idealistic

"we made something

a group which will stay permanently behind us."
(8%)

Only

chose the directly value-related proposition "I

found out about my

likes

- dislikes,"

as one camper failed

to answer at all.
The firmest response
sociological

(26 votes)

went to the general

lesson which campers perhaps

learned from the

work project about Greek and American cultural differences.
Learning something about the Greek people or country seems
to have been one of the major outcomes

from the weekend

boat trip and the Mount Olympos climb as well.
c.

The Mount Olympos

trip.

Of the

who went on the Mount Olympos weekend,
two choices on this question

(No.

21)

32 respondents

21 used one of their
to state that the

excitement and feeling of accomplishment which it gave
yielded them the greatest reward.

This

answer works to

corroborate the high value which campers placed on success¬
ful task-oriented activity

in the program generally.

most popular -

19 marks

the mountains,

the waterfalls and the views,

As

- was

the choice,

Next

"the beauty of
and fresh air.

an outing into the impressive countryside of Greece,
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this

trip was memorable for well over half the respondents

to this

open-ended question.

Valuation;

Mount Olympos

(Question 21.

N=64)

The most valuable thing to me about the
Mount Olympos climb was;
(Please mark 2)
Excitement, sense of accomplishment;
Cameraderie, good feelings among people:
Learned something about myself - capabil¬
ities or preferences I didn't know:
Learned about getting something done:
The beauty of the mountains... fresh air:
Found out something important about
another person:

21
13
6
2
19
1

2 responses
Gave one answer only:
Did not answer:

2
0

The only other reward which approached the two mentioned
in camper popularity was

the cameraderie and warm rapport

among the hikers which was evident any time a group of
them caught up with each other to talk and rest along the
trail.
Those three choices make up 83% of all responses
(numbering

53 out of

64),

a relatively high concentration

for a group not known in this
ness.

Furthermore,

selves

to a singe response,

survey for such likeminded-

only two who answered limited them¬
indicating that they were

rather more pleased with the choices offered.
Only

six check-marks were directed to the choice

"learned something about myself"

and only two to the more
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specific wording
when

"I

learned about getting something done

I want to get it done/'

for a total

8 or

13% respond¬

ing directly to the question of personal value clarification.
d.

The monastery trip.

The Mount Athos weekend

contained the special feature that boys and girls were
separated for over
in the program.

24 hours

No female

(and only)

time

is permitted on the holy monastic

peninsula of Mount Athos,
the girls

for the first

and during the boys'

visit there

spent the night in private homes in the nearest

village to the peninsula's

frontier,

visiting a rug-weaving

cottage industry and spending many hours on the beach.
They also took a lengthy boat trip along part of the
peninsula to view the spectacular monasteries on the coast
from a discreet distance off
The boys'
ulating,

shore.

experience was undoubtedly more stim¬

and included an hour's uphill hike to the monas¬

tery where they spent the night,

bedding down in Spartan

whitewashed stone rooms down long echoing halls
other,

being woken about

2:00

a.m.

morning prayer by a wooden gong,

from each

with an invitation to

and running the risk of

an on-the-spot haircut from monks who in some cases took
offense at the supposed disrespect shown to them m the
wearing of

long hair by visitors.

3This
true.
At the four or
the staff was usually

of

forced haircuts was

literally
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This may in part explain why the girls answered
heavily the first of the four choices:

Valuation:

The Monastery Trip

(Question 22.

N=39)

The most valuable part of the Mt. Athos
monastery weekend trip was:
(Mark one only).

Getting the boys and girls apart
from each other made them appre¬
ciate each other more:
What I did was fun in and of itself:
It all gave me another view of the
Greek people:
The trip was inspiring, and helped
me work out some thoughts about
myself:
Answered more than one:
Did not answer:
0

M

F

Total

7

4

16
3

23
7

0

3

3

7

0
(1)

7
(1)

had passed the administrative inspection point (by luck);
and at one point a monk had one camper's locks in his hand
and scissors in the other, gesturing unmistakably his in¬
tent before changing his mind.
Hair has become the most
specific focus of the monasteries' offensive against the
steady influx of modern young tourists who arrive in short
pants, often camp where they can outside monasteries and
fail to show the expected respect for the peninsula's
uninterrupted 1,000-year dedication to prayer and Orthodox
Christian meditation.
It was undoubtedly insensitive and
discourteous for Greek Summer 1971 to have visited with 5
or 6 provocative hair styles in its midst, since the staff
had heard beforehand of the monasteries' feelings on the
subject.
These feelings had been greatly underestimated,
and both the rare value of the experience and the high
qualities of the campers themselves (who behaved admirably
during the visit) featured in the minds of those who decided
to go ahead with the trip.
Ironically, every monk himself
had long hair in a "bun" or topknot, and often a beard; at
the turn of the century no visitor was allowed to visit
the holy peninsula unless he had hair on his face (a beard
or moustache), according to local report.
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Thus

23 respondents

(23%),

two-thirds of the girls,

felt

that the value from the weekend came in human relational
terms

involving separation and rejoining of the camper

community.

Only

18%,

and all of the boys who had visited

the monasteries and their hospitable but capricious hosts,
remembered the weekend for provoking thought about one's
self,

"other ways

other words,

of

religion and the like"

-

in

because it encouraged them to consider their

own personal values
e.

life,

and beliefs.

Trust and responsibility.

Question 23 raised

the issue directly of trust and responsibility in Greek
Summer

1971 as

clarification.

a motivator toward value examination and
The tabulated results

showed far greater

correlation in this matter than did any of the weekend
experiences.

Two choices were requested from each camper

Camper Perception of Mature Treatment
23.
N=7 8)

(Question

I felt that the GS 71 staff treated me
as a mature person, and let us be respon¬
sible for our behavior.
This was basically true:
I didn't feel this was really so:
Giving us responsibility was an
important part of it all:
It was not all that important:
Being treated maturely gave me the
chance to figure out what I_
thought were important things
to do:
Freedom frankly [allowed me to
become] confused and unsure:

18
3
20
1
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We weren't ready for it, but
we learned from our mistakes:
Did not answer :
2
Gave one answer only:
10

Twenty-one of the

39

respondents,

or

54%,

1
4

responses

10
used one of

their two choices to assert that being treated maturely
promoted their capacity to sort out what were the im¬
portant things

to be and do according to their conceptions

of themselves.
Almost that many confirmed the expectation that
being given responsibility for one's own behavior was
indeed a factor present
In fact,
sitions

in the program

(18 respondents).

surprisingly few disented from the general propo¬
of

the existence,

importance and the utility of the

"mature and responsible treatment."
not been given a notable amount of

Only

the campers'

felt they had

freedom.

respondent marked that the degree of
insignificant matter,

3

A single

freedom had been an

and one other that it had surpassed

collective readiness

for

it.

No one found

that the degree of trust and responsibility given to them
had had a detrimental or unsteadying effect on anyone.
f.
probes

Summary.

More campers responded positively to

on the subject of value clarification when the

question associated that process with a relatively abstract
agent

(sense of

freedom and responsibility) ,

than did when
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the suggested source of value clarification was a con¬
crete,

specific

ences).

This

incident

(any one of the weekend experi¬

finding tends to portray value clarification

among campers as

a generalized process,

not related to

specific and concrete experiences enjoyed during the
summer but rather as broad feelings about one's outlook on
life,

or as wishful thoughts about how one might behave,

what choices one might hypothetically make.
Indeed it does not make sense that the test of
any change

in a person's valuation process might be

accurately made by a single interview or questionnaire
given at a single point in time.
questions

Even if all related

probed behavior more exactly than the ones above

actually do,

the results would have to be compared to a

control group or to those of another test at a different
time in order to register any change,
otherwise.

But again,

significant or

it should be remembered that this

examination is of Greek Summer 1971 as a growth-facilitating
experience,

and not of a group of participants who may

collectively or individually have undergone any hypothe¬
sized set of changes.
True,

the effectiveness of

growth cannot be

any experience promoting

judged independently of what takes place

within the participant;

but in effect, what the present
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survey and questionnaire

limit themselves

to is camper

perceptions of the relationship between a series of given
program events and campers'
within themselves

(in this

own awareness of any changes
case,

development of the per¬

sonal value-setting process).4
Still,
among replies,
differsnces

given all the possibilities
the

for variation

tabulated results do show decided

among the assorted events or features of the

program in eliciting positive reactions about a generalized
concept of the valuation process.

The Mount Olympos

and

the Mount Athos experience produced greater responsiveness
to the suggestion of causality than did either the Lakkia
project or the weekend boat trip;
uniformly provocative
adults was

and the diffuse but

factor of being treated largely as

felt to encourage the process of preference

identification most of all.

5.

Ease

and Responsiveness in Sharing Emotions
a.

Starting in.

To work up to this

touchy subject

which had not been explicitly addressed during camper dis¬
cussion groups by the staff,

the investigator began with

an explanatory pair of statements,

or premises,

which campers

4The valuation process is "measured," not only as
changes are perceived within himself by each camper, but
as the process is also defined by him.
Unfortunately no
standardized definition of valuation, for instance such
as the seven-criteria definition put forth by Raths, Harmin
and Simon (Values and Teaching, Merrill Publishing Co.,
Columbus, Ohio, 1966, pp. 28-30), existed as common ground
among the campers who answered the questionnaire.
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were then asked to respond to in sets of
choices.

The introduction posited that

were able to

"a lot of campers

'get outside themselvessomehow it was

easier to talk about personal
one expected,

simple multiple

feelings more freely than

or to share other people's

'raps'

without

getting embarrassed... Some campers became more tuned to
what others were

feeling without having to have everything

spelled out."
The results to this preparation-and-question on
what might have been a difficult issue proved gratifyingly
clear and positive.

Greek Summer 1971 as a program promoting easy
exchange of feelings (Question 24. N=39)
a.

This

statement described what I experienced:

quite accurately:
somewhat - I see what you mean:
not especially:
not at all:
I don't know what you're talking
about:
Did not answer:
b.

14
21
3
1

or 36%
or 54%
or
8%
or
3%

0
0

Being able to open up my feelings
toward others:
I was conscious of it during GS 71,
and it was very important to me:
I noticed it in myself after GS 71
was over, and it is very impor¬
tant to me:
was one of several things I learned,
not worth special attention:
wasn't all that important to me:
wasn't important to me at all:
Did not answer:
Added their own comment:

21 or 54%

6 or
6
2
1
3
4

15%

or 15%
or
5%
or
3%
or
8%
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Of

the

four write-ins

in part

(b),

all seemed to know

what the investigator was referring to;
having been able

2 regretted not

to open up to other campers;

that people opened up

freely,

because of

one denied

"group pressure,

etc.;"

and the fourth claimed always to have said what he

felt -

"so long as it didn't directly hurt anyone,

or

indirectly."

Part
90%,

(a)

indicated that 35 of the 39 respondents,

experienced the emotional

in the preamble,
one respondents

either full or in large measure.
(54%)

"very important;"

another

feelings

and to have

express

and share emotions more easily.

ter,

23%,

the

trivial or

irrelevant.

to

Less than a quar¬

Generally then,

the

responding were better attuned to the topic than

investigator had anticipated,

and predominantly from

having enjoyed positive related experiences

b.

Getting specific.

set of sentence completions
things,

able

placed this phenomenon in the categories of

not important,
campers

taken

15% noticed after Greek

Summer 1971 was over that they found themselves

or

Twenty-

claimed to be aware of the climate

fostering easier expression of
it as

loosening up as described

that summer.

Campers were given another

(Question 25), which among other

sought their views on the presence of the Greek

graduates of the Farm School in the program and on the only
fistfight, which flared between two American boys one evening.
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It had been anticipated that the presence of Greek
age peers would not only provide the cross-cultural chal¬
lenge of different values and public behavior styles,
perhaps
urge

but

contribute something to each American camper's

for self-expression generally

ent topic of personal emotions),

(not merely on the pres¬

on the theory that the

Americans would be given someone very definite to react to.
Unfortunately the questionnaire results were disappointing
on both counts.

The variety of camper responses

five Greek participants

inhibited the drawing of

about the
firm

conclusions.
The

39

were generally

responses

could be separated into 24 which

favorable and 15 unfavorable;

of the

24,

11

were specific enough to show that the respondent was not
only well disposed but had actually gained a strong per¬
sonal impression,

a friendship or valued experience from

dealing with one or more of
positive replies

the

five.

Among the

13 vaguer

six commented that the Greeks were

fine

but that he or she had not gotten close enough to them,
and four thought the Greeks
Of

this

set of

10,

9 were girl campers who as

no doubt had a harder time
relating

to

"were fun and added a lot."
a category

than did the American boys

in

5 Greek boys who tended to be on their best

behavior with the girls,

and at times constrained.5

5One recommendation stressed in answers to the orig¬
inal Fall questionnaire from the Farm School called for Greek
girls as well as boys in future programs.
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Among the 15 negative comments,

6

felt that the

Greek boys

stood off in a reluctance to deal with the

Americans,

and another

4

touched the same theme:

the Greeks had joined too late
properly integrated,
Greeks.

(after the tour)

to be

or the Americans had rejected the

Altogether 18 respondents -

felt that one way or another,
the Greeks

either

and Americans

just under half -

for one reason or another,

simply had fallen short of hav¬

ing enough to do with each other.
The fistfight drew provocative,
replies.

The

if still disparate

incident of course, was not planned,

therefore not part of

any training strategy.

But it re¬

vealed the campers'

reactions

event two-thirds of

the way through the program.

answers

can be ranged as

to an emotionally charged

follows:

The

fistfight was a normal occurrence,
to be expected and not very signifi¬
cant :
I felt particular sympathy for the two
boys:
It was a healthy release of emotion/
brought pent-up feelings into the
open:
Sobering, it taught something, was the
subject of many camper discussions:
It upset me, threatened, frightened me:
I was not involved/don't know:
It showed ongoing group hostilities
broader than the fight itself:
Did not answer:

and

The
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Half the respondents reacted to the incident with
some degree of

interest,

pressing sympathy,
upset by it.

involvement or intensity by ex¬

feeling sobered or being personally

Twenty campers

normal occurrence,

thought the incident was a

a healthy release of tense feelings or

something they disclaimed any emotional stake in.
Campers were

then asked their general feelings

about the selective expression of emotions
The preamble

(Question 26).

to the questions themselves read:

Some people found that things went better
when they didn't try to "express yourself"
all the time, and held back their feelings
instead at certain times.
They might pick
and choose what they would say to whom, but
they were very much aware that their own
feelings (and those of others) were strong
and real.
The

replies did not totally favor this concept of applied

or qualified self-expression:

Reaction to idea of Qualified Selfexpression (Question 26. N=39)
Disciplining the use of my feelings:
was
was

something I tried to practise:
something I wish I'd tried to practise
c

more of:
isn't the important thing.
Being yourself,
and expressing that in your own way, is
what counts:
don't usually think much about "making use
of my feelings":
Did not answer:
Write-in answers:

8
Q

v

14

I

4
°
4
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If one takes together those who practised some emotional
self-control with those who wished they had applied the
same,

the

17

14 campers

(44%)

(36%)

form the single largest bloc.

However,

rebelled against the premise of placing

voluntary controls on one's natural capacities for selfexpression,

and implied instead that self-expression should

be developed fully in the interest of being true to one's
self.
c.

The

role played by the program.

The answers

gathered above do not assure us that campers indeed changetheir behavior through the process of Greek Summer 1971,
insofar as emotional self-expression and empathy are con¬
cerned,

other than perhaps to emerge with the value,

explicitly by

14,

all

in loyalty to one's true feelings.

the time,

this was

shared

that you should express yourself fully
How well

actually practised may be another matter.

But

to turn to how the campers evaluated the program as pro¬
viding the sense of being "more at ease with yourself and
with others,"

let us

look at the results

to the next question.

Two choices were solicited:

Emotional Ease in the Program

(Question 27. N=78)

Which of the following do you think made you feel more
at ease with yourself and with others?
The sense of fun and adventure:
The examples of the Greeks:
Being away from familiar settings
in the United States:
Trust shown by the staff:
Knowing it was only for 6 weeks:

17
14

2
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Everyone else was rapping about
himself, and it was all OK:
I didn't particularly feel more
at ease with my feelings than
normally:
Did not answer:
1
Gave one answer only:

The undefined

"sense of

3

g
2 responses
5

fun and adventure" which

nonetheless most campers recognized as a real element to
the program,

seems to have enabled respondents to relax and

be at ease with each other.

More specific influences in¬

cluded being away from home and familiar

friends,

and the

feeling that one was granted trust by the staff.
The Greek

factor - the possibility that campers

would in some measure

imitate the self-expressive feature

of Greek public behavior and become quick converts to the
life

style of

and answer;

Zorba - did not materialize in this question

campers rather shunned the idea in fact

responses only).

The presence and example of Greeks with

their enactment of
not make campers
ings,

(2

the

"express yourself"

philosophy did

feel any more at ease with their own feel¬

and one may speculate that it produced some reactions

of comparative emotional
tively nonetheless
valued other

inadequacy in some who felt posi¬

about Greeks

lessons

in general,

and may have

learned from them.6

6See above, under "Self-confidence and Maturity,
where in Question 16 "mixing it up with Greeks" for example
elicited the third highest rating as a factor making campers
feel

"best about yourself."
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When campers
made

asked what elements

them "more aware of other people's

what those

feelings were about,"

in the program
feelings...and

the replies

to the

Greek factor were considerably more positive.
were asked to rank-order their choices
answers.

The top 5,

Campers

to 8 alternative

if that many appeared,

were tabulated

and show up in the following point-score and selection
incidence

count:

Awareness of Other's Feelings

(Question 28)

Do you think that any of the following had anything to do
with making campers more aware of other people's feelings,
and what those feelings were about?
Incidence of
Choice by
Campers
Being away from families:
Greeks showed feelings in
public:
The sense of fun-adven¬
ture:
Relaxation ("coffeehous¬
ing") in Lakkia:
Work project in Lakkia:
Weekend boat trip:
Mt. Olympos trip:
Mt. Athos monastery visit:
Did not answer:
(One answer only:
8)

Answers volunteered

(write-ins)

Living in close quarters:
Sense of togetherness and
interdependence:
7 other answers:

Point Score (5 for
first choice, 4 for
second, etc.)

19

71

12

34

26

104

4
22
7
12
7
3

10
81
16
35
20

included:

3
1 each

10
5 each
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In this

case

the example of Greek behavior ranked next

to the ever-popular Mount Olympos
in sensitizing one to the
gether with Question 27,

trip as

a positive factor

feelings of others.

Taken to¬

one might conclude that some

campers enjoyed seeing the Greeks expressed their feel¬
ings well
his

in public,

but that almost no one wished to model

own behavior on that example.
Apart from this

27

show that "sense of

cultural factor,

results

fun and adventure"

a commanding lead as a response.

once

to Question

again took

One may well wonder

whether the enthusiastic recourse to this choice is as
thoughtful
swers,
self

and meaningful as is the selection of other an¬

since on reflection "fun and adventure"

something one would expect to cause

to become
likely,

attuned to the

ing

Summary.

feelings of others.

It is,

more

While the questions

aimed at drawing

extent to which campers reacted to emotion-produc¬

situations did not yield very clear pictures

respondents'
questions

about

emotional expressiveness or sensitivity,

testing Greek Summer 1971 as

ting emotional ease and
The

a person directly

a facilitative precondition to that process.
d.

out the

is not in it¬

two

an event facilita¬

awareness produced positive results.

fact that 5 campers volunteered the same answer separ¬

ately,

that

living in close quarters dormitory-style

at
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the American Farm School had produced a significant degree
of emotional involvement among group members,

was not only

an obvious question choice which the investigator ought
to have placed in Question 28;
siveness

to the questionnaire which was reassuring in its

own right.
of

it also revealed a respon¬

Throughout this

"did not answer"

section,

the very

low number

results hints that campers were truly

interested in what was being asked.
Three elements

- the prevailing joie de vivre,

fact of being out from under the constraints of
school

settings,

and the

tors

to campers'

family and

factor of being left responsible

for one's behavior and personal interactions
new social situation,

the

all registered as

in an entirely

important contribu¬

own perceptions of Greek Summer 1971 as

a teacher of greater emotional awareness

and facility with

others.

6.

The Helping Relationship
a.

Broad associations.

Much has been written about

what takes place between volunteers who pay their way over
to

the site of a work project abroad and the

who host them,
teers

work with them,

perhaps

local people

listen to the volun¬

and then remain with the benefit or other consequences

of the work project while the visitors depart with their
own new thoughts,
Chapter II

feelings,

human ties or remembrances.

attempted to delve into some dimensions of the issue
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Who helps whom?

How is help rendered without de¬

meaning the

recipient,

or resource

to the human situation in which he has chosen

to become

involved?

or desensitizing the donor of effort

Can a partnership be

fostered between

two people engaged in an agreed-upon task who come from
sides of the condition being addressed,

one

victim or endurer and the other inwardly motivated to turn
stirrings of conscience into action,
Who was

engagement and change?

it that defined the task in the first place on

which the

two have come together?

what is the relationship

between the human experience and the "task," which some may
merely define as

the technical problem

("just give me a

job to do")?
Question 30
related to

"helping" when they joined the program in the

Spring of 1971.
try where

asked campers about their objectives

I

Had they signed up to

"go to another coun¬

could pitch in and help others;"

to

"get some¬

thing going between myself and some other people,
to learn

"how best to be of help to another"

ing others"
decision?

not entered in at all as

- or had

"help¬

a factor in their

One camper wrote that she had come to pitch in

and help but that learning how to help
doing."

new faces;"

This

a program:

"is what I ended up

is what ideally one might wish to see in such

progress

from diffuse

feelings

to a practical

grappling with the problem of applying the generality to
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new experience.
change,

Most campers did not indicate any such

through experience,

from idealism to a more temp

ered realism.

Helping as a Motive for Joining Greek
Summer 1971 (Question 30. N=39)
I wanted to go to another country
to pitch in and help others:
I was more interested in getting
something going between myself
and some other people, new faces:
Learning how best to be of help to
another is something I tried to
explore:
"Helping others" had nothing to do
with GS as far as I was concerned:
Did not answer:

12 or 31%

18 or 46%

6

or 15%

2 or
1 or

5%
3%

Those who went motivated by the idea of pitching in
to help others
fact,

and those who concluded,

perhaps

after the

that defining the helping relationship is the key to

the whole process,

were equally balanced by those who were

not taken up by the problems of

"helping"

but who sought

to engage with new people in a new setting without pre-set
agendas.

This group of

18

appeared to say that helping

might result from such interaction but was not sharply de¬
fined as

an objective.

disposition is

It may be that this open-minded

the most suited of all

dimension of shared responsibility,
parity of

roles which can make of

scending,

surprising experience

for reaching the human

understanding and the

"helping"

a non-conde¬

in interconnectedness.
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When asked to free-associate on the subject of
helping
point)
swers

(the term purposely not further clarified at this
with eight alternative choices,

in order of

importance,

ranking their an¬

campers showed that the

Lakkia construction project was again by far the most
popular activity with field work shared in the Lakkia onion
patches or tomato rows placing third:

Free Association on the Topic of "Helpfulness
(Each respondent's 5 top ratings chosen)
(Question 31)
Incidence of
Choice by
Campers
hard work on the Lakkia
project:
another camper:
field work outside Lakkia:
Lansdale orientation talk:
talks by Edward Howell:
talk on community by A.
Trimis:
Mt. Olympos climb:
other Lansdale talks:
Did not answer:
1
Gave 1 or 2 answers only:

Write-in answers

(5)

Point Score (5
for first choice,
4 for 2nd, etc.

34
20
19
14
9

146
67
57
44
19

7
9
8

20
31
30

included:

Kindness and understanding
within the group:
the counsellors:
I think we probably destroyed
their onion crop:

Except

for Bruce Lansdale's remarks at orientation

on when the campers had just arrived in Greece,
which summoned camper response in this

the events

instance were not
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talks but activities
other

and personal involvements,

either with

campers or with villagers in Lakkia performing some

chore together.
b.

Attitude scale.

The last question to the

questionnaire was devoted to different aspects of the
relationships between American campers,

Greeks,

ects engaged in together and respondents'
what took place.

Results

the proj¬

feelings about

are tabulated below.

The eleven

related propositions were followed by a range scale in
each case,

labelled at the extremes

"strongly disagree"

and

while the midpoint of the scale was

indicated with a question mark,
or

"strongly agree"

suggesting uncertainty

zero-response.
Between the midpoint and the extreme of the scale

in either direction,
a total of

six points

marks

along the

and sections

line divided it into

so that responses in

either agreement or disagreement could be quantified in
intensity on a scale from 1 to 6.7

7The median intensity of response was calculated
for each set of responses on either side of the zero
point for each question, and considered a more reliab e
index of central tendency for the whole group than the
mean, or mathematical average of the weights given to
(
each answer, considering the disparity among respondents
individual rating styles.
(Some scattered 6 s wildly
about while others did not stray far from center.)
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Attitude Range

a.

(Question 32 in 11 Subparts)

Cultujrai differences between Greek villagers and
^ri£an ?ampers 9ot in
tionship between us.

way of a helpful rela¬

AGREE
No. of answers:
Point score:
Median intensity:

Campers
come,

ZERO POINT

4

DISAGREE

2

33
142
5

15
4

felt strongly that cultural differences were over¬

or did not make any difference to a helpful relation¬

ship with villagers in Lakkia.

The same tendency was noted

when they were asked whether clear two-way communication
was

important in the same context;

b.

Helping only happens
2-way communication.

the majority said "no."

really when you have active

AGREE
No. of answers:
Point score:
Median intensity:

12

ZERO POINT

2

in

at this

line with the one expressed by 12 campers on

Question

30,

who wanted to

not have

the

focus

talks,

25
104
4

36
3.5

The concept of helping envisaged by respondents
point,

DISAGREE

poems

carry out.

does

so often given by Bruce Lansdale in his

and conversations wherein helping is

form of sharing,
exchange has

"pitch in and help others,"

a complex

a situation where each participant in the

a dignified role and a
Rather,

it seems

to be

fixed responsibility to
taken by respondents as
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an opportunity for personal exuberance where listening
and understanding are not weighted very heavily.
campers

felt they empathized well enough to be

pense with the problem of communication.
however,

I feel I got a lot more
to any of them.

from the Greeks

No. of answers:
Point score:
Median intensity:

than to parts

(a)

and

had mixed feelings,
on paper,

Direct yes,

(b) .

but the

DISAGREE

2

(h)

It appears

or reservations

when asked this

than I gave

ZERO POINT

26
84
2.5

intensity of response to part

selves

At the same time,

the Greeks.

AGREE

The

able to dis¬

respondents by and large felt that they got more

than they gave from going to "help"

h.

Perhaps

11
28
2

is markedly weaker
that that the campers

about committing them¬

relatively direct question.

issue raised is

the profound one of

cultural exchange

contrasted to some form of cross-cultural

advantage-taking;

one might speculate that the campers did

feel they got more than they gave but were embarrassed to
admit it,
AGREE

or too proud

- or

(less

to be the expected answer,

likely)

that they took

complied and were not

happy about it.8

8It should be clear by now that even when questions
seemed to imply a particular answer, suggesting for example
that Greek Summer 1971 was responsible for a change or new
insight, campers were quick to write in clarifying comments,
and to avoid leaving stereotypical or pre-set impressions.
Clustering of over 50% behind any one response is infrequent,
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When compared to the results from part

(1), which

asked about helping and the get-vs.-give issue in general
terms,

not specifically tied to Greeks,

tive response to

(1)

than to

disparity shown in campers'
opposed to

specific,

(h)

1.

is reminiscent of the

reactions to generalized,

and ease.

The less one

the heartier the reply.

I found that in helping others - working at Lakkia,
or being a "good Samaritan" at the Farm School - I
usually got back less than I felt I gave.
AGREE

ZERO POINT

No. of responses:
Point score:
Median intensity:

"no good deed goes unpunished,"

felt by the camper who undertook the thankless

of running the soda-pop canteen,
in agreeing

above

DISAGREE
36
163
5

A favorite Farm School adage,
was

as

questions discussed in the preceding

section on emotional awareness
gets down to cases,

the much more posi

chore

and who noted that fact

- but by no one else.

When asked whether in fact the helping relationship
had not existed more extensively between different American
campers
sults

than it had between Americans and Greeks,

again were measurable but weak,

the re¬

even weaker and more

and the campers deserve credit for a conscientious job on
the questionnaire.
They did not follow the detectable
lead of any question en bloc, and they resisted if they
did not like the answer choices offered by skipping the
question entirely or writing in their own reply.
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uncertain than on part
(21%)

marked the

For one thing,

zero point on the scale,

ducking the question,

g.

(h).

8

respondents

effectively

while two more skipped it entirely:

More
helping" went on between American campers at
one time or another than took place involving Greeks,
whether in Lakkia or elsewhere.
AGREE

No. of answers:
Point score:
Median intensity:

ZERO POINT

13
33
2

DISAGREE

NO ANS

16

8

2

39

2

Uncertainty about what was

really meant by helping,

a word with pejorative overtones of dependency as well as
stirring ones of righteousness,
of clarity to responses
in

in

(g)

may explain both the

lack

and the lack of emphasis

(h) .
Regarding the work task in Lakkia,

tigator assumed correctly to be

central to the campers'

experience of helping in this program,
asked after the

campers'

a series of questions

sense of frustration and how they

resolved it on the project.
admit to being

which the inves¬

frustrated,

Respondents generally did not
as

the following two questions

show.

c.

I was frustrated most of the time working on the
project in Lakkia.
AGREE

No. of answers:
Point score:
Median intensity:

4

10
2

ZERO POINT

1

DISAGREE
34
153
5
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f.

I was never particularly frustrated.
part of the whole GS experience.
AGREE

No. of answers:
Point score:
Median intensity:

It was all

ZERO POINT

28
111
4

DISAGREE

2

9
31
4

One respondent wrote in that she felt frustrated when work
assignments were disorganized or uneven,
tools were not ready on time

when cement and

- but "not because of the

Greeks."

d.

I felt frustrated at first, and then decided to
have fun with the other campers and not to worry
about the villagers.
AGREE

No. of answers:
Point score:
Median intensity:

e.

ZERO POINT
2

7
17

2

DISAGREE
30
119
4

I was frustrated at first, but gathered that the
Lakkians had valid reasons for doing things the way
they did.
AGREE

No. of answers:
Point score:
Median intensity:

22

ZERO POINT

DISAGREE

2

58
3

15
58
4

Respondents

firmly rejected the notion that they had turned

their backs

on the Lakkians,

but were more ambiguous

about

accepting the premise that there was validity to the villag
ers1

ways of doing things.

On this issue the total point
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score under AGREE and DISAGREE columns were exactly equal.
Seven more agreed than disagreed,
what they showed in numbers.

but lacked in conviction

Perhaps this is the pattern

recurring of idealized enthusiasm and more uncertain prac¬
tise or application.
Two questions were

asked on the subject of trust,

and both drew affirmative answers.
pleasant to be

It was apparently

able to trust people on Greek Summer 1971,

and the Greeks were widely showered with feelings of
trust by the campers.

i.

Being able to trust people was one of the neatest
things about GS 71.
AGREE

25
87
4

No. of responses:
Point score:
Median intensity:

j •

I

felt

I

could

ZERO POINT

trust

the

DISAGREE

8

6

28
3

Greeks,

and

I

did.

NO
AGREE

No. of responses:
Point score:
Median intensity:

ZERO

POINT

DISAGREE

ANS

2

30
95
3

One cloud on this profile of a group of trusting campers
the relatively
case.

large number of

To a 15% minority,

1

5
2.5

zero point answers

is

in each

trust was still an uncomfortable

or an unimportant association with Greek Summer 1971.
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-Summary.

—

one

On a topic as complex as the present

respondents might have had doubts about correlating

*

their various

capacities to give,

get,

share and trust

comprising the investigator's conception of the term "to
help,

and might in addition have harbored uncertain or

conflicting inner feelings
this

as

to how they performed in

area generally with either Greeks or Americans.

Campers'

replies
Only

showed a mixed composite of attitudes.

12 of the

differentiated,

39

respondents agreed that the un¬

idealistic phrase

described some of their feelings
Another

6 were

went about it,

"to pitch in and help"
about joining the program.

interested in helping but unsure of how one
or perhaps of what it meant.

The strongest

responses were to affirm that clear two-way communication
was

not essential to the helping relationship,

that cul¬

tural differences between Americans and Greeks at Lakkia
had not been an obstacle in this regard,
project was

the event where the term had been practised

most or had most relevance.

Respondents also spoke clearly

when asked whether they usually
than they gave
the Greeks

and that the Lakkia

("no"),

("yes") ,

famous project

felt they got back less

whether they had generally trusted

and whether they felt frustrated on the

("no").

These questions of general condition or broad aspir¬
ation to which campers

responded assertively might be termed
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idealistic questions expressing a general hope or outlook.
Answers were more

tentative or contradictory when the

query touched on specifics,
giving

either about frustration,

and getting with Americans as opposed to Greeks,

and accepting the Lakkians and their ways of doing things.
One may conclude that campers were unwilling to pursue
the implications of their generalized assertions a very
great distance into realization and actuality;

or else,

that the questionnaire instrument could not cover ade¬
quately what it was

7.

they might have said in person.

The Sense of Community
a.

The results.

in three parts,
evidence as

It was expected that Question 18,

and Questions

7b and 7c would yield some

to whether campers had indeed felt they were

members of a

large unified community most of the

time,

whether this

awareness had been important to them,

and

whether it had had any bearing on their feelings of selfidentity and self-worth.

The community-building that was

presumed to take place constituted the sixth of the broad
educational goals posited in Chapter IV,
which was

to be

and was

the one

seen directly or indirectly throughout dif¬

ferent parts of the questionnaire,
set of questions.

not merely in a specific
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The educational dimension of this goal was taken
to be in two parts:

experiencing the community of mankind,

with all

in tolerance and interestedness which

the lessons

this might bring toward the familiar strangers of one's
prejudices;

and experiencing a sense of personal potential.

In the words of one camper,

"in this world one is

always

being confronted with the message that things are too big
fixed to be changed,
better or

that you had better accept for

for worse what society presents you with.

Summer showed me
something,

Greek

that people can get together and build

accomplish something that's important and larger

than yourself."9
Questions

18a and 18b asked whether membership in

the community of Greek Summer 1971 had been important to
the camper,

and whether it had been a reality for him.

The results:

Community Feelings

in Program

(Question 18a.

N=39)

Did you have any strong feelings about the brotherhood
or community spirit aspect to Greek Summer 71?
Please
mark one.
The community life was very
important to me:
It was fairly important:
It wasn't really important:
It wasn't at all where I was at:
Did not answer:

interview between investigator
Cincinnati, Ohio, November 28, 1971.

28 or 72%
9 or 23%
0
2 or
5%
0

and a camper in
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Reality of Community Feelings
(Question 18b. N=39)

in Program
-

Please answer one only:
The

feeling of group membership
was a very real thing:
It often became real:
It was real for some:
It was a pretty hard thing to
put your finger on:
GS "community" was something
of a myth:
Did not answer:

Almost all respondents

(95%)

16 or 41%
6 or 15%
8 or 21%
4

or 10%

5 or 12%

0

felt that the community aspect

of the program was either fairly important or very important
to them.

Far fewer,

but still a majority

(56%)

found that

the concept of brotherhood and group membership had become
a reality,
To some,

often if not all the time

the

camper wrote

ideal was important,
in plaintively,

they were in Greece.

but unfulfilled.

As one

"I wanted to be accepted but

what happened?"
Another answered that GS
been something of a myth,
of

23%,

"community"

"but a good myth."

had indeed
A total nine,

indicated that the sense of community had either

been a myth or hard to put your finger on.
Did the Americans'

sense of community extend to

include the Greeks?
As was noted earlier in Section 5
part

1),

18

respondents or

46%

(Question 25,

felt that for one reason or
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another they had not shared enough contact with the five
Greek students who worked and lived with them from the
time they reached the American Farm School.
time,
third,

At the same

"mixing it up with the Greeks" was rated a high
behind the perennial Mount Olympos and Lakkia proj¬

ect activities,

as

the occurrence which made campers

best about themselves
marked that choice,
ranked selections
plementary,

(Question 16).

out of

10

solicited.

Thirteen respondents

alternatives with three
The two indications are com¬

not in contradiction.

were appreciated,

feel

The Greek companions

their participation enjoyed;

and the

incompletely resolved objective of reaching out to them
perhaps

taught a good deal

integrally to the

- but they were not incorporated

larger community of campers,

which indeed did not always

a community

include every one of the

Americans either.
In trying to apply this concept of community in
some direction,

Question 18c asked:

Self-concept and Community Feelings
(Question 18c. N=39)

in Program

Did the feeling of community or group membership have
much to do with your feeling important as a person in
GS 71?
Please answer one only.
Yes, it was the most important
part:
It had a lot to contribute to
what I got out of GS 71:
It wasn't important:

8 or 21%
21 or
3 or

54%
8%
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I didn't come away...any more
or less "self-confident"
than I'd been:
Did not answer
Write-in answers:

To eight respondents

(21%),

5 or 12%

0
2

or

5%

the question of community was

either unimportant or irrelevant to their sense of selfconfidence.
munity was

To two who wrote

their own answers

real but had a negative effect,

felt consistently excluded.

But to 29,

the com¬

because they

or 74%,

the aspect

of community membership was either the most important or
a major contributor to their new sense of self-importance.
b.

Summary.

The exuberance which campers expressed

about each other and about those they came
a confusing outcome in the context of
when the

latter were defined as

understanding and sympathy

in touch with,

"helping relationships"

a complex exercise in mutual

(Section 6) ,

is

a much more re¬

warding sign when used to gauge the bonds between the one
and the many,

the

spirit of community.

The investigator

would argue that the distance between effective
relationships"

and the

hood is

not great.

tion of

sharing,

and

feelings

and to
simple,

-

"spirit of community" or of brother¬

Helping

and sharing

forms

is

only an aspect or an applica¬

- of time together,

the road to acceptance,

the voluntary ties that bind.
perhaps

rustic,

"helping

This

of events

to listening,

attitude

is both

and perhaps as well at the heart of

the most modern strivings

for a role to play,

a membership.
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One camper wrote,
membership was important."

"sometimes a feeling of non¬
The freedom to walk away

from the community and be one's own person alone is,
or course,

compromised in some measure as one takes on

a membership.

The conflict between independence and

interdependence is absolute at any given point or level
of activity.

The exuberance of campers was perhaps due

in part to the awareness that their associations with
each other and with Greeks were at one level only,
the level of mutual choice and not of necessity.
were free to engage, but voluntarily,
on their own terms;

at
Campers

to commit themselves

and this freedom to choose made of

many commitments more authentic,

and perhaps more last¬

ing engagements.
Campers always knew their plane would return to
scatter them apart.

This made their strivings turn

against the centripetal force of time,

toward some

center to be discovered and away from the edge, to amass
and share the new experiences while there was time
rather than to pull back,

contemplate or possess alone.

Not everyone could find it to the center, wherever it
was,

and some were saddened by their failure.

But for

most the experience of succeeding in the voluntary
community of the moment was a euphoric happening.
Equally important,

it may have taught not only about
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the brotherhood of strange new faces but,
in time,
tial

looking back

the forgotten community of interest and poten¬

shared with parents

and other familiar

whom one might have passed over.
new community,

"strangers"

By taking part in a

some campers on Greek Summer 1971 glimpsed

more clearly the communities they come from and have no
choice about,

as well as ones which they may choose to

join thereafter.

8.

Summary of Chapter
a.

Introduction.

Three conditions to the ques¬

tionnaire survey and analysis bear repeating in considera¬
tion of the investigator's

conclusions and their rela¬

tion to the data at hand.

All three tend to qualify

the study in the direction of the descriptive and the
suggestive,

but are intrinsic to the content and the

circumstances of this work camp program.
Under different settings a control group might
have been devised providing a comparative measure of
change to reinforce some of the more tentative con¬
clusions

about campers'

behavior change,

or else eliminate

them before they reached the printed page.

As it is,

a respondent concensus of 1/3 or 1/2 behind a given
viewpoint is

sometimes pointed to significantly without

either objective evidence of a departure from any norm
or other intrinsic proof of the phenomenon's

importance.
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With all due respect to the principle of comparative
measure,

however,

it must be reaffirmed that statistically

speaking,

the size of the total Greek Summer 1971

sample is

such that even more solidly based,

objective

research methods could probably not produce less ten¬
tative conclusions than the present ones.10
Secondly,
campers

had the questionnaire been handed to

immediately after the

than six months

later,

the

summer experience rather

investigator might have had

to cope with hyperenthusiasm in the responses but at
least the program itself would not have competed with
all other factors

in the campers'

lives which in the

interval may have had as much to do with any behavioral
or attitudinal change in them as Greek Summer 1971.
Campers on more than one occasion would comment in the
questionnaire margin that a putative change was not due
to the program,

but to other things.

The drawback

created by this time lag is one which might have been
avoided with different structuring of the test.

This

time factor beclouded conclusions

present

behavior or attitudes,

about campers'

but may have enhanced their

perspective when asked to evaluate the program itself.

10See Belasco and Trice,
reviewed in Chapter 1.

ojd.

cit. ,

pp.

94-96,
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Finally,
between campers

there was uncertain common ground
and investigator in any prior definition

of certain concepts which he was applying to the outcomes
of Greek Summer 1971.
agreed upon,

There existed no previous,

precise definition of such terms

personal value clarification,
siveness,

commitment,

to force questions

The consequence was

from the behavior-oriented toward

the area of affective response:
you as you went through it?"
questions

as value,

emotional ease and respon¬

or community.

away

mutually

"how did it seem to

This meant longer-worded

than might have been desirable;

but it is the

opinion of the investigator that the use of standard
language in place of conceptual symbols or word abstrac¬
tions

created adequate communication on what was sought,

given the objectives of the study.
Unobjectionable tests of behavioral change
(which would have required a control group and then
would have suffered the problems of small

sample size)

might have been useful to cross-validate what campers
were saying about the program itself but are not essen¬
tial

to the

study's purposes,

thought about specified

of seeking what campers

features of Greek Summer 1971

which related according to the investigator's hypotheses
to an appreciation of certain issues
people's

lives.

and values guiding

Other than the corroboration provided
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by the questionnaire to parents,

validity of camper

opinion relies on internal cross-checks between and among
questions,
distance

the honesty of campers sharpened by the given

in time between them and the experience,

and the

sensitivity of the investigator who was present and
actively participating all during Greek Summer 1971.
b.
one by one,

Commitment.

Taking the questionnaire topics

the investigator found that when questioned

about the degree of commitment to projects
around them last

summer,

31%

of respondents

associated with a pair of phrases
to
put

and persons

(b,

h)

free-

stressing that

them the program meant you must give in order to get,
forth of yourself in order to benefit.

The idea of

commitment is well implanted in the two selections be¬
hind that 31%,
campers
ethos,

indicating that the largest bloc of

felt it to be
or style.

integral to the Greek Summer 1971

Certainly,

that bloc was no majority.

Respondents gave good evidence that they had
been caught up personally with at least one aspect of
the program.
Olympos

The Lakkia construction job and the Mount

climb rated the highest returns.

ventured into the

Some questions

field of camper behavior back home,

and disclosed that some may have found it easier to
reach out to new persons
the summer.

and situations as a result of

When the question was a matter of philoso¬

phy rather than behavior,

58% picked the b,

h pair of
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phrases:

their expressed attitude toward new situations,

with Greek Summer 1971 behind them,

was the one which

characterized the program itself to the largest single
bloc:

again,

you get to the degree that you give.

Emphatic voting at the level of principle of
generality,

and more ambiguous responses when it came

to describing one's personal behavior,

was a theme

repeated in a number of other questionnaire areas.
c.

Self-confidence.

Eighty percent of parents

questioned found that there had been an increase in
their campers'

level of self esteem,

and 57%

felt him

or her to have become either more independent of mind
or easier to be

and deal with.

The campers themselves

reported that they were now treated by parents more on
an equal basis,
to

their peers

in general,

while

69%

in school.

46%

found it "easier"

to relate

Faced with adult strangers

of respondents

felt a greater acceptance

toward them and a heightened sense of ease and equality.
Clearly,
did

in some imprecise but definite degree the program

increase self-confidence.
How was

campers

it achieved?

The Lakkia project made

feel good about themselves,

apparently because

of the well defined nature of the task and its
plishment.
with the

accom¬

Spending three days to scale Mount Olympos,

same attributes of

specific attainment and
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fulfilment an inherent part of that adventure,
almost as highly,

rated

and the factor of interacting with

Greeks who perhaps were
ou^-<3oing and friendly,

found different,
rated third.

ponsibility for their own behavior,

intriguing,

Being given res¬
and trusted a good

distance out of sight by

the staff most of the time,

was picked by 11 campers

as

an important generator of

self-confidence.
It seemed in general,
task-oriented,

physical

the more campers

however,

that the more

and unambiguous the activity,

responded with good feelings about

themselves.
d.
a word

Priorities

and Values.

from the parents,

Again starting with

over two-thirds of the 30

who answered reported that their campers had either been
challenged in the area of one's personal values and
priorities,
on what were

or had even changed views
the important things

When several

the preceding section,

value

in living.

specific activities,

the sort that might have

selves

to some degree

however,

of

stimulated self-confidence in

were proposed to campers them¬

as possible stimulants to self-examination and
clarification,

liable.

the results were uniformly unre¬

More campers seemed to react positively to

probes on the

subject of valuation when questions
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associated that process with a relatively abstract cause
agent such as the sense of freedom and personal respon¬
sibility.

It may be that either the campers'

toward value clarification remained abstract,
their grasp of the concept was uncertain;

own feelings
and that

or that in

harmony with Erikson's

idea11

as

"ready to be confirmed by rituals,

an ideological mind

creeds

and programs,"

exciting was

of the adolescent mind

no cut and dried event however

to stick in a camper's mind as useful to his

search for self-identity.
Erikson suggests
the

that this search is set in

form of an examination and reaction between self

and some selected absolute outside of self,
cause,

hero image or object of

love,

whether a

by "projecting

one's diffused ego image on another and by seeing it
thus reflected and gradually clarified."12
thought may shed some

This

light on why campers reacted to

value clarification questions with special emphasis when
these were connected to the broader proposition,
being allowed to choose,"
questions

am

compared to the more specific

about exciting projects

necessarily call

"I

and events which do not

for self-projection or consciousness of self.

1XE.

H.

Erikson,

ojd.

cit. ,

p.

263.

12E.

H.

Erikson,

op.

cit.,

p.

262.
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It should not escape notice that these indica¬
tions

seem to conflict with those of the preceding sec¬

tion,

where growth in self-confidence was more closely

tied to specific accomplishments than to generalities
of condition or atmosphere in the program.
about one's
one's

Feeling good

self and finding out or coming to terms with

self are evidently fundamentally different pro¬

positions .
e.

Ease

and responsiveness in emotional

sharing.

The program elements which brought out the sharpest
awareness of others'

feelings and the greatest sense of

ease at expressing one's own - two attributes taken to
signify emotional growth in campers
the

joyous,

adventuresome and supportive

of Greek Summer 1971;
familiar

- turned out to be

the fact of being away from

(and familial)

having responsibility

atmosphere

constraints;

and the feeling of

for one's own behavior.

were generalized phenomena,

These

difficult to quantify,

which by camper assertion contributed to an emotional
growth which is no less
finite,

so.

But the answers were de¬

and the low number of questions

skipped an

indication that campers were interested in and respon¬
sive

to

the propositions being tested.

buted one cause
ness

for the

They contri¬

increased emotional responsive¬

and insight not thought of by the investigator,
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the phenomenon of close quarters in their room arrange¬
ments

at the American Farm School.
Campers had,

furthermore,

clearly reported that

greater emotional ease and awareness was
understood and had indeed felt,

something they

most of them while the

program was going on and some upon reflection about
themselves

after it was over.

Many campers

(46%)

sensed and regretted that they

had not had enough contact with Greeks on the program,
specifically the
in Thessaloniki.
as

5 who were incorporated into the group
The Greeks did not apparently serve

a behavioral model

for most campers,

who responded

nonetheless that in general Greek public behavior,
characterized by expressiveness,

was

them aware of others'

Greeks made one aware

of others'

feelings.

having feelings,

perhaps,

something that made

but did not nece¬

ssarily help to make one comfortable in expressing one's
own.
f.
campers

The helping relationship.

(46%)

went to Greece without being intensely

committed to the

ideal of helping,

in new interactions
assistance.
concept of

Almost half the

interested instead

rather than concepts of service or

Another 46% were either motivated by some
"pitching in and helping"

or cared about

exploring how the helper and the helped behaved together
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(or perhaps,
later as

who really helped whom).

to their associations between program elements

and that rather

loaded concept,

campers

activities they engaged in with others,
sentiments or talks,

More often,

found that
and not evocative

are what they remember

tion being Lansdale1s

camper,

When tested

(one excep¬

initial talk at orientation).

they associated helpfulness with another

with field work outside the village,

and of

course with work and talk combined on the central
Lakkia project itself.
The complex and ambiguous aspects of helping such
as the process of task definition,
tarity of roles
seem not to have

parity and complemen¬

and making real the idea of sharing,
concerned the camper majority either

during or after the program.

Only six respondents

answered that learning how one was of help had been on
their minds,

and campers

seemed to approach the question

more with exuberance than with thoughtfulness.
were convinced,

for example,

They

that accurate two-way

communication is not essential to people seeking to
interact helpfully,
ences between Greeks

and that important cultural differ¬
and Americans had been overcome,

or presented no barrier.

It is

the opinion of the

investigator that campers were overly optimistic on
both counts.
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Campers may have

revealed a certain ambiguity

about accepting Greek values
mate

and procedures as

in connection with the Lakkia project.

tigator had the

legiti¬

The inves¬

impression that when questions were of

a general nature the responses were more assured,
with higher
related more
aspiration,

"median of intensity"

ratings;

when they

specifically to camper behavior rather than
it was clear that respondents were not as

able or willing to commit themselves to any decisive
answer as
g.
to

a group.
Sense of community.

the section summary of pp.

The reader is referred

187,

188,

189 which is

considered reflective enough to serve equally as part
of the overall chapter summary.

CHAPTER

V I

SOME CLOSING THOUGHTS

1.

A Final Comparison
Greek Summer

1971 was an experience-based program.

Once the staff decided to de-emphasize organized discussion
groups and
and

let talks

initiative,

"educational"

take place according to camper interest

the program no longer could claim to be

in the traditional use of the word where

pre-selected topics are brought up for structured discussion
by the given authority figure

(here,

counsellors).

Learn¬

ing became highly individualized,

something which increased

the chances of nothing happening,

or of a camper's reaching

unpredicted levels of awareness.
In this context filling out the questionnaire be¬
comes

not only an instrument to test staff expectations,

but a reinforcement and a clarifier helping each camper to
discern or to remember what the experience meant to him.
The questionnaire provokes understanding of
in relation to

the experience

self even when the hypothesis behind any

given question does not ring true to the respondent.
ter V gave ample evidence of campers'

Chap¬

willingness to correct

the premise of any question by commenting freely on its
content or

implications,

truly interacting with it.
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There is one other type of out-of-school program
which provides

seemingly ad hoc but in fact thoroughly

planned interactions between participant and experience,
between participants

themselves:

or

the Outward Bound schools.

While tailored to various durations and physical conditions,
the standard 26-day program takes enrollees,
4 or

5

Bound

squads of about a dozen each,
squad leader,

organized into

each with its Outward

to a chosen wilderness

site where partici¬

pants are confronted with a series of tasks or challenges.1
Some activities are aimed at individual confidence-building
by

subjecting the individual to a physical or emotional

stress,

endurance test or controlled risk

(e.g.,

serious

rock-climbing,

featured at all Outward Bound sites in the

United States;

cross-country runs over increasingly longer

distances;
test).

and the

2- or

3-day "solo"

wilderness survival

Other tests are in the nature of problem-solving

exercises requiring both natural leadership to emerge from
within the group,

and cooperation to manifest itself

among

its members often with the aim of demonstrating to each
participant that any one of them may have an unexpected
talent or
problem.2

strength which will help solve the given group
The individual in these exercises is at the mercy

1"Outward Bound,"

Descriptive booklet published by

Outward Bound, Inc., Reston, Va.
for 1972) .
See second section.
2Ibid.,
patrol

(undated butha^"C?roaram "
Outward Bound.
the
g

Interview with John Rhoades,

inltructor,

Outward Bound

Hurricane Island School, May 15,
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.
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of the group process,

for if he fails or is unwilling to

participate effectively he penalizes not only himself,
but the others.
Staff leadership must modulate the physical and
problem-solving challenges

in such a way that each individual

and his group as a whole is on the forward edge as much as
possible between success and failure,

and is stretched

toward accomplishments which were first thought to be
impossible.3

This contrasts with the leadership style of

Greek Summer
activities,
at hand,

1971,

which also offered a series of preplanned

saw to it that participants addressed the event

but then let campers make as much or as little of

the opportunity as
leave

they wished.

Both programs ultimately

it up to the individual how far he will push himself,

how deeply he will
people at hand.

involve himself with the task and the

But even when the Outward Bound patrol

leader turns over responsibility for leadership to the
participants,

as

is

supposed to occur,

leadership is

exercised in a much greater atmosphere of
(whether natural or simulated)

stress,

still

crisis

and pressure to succeed

than ever marked Greek Summer 1971.
This passing glance at Outward Bound may reflect
briefly some of the major things which Greek Summer sought
to do and be.

3Ibid.

Sense of accomplishment was

important,
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stressed both physically
a group process

(climbing Mount Olympos)

(finishing the Lakkia project in time).

Experiences, more than words,
about one's

and as

were the vehicle for learning

self and one's capacities to relate to others

under new and challenging conditions.

But the philosophical

principle behind each program is quite different.
While self-knowledge and the ability to apply it
effectively to the unpredictable world may be some form of
common objective shared by the two programs,

Outward Bound

appears more interested in the functional individual and
his

capacity to survive than do voluntary service programs

such as Greek Summer

1971.

conventionally mentioned,
such as pacifism,
choices,

Setting aside the latter's
externally oriented objectives

world-mindedness or a look at new career

it appears that volunteer work camp programs view

individual man and the prospects of his growth in more
idealistic terms.

Even when Outward Bound stresses the

interrelatedness of men by designing problems

so that one

must recognize and work with the talents or the handicaps
of another,

the bonds

that may grow between patrol members

require an external purpose or task,
some metaphor for the challenge of
maintenance and ultimate
of Outward Bound,

on the military model

survival - for their

justification.

Given the origins

as a British confidence and motivation
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training program for World War II merchant seamen,4 5

it

appears that even today the Outward Bound graduate is
to face

life's challenges,

left

stronger within and enjoying

new insights about himself and others,

but essentially alone.

The concept of community seen in Greek Summer
1971,

American Friends Service Committee work camps and

others goes beyond a functional view of man.

They posit

not man the problem-solver but man the social being.

The

road of the work camp volunteer is one through self-dis¬
covery toward the realization of his birthright as being
more than an existential,

self-evolving individuality.

Possessing the essential right to membership in the commu¬
nity of mankind,
the basis

the gift of brotherhood,

for a concept of

service,

provides him with

not as a rescue opera¬

tion or a giving from the have to the have-not but as a
sharing between essential equals,

equally entitled to call

each other gently to account in the light of natural ties
of commonality between each other.
Four of the six broad goals explained in Chapter IV
grow out of

such a concept of brotherhood,

4"Outward Bound"

booklet,

sharing and

"Outward Bound,

the history.

5The "Outward Bound" booklet's brief mention of ser¬
vice under "Outward Bound:
the Program" mentions the Peace
Corps and Operation Crossroads Africa, but there is no real
similarity.
Helping others is expressed functionally through
the metaphor of lifesaving.
Authentic role parity between
participants in the helping relationship is not established.
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essential responsibility to act,
Only two,

the matter of

carrying dream into reality.

self-confidence and personal value

clarification - which constitute the programmatic overlap
between Outward Bound and Greek Summer 1971 - aim at pre¬
paring or orienting the individual for his awakening to a
social consciousness and personal social responsibility.
If challenge and mastery are the profound messages of Out¬
ward Bound,

responsiveness to one's brotherhood is the

counterpart for Greek Summer

1971 toward which all the

experience-based learning is directed.

2.

Variances Between Outcome and Expectation
Camper opinion about the program,

of

this

study,

the real subject

flouted expectations or else failed to be

tested in at least three areas of activity included as three
of the eight program objectives described in Chapter IV
and interrelated to broad educational goals.
skill-learning

in the Farm School Departments;

camper recruitment;
villagers
a.
tion of

integrated

and camper association with Greek

and society.
Skill-learning in the departments.

The orienta¬

this activity was toward the individual rather than

the community of campers,
pers

They are

which may be one reason why cam¬

saw department work as one of the less rewarding

aspects of Greek Summer
department projects

1971.

The success of individual

seemed to depend almost entirely on
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the personality of the Farm School director of the activity.
Meleti,

the School's

fat retired cook who spoke no English,

taught beekeeping and moved the panels of bees
of hives with such verve,
lack of English was

assurance and enjoyment that his

immaterial in making this one of the

most popular projects on the School grounds.
were pedantic,

in and out

Others who

or overly concerned about camper safety,

failed to bring out the full potential of the camper-acti¬
vity interaction.

Some successful task-oriented activities

such as cookery and embroidery did manage to leave campers
with something tangible either learned or made in hand.
But generally there was a lack of consistency to
the conception behind the activities in the mind of each
supervisor.

Some projects were devised as

last-minute

alternatives when earlier ideas proved impracticable,
others to provide the School with a useful
was needed.6

Some activities

service which

such as carpentry and em¬

broidery were performed in a group setting but were
clearly individual projects,

while brick-building

two- or three-man team cooperation;
cookery were

and beekeeping and

in fact group learning events.

much variety of

involved

format and productivity,

With this

it is no wonder

that camper reactions to department projects was not uniform

6Some department activities, thought up by campers
themselves, such as cookery and mechanical drawing were es
pecially successful for that reason in promoting feelings
self-confidence and a commitment to self-involvement
Greek Summer

1971.
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—-Integrated recruitment of campets
Obtaining

(untested).

scholarship money for an economically and

racially integrated recruitment of campers was an impor¬
tant objective of the American Farm School and the Greek
Summer 1971 staff all during the Spring before the campers
went to Greece.

The motives for this were the obvious ones,

to offer what had been discovered in 1970 to be a prime
opportunity in self-discovery and community building to a
broader cross-section out of an institutional sense of
social responsibility;
background,

and to produce a broader profile of

interests and enthusiasms in the group improving

the chances for truly new interactions.
It was the

investigator's observation that such

interactions did take place beyond the expectations of
most.

The

less polished behavior and greater energy or

emotionalism of

some

less

travelled campers brought raised

eyebrows at first from a few of the cosmopolitans.

But the

talents of one and another were duly discovered and appre¬
ciated mutually.
what to make of
skin and hair

Blacks faced the special task deciding
the obvious curiosity of Greeks about their

(they had been forewarned),

and settling the

question of their role to each other and to the majority
of white campers.
food,

sights and

The novelty of Greek behavior,
sounds

member to another at the
whites of

Greek

- and the novelty of one group
start - deprived both Blacks and

the familiar bases of what to expect and how to
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behave,

so that stereotypical patterns

difference,

condescension)

(militance,

were set aside.

in¬

The Blacks

tended to cluster together for only the first week of the
program,

then became entirely disparate and individualized

in their associations and behavior.
One of the Blacks returned to a large family in a
Connecticut ghetto and a few months later had become
disappointed and even bitter about the Greek Summer
experience,

which evidently offered him a brief world of

acceptance and community spirit far different from anything
he could enjoy or even visualize in his American circum¬
stances.

It may be that the glimpse of what took place at

the Farm School will become a dream for him to work toward
in his

life,

in the manner of Bruce Lansdale's poem.7

And

there is the risk that he may remain inwardly embittered.
But with all the circumstantial evidence of the
special value of having an integrated program,
the moral imperative to conduct it thus,

apart from

the investigator

grappled with the task of drafting questions to test the
phenomenon with reasonable objectivity,
Questions

in the

first draft of the questionnaire,

7See Chapter IV,
tions.

without success.

Section 2a,

including

"Lansdale's Expecta-
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open ended sentence completions seemed invariably to pre¬
form or coerce replies

supporting the premise that inte¬

gration on Greek Summer 1971 was good,
It had become

and had worked.

impossible to generalize about

Blacks on the program after it was over,

other than by

reference to lower socio-economic conditions in Black
America from which most of them came.

The topic was

eventually dropped from the final questionnaire.

The

program never did feature the heightening of social issues,
with the.political

implications of the term,

other than to

run a few discussions on the personal costs of life under
the Colonel Papadopoulos regime.
through first-hand experience
themselves

Greek Summer 1971 may

inspire campers to commit

subsequently to fighting institutional problems

of racism or political

injustice in the world;

stressed at the time the social realities as
fined by each individual,
obliged to cope,

but it

lived and de¬

with which he or she would be

in personal rather than in institutional

form.
c.

Association with Greek villagers and society.

The Chapter V section on sense of community described the
mixed results which American campers1

associations with

their Greek age peers offered relating to that topic.
The

factor of being in a foreign country and forced to

deal with foreign ways,

without escape

(except for inward
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withdrawal)

until the scheduled end of the program,

is a

characteristic to Greek Summer 1971 and other overseas
work camps distinguishing them from experience-based learning
programs

in the United States.
A premise behind this

study has been that the cross-

cultural experience provides not only externally oriented
lessons

( world-mindedness")

inner needs,

but can also clarify personal

choices and uncertainties about one's worth,

potential and membership in an uncertain world.8
There

follows a recapitulation of those questions

bearing directly on the phenomenon of being in a different
country and culture.
-

"Mixing it up with Greeks" rated 3d out of 10
free choices as an activity which "made you feel
best about yourself" with 13 votes cast.
(Ques¬
tion 16)

- The chief lesson from the boat-trip weekend was
that "Greece was a friendly place."
26 respondents
picked this choice from 7 others; the 2d choice
gathered only 13 votes.
(Question 20)
- Eighteen American campers (46%) felt that Greeks
and Americans had not had enough to do with each
other.
61% of comments were favorable toward
the Greek campers, and 28% specific enough to
show strong positive involvement or reaction.
(Question 25a)
- The Greek campers did not make American campers
"feel at ease with self and with others."
Only
respondents picked "the example of the Greeks"
out of 7 choices, with two votes allowed each
respondent.
(Question 27)

8See Chapter I,

Section 6,

2

"Significance of the Study.
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But the presence of Greeks in general had a
positive result in making American campers
aware of others' feelings.
The answer choice
"Greeks showed feelings in public" was taken by
12 respondents (31%) in this setting, with each
respondent given 5 votes to distribute among 8
alternatives.
(Question 28)
- Cultural differences between Americans and
Greeks were deemed not to have interfered with
helpful relationships between them, 33 votes to
4 with a high median of response intensity.
(Question 32a)
- When asked to agree or disagree with the propo¬
sition that the Lakkia project had been frustra¬
ting but that Lakkians had valid reasons for their
behavior, 56% or 22 respondents agreed with
moderate intensity.
(Question 32e) 9
The expectation expressed in Chapter IV had been
that association with Greeks would contribute to four of
the six broad goals,
engage"

and

all but

"personal willingness to

"self-confidence."10

There was a distinction

between camper attitudes about the
about Greeks

in general.

5 Greek co-campers and

American campers were not always

at ease in the presence of Greek co-campers but regretted
not having gotten to know them better.
clearly did take place,

but was

and not always with the

"positive"

The interaction

frustratingly incomplete
outcome of mutual

appreciation.

9Since only 4 respondents in Question 32c had agreed
to the simple proposition "I was frustrated most of the time,
the 22 respondents in 32e were largely agreeing that Lakkians
were justified in their behavior on the work project, not to
the

frustration.

show,

10It was not anticipated, as Question 27 seems to
that the 5 Greek co-campers might have a negative effect

on self-confidence.
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Regarding Greeks
much greater sympathy.
their feelings

in general,
Generalities

in public"

campers expressed a
such as

"Greeks showed

and "Lakkians had valid reasons

for their behavior" met with positive responses from many
or most campers.
It could simply be that by and large,

campers en¬

joyed Greeks but not the particular ones chosen to join
them in the program. ^ ^

Given the fact that such positive

components as the Lakkia project overall and the
general atmosphere of relaxation and adventure"

contained

important if not dominant elements of cross-cultural value
challenges

in a humane

setting,

and given the responsiveness

of campers and Lakkians to each other portrayed in Chapter
III,

the investigator

suggest that associations with Greeks

were extremely important to campers in Greek Summer 1971,
and that any failure to

fix precisely the correlation be¬

tween that instrumental objective with the four broad goals
lies

3.

in the questionnaire rather than the experience.

Some Causes for the Variances
a.

Idealism vs.

practicality.

To dream,

but then

to turn the dream into reality is one of the messages to

1 indeed, the 5 Greeks were chosen primarily on the
basis of their command of English and not, as were the Ameri¬
cans, for their openness to experience, enthusiasm, and other
socially important personality traits.
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Lansdale's farewell poem to Greek Summer 1971 campers.
Did the campers ever reach the wisdom of this thought?
There was not time enough during the program for
any such attitudes to fully manifest themselves in action.
During the course of the program,
by questionnaire responses,
quickly,

however,

as reflected

campers tended to generalize

to have recourse to broad or absolute thoughts

even while racing through the panoply of specific activi¬
ties and interrelations each day.
citations

One is reminded of earlier

from Erik Erikson and William James on the subject

of adolescent attitudes.
James

in his

"The Moral Equivalent of War"12

shows

that two facets to patriotic military causes appealed tradi¬
tionally to the adolescent,

the risk or hardship of a

physically trying experience - which in psychological terms
offers an intense

sort of

of transcending one's

self-affirmation13

- and the joy

single self in the camaraderie of

a group engaged in some highly valued purpose.
half-century has thankfully lost its
to most,

but James'

War in this

idealistic appeal to

suggestion stands,

that a youth is

stirred when he or she can be both lost and found again,

12See Chapter II,

footnote

2.

l3gee discussion of Outward Bound earlier in the
present chapter

(Section 1).
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released from the bonds of loneliness and rediscovered
in a community which both accepts and counts on the indivi¬
dual

to

some definite and satisfying end.
It does

of

seem for example that the campers'

service and the helping relationship,

concept

despite both the

ambiguities and the richnesses of experience in Lakkia,
with Greek co—campers,

and with villagers,

retained an

abstract and simplistic character not envisaged by Lansdale
and the staff.

It may be that the concrete events of the

fisherman who furnished dinner in a lonely port and the
shepherds who eagerly gave water on the mountain climb
captured the essence of a
campers.
youthful

Or perhaps,

"helping relationship"

in harmony with James'

strivings toward some absolute,

for the

thought about

that it was impor¬

tant for campers to keep the conception broad,

ideal,

a

bit Platonic so that disparate helpful acts might be seen
somehow tested against a more perfect,
tion.
ing the

potential realiza¬

Remember the earlier citation from Erikson,

describ¬

search for self-identity as a circular process of

projection and reflection between the self and some selected
focal point outside the

self,

often another person whom one

endows or identifies with certain desirable attributes,
"projecting one's diffused ego image on another and by
seeing

it thus reflected

14Erikson,

op.

[,...]

cit.,

p.

gradually clarified.

262.

See Chapter V,

Section 8d
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The purpose of the study was not to investigate
comparative learning styles

in campers confronted with

new situations in a foreign culture.

The questionnaire

premised that individuals did learn directly from new,
exciting events or sets of expectations,

and the investi¬

gator would assert that all six educational goals met
some measure of positive attainment.

Still,

greater public

discussion of what campers were gaining from the experience,
conducted with reference to the staff's broad goals,

would

at least have given some Platonic or Eriksonian campers
specific

ideas
b.

to project.

Leadership considerations.

study the term "staff"

has been used as though there always

existed in Greek Summer
director,

case.

1971 a unaniminity among the

two senior counsellors,

Greek staff member

All during this

junior counsellor and

from the Farm School.

This was not the

Differences between the staff and Farm School Presi¬

dent Bruce Lansdale have been covered in Chapter IV,
tion 2,

but there were other divisions and emphases which

affected not so much the study,
the one

Sec¬

investigator,

which was carried out by

but rather the program as a training

experience.
Common ground among all staff members centered in the
propositions
activities,

that the camp should be exciting and full of
that interactions between American campers and
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Greeks constituted the heart of the experience,

and that

every effort should be bent to make the program rewarding
for campers,
the

another

"success."

But beyond that,

should

spirit of enthusiasm and a well coordinated schedule

of interesting events
they to be the means

serve as ends in themselves,

to other educational attainments?

As explained in Chapter IV,
during the Spring of

or were

the focus of staff discussions

1971 was on the particulars of the

program first and on more ultimate goals
became clear what the implications or

second as it

justifications of

repeating or discontinuing given program components would
be.

To some,

the important thing remained providing

campers with a joyful,

stimulating experience and a chance

to discover how "great"

the Greek people are.

these were preconditions
another people are,

To others,

for discovering how different

and how different one's own self is

from the way one might imagine.
More conclusive discussions about strategy at the
start among the staff,
goals,

to identify and agree upon common

would have permitted the democratic process of staff

consultation and collaboration to have functioned on
surer common ground.
with

The short duration of the program,

little chance for mid-course corrections to have a

real effect,

make this an important consideration.
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^-Admissions procedures and policy.

One premise

on which Greek Summer staff and Farm School leadership
was

agreed on was the importance of creating a broadened

socio-economic profile of campers over that of the preceding
group.

For the

1972

summer,

however,

scholarship money

has not been forthcoming and it appears that selection was
lar9ely based again,
This

as

in 1970,

on an ability to pay.

structural condition has made the broader profile more

of a luxury,

to be afforded when possible,

than an integral

part of the Greek Summer conception.
Every institution sets some criteria for partici¬
pant selection,
the

which tend to improve chances of reaching

intended educational outcome

(and which by the same

token weaken the effectiveness measure of the educational
experience itself).

It remains to be established whether

the American Farm School's Greek Summer programs,

as they

become better known and more flooded with applicants,

will

cleave to the principle of a varied socio-economic profile
of campers,

and to the idea of deliberately selecting a

certain percentage of

"high risk"

candidates in line with the

current practise in many schools and colleges.
Greek Summer

1971 did have its own

campers who might have been too young,

"high risk"

cases,

too confused or too

interested in their own individualism to give and get the
most from what the program offered.

Traces of their presence
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appear

in the questionnaires.

Many did open up and grow

in response to Greek Summer 1971 as their intense allegiance
to the experience,

also seen in the questionnaire,

But the presence of

"high risk"

suggests.

campers may have to be

grasped as a matter of principle in subsequent programs,
as

the Farm School decides

goals

are for

specifically what its

subsequent Greek Summers,

long-term

if the School is

not to find itself with a selection process which makes out
of the adventure a self-fulfilling prophecy with limited
chances

for unpredicted bloomings and happy surprises.
Knowing the character and modus operandi of the

Farm School almost precludes the thought that it would not
take some risks

in its

selections.

But the question,

kind of risk and to what potential purpose,
addressed,

needs to be

together with the financial corollary:

be necessary to provide some scholarships

what

it may

in leaner years

directly from the program's own slender profits to the
School.

4.

Recommendations

for Subsequent Research

It is clear that this study has not followed that
tradition of

scholarship which calls

summoning of data

for the objective

for scientifically organized correlation

into reliable proofs or percentage probabilities.
apology this
of the

issues

initial

Without

study has attempted to expand some

following from the conception that inner,
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individual growth is a phenomenon particularly enhanced
by experiencing the fears and rewards of a cross-culturally
shared work project.

A particular international work camp

has been used as a case study to dramatize some of the
possibilities to this approach.
Now that the subject has been explored and certain
suggestions or indications pointed out,
will mention some pitfalls

the investigator

to the present study which

subsequent research will have to avoid if it is to stand
proudly in the
ship,

if

light of established standards of scholar¬

it is to

suggesting
a.

"prove"

rather than to continue merely

significance.
The group process.

Heavy stress has been placed

on the feature of Greek Summer 1971 that it encouraged
the practise and personal awareness of community building
among campers.
or alluded to as
James'

Whether called brotherhood,

community,

the subject of Greek proverbs and William

philosophical considerations,

it was

important to

the Farm School's president and to program staff for campers
to experience being members of one broad group transcending
cultural boundaries,

and to feel the personal confirmation

and sense of potential to be derived from it.
tive differs

from the conventional

tioned in Chapter I.

This objec¬

"world-mindedness" men¬

It is a psychological rather than a

political or a cultural concept of

interrelatedness,

one
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to bridge not only national and cultural but generational
gaps as well.

And the objective is unrelated to direct

information-gathering about other peoples or national
practises as well.15

In the words of one camper at the

closing ceremonial weekend in Lansdale's home,
I just am very sure right now the way to all
things is probably through other people.
That's
what I've found, and what has made me change my
outlook this summer...[At Lakkia] you walked into
a cafe after about the first week and all the old
men would pat you on the back and have you sit
down with them.
They accepted you into a society
that was already there...all generations were
mixed up and there wasn't any feeling between them
or anything, no gaps that I can see.
Experience was

taken to be the vehicle for attaining

personal membership in such a community,

in harmony with

the principle of John Dewey that "all human experience is
ultimately social:
Certainly,

it involves contact and communication."16

the theory of group process could be profitably

applied in greater depth than in the present study to the
questions what can happen and what actually does happen
as

a result of any given program component.
During the course of Greek Summer 1971 greater

attention to group process theory might have

led to including

15See Chapter II, footnote 63, and the opinion of
USEIL's former director. Dr. Donald B. Watt that "giving facts
about a country comes as near to being a waste of time as
anything we do."

Co.,

16John Dewey, Experience and Education, (Macmillan
Collier Books edition, 1970) , p. 38.
Written for

Kappa Delta Pi

in

1938.
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structured or semi-structured exchanges among campers and
between campers and staff focusing attention on what was
taking place in the context of the one large group.17
The alternative actually chosen,

to let discussions take

place according to luck or to private choice,
tant to developing the campers'
"ownership"

of the program,

was

impor¬

sense of independence and

but worked against articulating

the richness and strength of the sense of oneness
group,

in the

so important to the Farm School and the program

staff.
Group process

theory is a suitable consideration

for any follow-up study to the present one at the levels
of both program design and evaluation.
ful

It could be help¬

in selecting the activities to be included in this

type of

"experience-based,

out of

school"

program,

in

establishing for example the way in which a camper might
move from attaining the

individualistic goals of self-

confidence and personal value clarification to the other
four mentioned in Chapter
to do with

IV which more specifically have

social interrelationships.

An unspoken assump¬

tion of the present study has been that the two goals

17Hilda Taba suggests that scheduled times to discuss
and conceptualize what one experiences on a travel program
are essential.
Although Greek Summer 1971 was not just a
travel program, it offered a similar fast-paced variety of ex
periences which may challenge the participant's value struc¬
ture developed "back home."
See Hilda Taba, "Cultural Atti¬
tudes and International Understanding:
An Evaluation of an
International Study Tour," Institute of International Educa¬
tion Research Program, N.Y., occasional Paper #5, June, 1953.
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mentioned served to facilitate progress

in the other four,

when in fact the two sets of goals may work in reverse
order,

or be unconnected.
b.

Psychology.

Is

it true in this regard that

learning takes place when we are able to unfreeze our values?
Rinesmith and Hoopes believe so,
the point of Greek Summer
experience.18

1971,

and are talking right to
the cross-cultural learning

Scholarship in the field recognizes the

difficulty of evaluating the benefits of any international
experience because of the varieties of such experience with
numerous variables of program structure and individual
personality involved,19
search into the

as well as the sad fact that re¬

learning experience in cross-cultural

contexts has not been thorough enough to address many of
these variables.20

The opinions vary,

some saying that a

student abroad should stick to his studies and others
that

"personal growth"

is

the primary benefit from the

18Stephen H. Rinesmith and David S. Hoopes, "The
Learning Process in an Intercultural Setting," Guidelines
Peace Corps Cross-Cultural Training. (Estes Park, Colo.,
Center for Research and Education, 1970)•

fof

19See Otto Klineberg, International Exchanges in
Education, Science and Culture:
Suggestions for Research.
(Paris,

UNESCO,

19667T

20Randolph T. Major, Jr., A Review of the Research
on International Exchange. (Putney, Vermont, The Experiment
in International Living,

August 1965).
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overseas experience.21

The latter view has been the

strong conviction in the present study,

but subsequent

research efforts will need to grapple with the psycholo¬
gical aspects of individual

learning theory,

the cross-cultural setting,

more systematically than in the

present work.

A good starting point is with USEIL's

study by Randolph T.
c.

as applied to

Major,

1965

Jr.22

Timing and organization.

conceptual tool of group process

The bahaviorists'

study which might have

implemented more effectively the philosophical aspirations
of Greek Summer

1971 is but one example of the value of

thinking through the program before the first experience or
encounter is begun.

At the risk of reducing some of its

great capacity for spontaneity,
have profited both as

Greek Summer

1971 would

a project and more particularly,

as

a subject for study if planning for this aim had taken
place before the program was under way.
The procedure of

selecting the experiences in the

program on the basis of the previous year's

success,

as

measured by camper reaction,

and then deriving what the

overriding educational goals

are,

dangerous.

may seem unsystematic and

One might conclude that having fun and working

21 Ibid.
22Ibid.
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up an enthusiasm for the Farm School itself was all that
the program expected of the campers,

given this criterion.

The answer is that considerable thought went into concep¬
tualizing the preceding Greek Summer
provocative growth experience;

1970 as an exciting,

and that many of the educa¬

tional goals which manifested themselves in 1971 after the
program was modified and agreed upon were already implicit
from the earlier structuring.
From the standpoint of research and evaluation,
if Greek Summer

1971 had been seen from its start as an

object of research,

a consistently applied set of attitude

measures could have been devised for use before,
after the event.

Despite the warnings of Belasco and Trice

that such measurings

"contaminate"

by interacting with it,23

the experience in question

the choice whether or not to risk

a slight skewing with this
possibly valuable

during and

intervention in order to collect

statistical data was closed off by the

fact that evaluation of Greek Summer
and not before the event.

23Belasco & Trice,

p.

30.

1971 was planned after,
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John K. Jessup, Jr.
Doctoral Cendidate,
School of Education,
Univ. of Massachusetts
January
QUESTIONNAIRE

-

1972

GREEK SUMMER 1971
for

participants

1.

Your age on last August 1st.: _

2.

Sex:

F_

3.

Was this your first time abroad for more than a week?

M
Yes
No _

tj.

5.

a.

How many times did you go to a summer camp of one sort
or another in the years 1970, 1969 and 1968?
"_

b*

How many different camps did you attend?

c.

What was the major emphasis of each camp? (E.g. sports,
fellowship, travel, handicrafts, theatre, volunteer work,
skill-learning such as Lifesaving or a language, mixed, etc.)

Please mark one only:
_ GS 71 helped me to take a good look at myself.
There was too much going on for me to ’’take a look at
myself” while GS 71 was in progress, but I seem to under¬
stand myself better now that it is over.
’’Taking a look at myself” didn't seem to be any part of
GS 71 as far as I'm concerned.

6*

Would you describe yourself by and large as:

(please mark one)

outgoing, gregarious, more of an extrovert;
I can take other people or leave them alone, depending;
I prefer thinking my own thoughts, being by myself,^ less
interested in ’’give and take” with others - more of an
introvert.
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7*

Please

mark

all

answers

that

_ 1 found it easier to
than I usually do.

apply to you:

make

friends

, _ I fed a special loyalty to

on

the

GS

71 campers

GS

71

nrorram

is new

that

to me.
_ T 'm not
such as
_ Now

sure T 'll easily
the GS crowd.

that

I'm back

strangers

into

in

the

friends

8.

Aside

from

caught
or

as

you might

up

in

some project

of

a

group.

you put

attention,

that

_ the

a way
all

that

Lakkia work

_ Department

feel

I

can

turn

easily.

work

campers

had

or activity,

Are

into which you felt
answer

really

of friends

but like any other group of peo-

most

one

Please

I

group

meet.

friendships,

in

another

States

more

_ GS 71 was a fun group,
pie

find

there

any

chance

cither

on

activities

particular

may have

the

even

effort,

to

get

their own
listed

below

interest

surprised

or

you?

apply:

project
at APS,

specifically __

_ sports
_ climbing
the
I

job

Mt.
or

Olympos

responsibility

had

no

duty,

responsibility

none.

I

tried

to

keep my

Other:

9.

Are

that

there

I

had,

which was _

or assigned

options

open

task

all

the

way.

__

any

activities

you didn't

that'you now wish you had?

get

really

involved

in
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10*

Which of
attitude

a*

the following expressions
toward GS 71 while it was

_ - . Round

and

round

she

goes,

best describes
going on?

and

where

she

your own

stops,

nobody

knows.' i
_ You have to wet your ass to catch a fish.

(Greek proverb)

c. _____ It all works out for the best,
d* _ All play and no work.
e. _ Necesity is the mother of invention*
f. _ What will be will be.
g* _ Isn't it romantic?
h* _ The love you take,

is equal to the love you make*

i* _ When work turns into play, I could keep
j.

11*

_ You

either

sink

or

it up all day.

swim.

Which of these catchy phrases above describes your own atti¬
tude toward GS 71 in retrospect, right now?
_ Same answer as above.
_ Different answer: _.

12.

Which of these phrases most honestly describes your attitude
toward getting involved with any new task or project, which
you don't know anything about, today?
_•
My own phrase would be: ___._*

13*

Please answer one only:
I am now more interested In sports and hobbies than I
seemed to be before GS 71*
I detect no real difference in myself.
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*

Please mark one answer only:
--

Now that GS 71 is behind me,

1 find I handle new situations with new people more
easily than I did before.

_ Actually, meeting new people ha3 become harder for
me to handle.

.

_ I find I handle new situations or new people about as
well as ever.
15*

Please mark one only:
_ I find I have an easier time of it dealing with my parents
on an equal basis now.
_ It’s just as hard (or as easy) to deal with my parents as
it ever was before GS 71*
_ It's now harder to stand up to my parents.
_ ’’Standing up to my parents’* has never been any real issue
in my family,.

l6.

Which one of the following activities during GS 71 made you
feel best about yourself?
Please mark no more than 3> rank-ordering your answers (1 for
most important, 3 for least important).
_ The general fun-and-adventure atmosphere;
_ mixing it up with Greeks;
_ a romantic attachment;
_ getting the Lakkia project finished;
_ climbing Mt.

Olympos;

_ work in the APS Departments;
working things out away from my home and the familiar faces
_ field work in Lakkia;
being allowed to be responsible for my own behavior a
lot of the time;
_ finding and exploring a particular friendship.
Other:
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17.

Sentence completion.
Please finish each sentence in your
own words and thoughts:
a.

The way I feel about my parents now is

b.

The way I feel about adults in general now is _

c.

GS

d.

UGS 71 was taking a trip in more ways than one, and
coming back different.'* Pick one below:

71 let me feel good about myself _

_ This is true because _

_

This isn’t true, because

18.

To some, perhaps the most important thing to happen was
that a group of over I4O from various backgrounds put to¬
gether one large circle of interlocking friendships, where
everyone almost always had a firm and welcome place.
a.

Did you have any strong feelings about the brotherhood
or community spirit aspect to GS 71? Please mark one:
_ The GS community life was very important to me.
_ It was fairly important.
_ It wasn't really important to me.
It wasn't at all where I wa3 at.

b*

Please answer one only, again:
The feeling of group membership was a very real thing.
It often became real.
_ It was real for some.
It was a pretty hard thing to put your finger on.
GS ’’community" was something of a myth..
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c.

Did the feeling of community or group membership nave
much to do with your feeling important as a person in
GS 71? Please answer one only:
_ Yes, it was the most important part;
_ it had a lot to contribute to what I got out of G3 71;
_ it wasn't important;
_ I didn't come away from GS 71 any more or less "selfconfident" than I'd ever been before.

19.

" To me the most valuable thing about the Lakkia work project
was that":
(please mark no more than two)
_ I learned a new skill or two and got in good physical
" shape;
_ I saw something of the difference between Greeks and
Americans, and of what wo Americans are really like;
_ I made friendships;
_ we all made something as a group which will stay per¬
manently behind us;
_ I had a lot of fun playing and talking with Greek
villagers;
I found out a bit what ray main likes and dislikes are.

20.

The most valuable thing about the boat-trip weekend was that:
(please mark no more than two)
_ I learned that Greece was a friendly place where you
could trust things to work out right in the end;
it showed us that the staff could be disorganized like
anyone else - that they were OK people;
I didn't particularly enjoy the weekend, but I found out
-something about what I like and do not like;
being crowded on board like that meant that you had to
learn to hold yourself in and get along with others;
I liked the beaching and snorkelling;
not knowing how things were going to turn out that first
evening got me anxious, then annoyed - then it taught me
patience;
frankly, there wasn't much of value to that weekend at all.
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21, ”Tho most valuable thing to me about the Mount Olympos
climb was”:
please mark no more than two:
_ 1 didn't go, unfortunately or otherwise;
_ the sheer excitement and sense of accomplishment of
getting up and back;
_ the good feelings among people there, the cameraderie;
_ 1 learned something about myself - capacities or prefer¬
ences that I didn't know I had;
_ 1 learned something about getting something done when I
want to get it done;
_ the beauty of the mountains, the waterfalls and the views
and fresh air are what I remember and value the most;
_ I found out something important to me about another
person.

22. The most valuable part of the Mt. Athos monastery weekend
trip wasr (please mark one only)
_ getting the boys and girls apart from each other made
them appreciate each other more when they got together
again on Sunday;
____ what I did (monastery visit or beaching) was fun in and
of itself;
_ it all gave me another view of the Greek people;
_ the trip was inspiring, and helped me work out some
thoughts about myself, other ways of life, religion
or the like.
23. MI felt that the GS 71 and APS 3taff treated me as a ma¬
ture person, and let us be responsible for our own behavior.”
Please mark no more than two:
_ This was basically true;
_ I didn't feel this was really so;
giving us responsibility was an important part of what
went on;
_ it was not all that important;
being treated maturely gave mo the chance to figure out
what I thought were important and right things oO doj
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continu ed:
_ being given freedom frankly gave me a chance to become
confused and unsure of what I wantod;
_____ being treated as responsible people is something we
weren't ready for, but we learned from our mistakes.

A lot of campers during the GS 71 program wero able to ’’get
outside themselves” in new or in special ways.
Somehow it
was easier to talk about personal feelings more freely than
one expected, or to share other peoplo's ’’raps” without
getting embarrassed, bored or otherwise turned off.
Some campers became more tuned in to what others were feel¬
ing without having to have everything spelled out in the
usual way.
You are asked to react to these statements taken together.
Please mark —
one.. .only
in each question:
. ■.
mtwm

a.

This statement describes whet T experienced:
_ quite accurately - right on;
_ somewhat - I

see what you mean, yes;

_ not especially;
_ not at all;
_ I don't know what you're talking about.

b.

Being able to open up my feelings toward others:
_ is something I was conscious of during GS 71, and
it was very important to me;
is something I noticed about myself after GS 71
was over, but it's something very important to me;
is one of several things that I learned from GS 71>
but not one I'd pick for special attention;
wasn't all that important to me;
isn't important to me at all.
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2$.

More sentence completions.
Please complete the phrase with
your own words and thoughts:
a. The 5 Greeks who joined the American campers at AFS

b. Bruce Lansdale's fable about the beast on the mountain,
who "turned out to be my brother," ___

c. The 2-week tour of Greece which started off the program

d. The David & Frank fistfight outside the bathrooms had
the effect of

26.

Some people found that things went better when they didn't
try to "express yourself" all the time, and held back their
foelings instead at certain times.
They might pick and
choose what they would say to whom, but they still wero very
much aware that their own feelings (and those of others)
were strong and real.
Please mark one only below.
feelings:

Disciplining the use of my

was something I caught on to, and tried to practise;
_ was something I wish I'd tried to practise more of;
_ isn't the important thing.
Being yourself, and expressing that in your own way, is what's good and what
counts;
I don't usually think much about "making use of my
feelings. "
27*

V»rhich of the following do you think helped you to feel more
at ease with yourself and with others? Please mark no
more" than
the general sense of fun and adventure,
the examples of the Greeks;
being away from familiar settings and hangups in the U.S.;
trust shown in us by the GS and AFS staff;

knowinG that we'd be toother for only 6 weeks; (continued)
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27•

(continued)
_ the feeling that everyone was rapping about himself,
that it was all OK;

and

_ I don't think I particularly felt more at ease v/ith my
feelings on GS 71 than I do normally.

28.

►

Looking back on it, do you think that any of the following
had anything to do with making GS 71 campers more aware of
other people'3 feelings, or "hangups," and what those feel¬
ings were about?
Pleaoo mark any that apply, rank-ordering
your answers with 1 as "most important":
_ we were away from our families;
_ Greeks were always obvious about showing their own feel¬
ings in public;
_ the general sense of fun, relaxation and adventure;
_ "coffeehousing" in Lokkia helped us to open up;
_ working on the Lakkia project helped us to open up;
_ the weekend boat trip - why? _;
_the lit.

Olympos climb - why? _;

_ the lit. Athos monastery tryp - why? _;
other:

29.

a-

__•

Do you feel that as a result of C-S 71 you now get along
differently with any of the following:
Slight
Great
No change
Change
Change
parents
.
_
_
_
brothers/sisters

_

_

_

schoolfriends
teachers
other adults

b

In the same way, do you sense you are regarded any
differently by any of the above people?
Please describe.
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29

*

(continued)

c.

If there have been any changes,
about them?

can you say a few word®

_ Y/ith regard to my parents,

_ Y/ith regard to brothers/sisters,

_

_ With regard to schoolfrlends,

_ With regard to teachers, __

_ With regard to other adults, _

30,

Please mark one only:

_ One of my objectives in signing up for GS 71 was to go
to another country where I could pitch in and help others;
_ "helping others" isn*t the way to put it.
I was more in¬
terested in getting something going between myself and
some other people, new faces;
_ learning how best to be of help to another is something
I tried to explore;
"helping others" had nothing to do with GS 71 sis far as
’ I was concerned.

31.

When you say "helping" or "helpfulness" I particularly think
of the following (please mark all that apply, in rank order
of importance to you):
_ Bruce Lansdale’s opening remarks In Glyfada;
_ Edward Howell's talks;
_ Tony Trimis and "community";
_ climbing Mt.

Olympos;

field work outside Lakkia;
picks,

shovels and cement mixers in Lakkia;

(cont inued)
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(continued)

another GS camper;
other Lansdale remarks:
other:

The following statements are followed by a 3cale with two
extremes to it, "STRONGLY AGREE" and "STRCNGLY DISAGREE."
Would you please register your reaction to the statement
by making a mark somewhere along the scale in each case:
a.

Cultural differences between Greek villagers and Ameri¬
can campers got in the way of a helpful relationship
between us.
STROMGLY (
AGREE
1

b.

_._0
»
1

1

) STRONGLY
y DISAGREE

1

...
»
'
*

1

i
1

) STRCNGLY
F DISAGREE

I felt frustrated on the project at first, and then de¬
cided to have fun with the other campers and not worry
so much about the villagers.
STRONGLY (
AGREE
“(

e.

._,

I felt frustrated most of the time working on the project
in Lakkia.
STRONGLY (
AGREE
"(

d.

) STRONGLY
T DISAGREE

Helping only happens really when you have active 2-way
c ommun i c a t. i on.

STRCNGLY (
AGREE
(
c.

.
1

*

.
*

t
'

)
'

1

F

’

I was frustrated on the project at first, but gathered
that the Lakkians had valid reasons for doing things
the way they did.
) STRONGLY
7 DISAGREE

STRONGLY (
AGREE

T

f.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

I was never particularly frustrated on the project.
was all part of the whole GS experience.
STRONGLY
AGREE

(

T

3-1-2

*-—b

)

”T

It

STRONGLY
DISAGREE
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32.

(continued)

S*

j.iOre
helping
went on between American campers Bt one
tirr.e or another than took placo involving Greeks, whe¬
ther in Lakkia or elsewhere.
STRONGLY (
AGREE
T

)

STRONGLY

T DISAGREE

h. I feel I got a lot more from the
any of them.
STRONGLY (__._/
A GR E E
1
*
•
*

Greeks than I gave to

._,
*

)

•

STRONGLY
D IS AG R EE

J

i. Being able to trust people was one of the neatest things
about GS 71*
STRONGLY (
A GREK
1

.
I

<

■

.
f

I

j. I felt I could trust the Greeks,
STRONGLY (
AGREE
J

k. I hope this
STRONGLY
AGREE

1*

(

1

.
J

'

.
f

) STRONGLY
T DISAGREE

see of GS 71 questionnaires.
t

^

.
»

.
I

) STRONGLY
DISAGREE

J

I found that in helping others - working at Lakkia, or
being a "goo^ Samaritan" at APS - I usually got back less
than I felt I gave.
STRONGLY (
AGREE
1

m..

.
1

»

7

.

f

)

T

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

Some parts of this questionnaire made me think about
things I hadn't thought much about before.
STRONGLY (_
AGREE
J
'

END.

and I did.

...
'
I

is the last I

) STRONGLY
J- DISAGREE

*-«-*

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
ON THE BACK ARE WELCOME.

) STRONGLY
j DISAGREE

EXTRA COMMENTS
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GREEK SUMMER 71
John K. Jessup

QUESTIONNAIRE
January 1972
for

parents

Dear Mr and Mrs
At the same time tha t I am sending another questionnaire
concerning GREEK SUMMER 71 to your daughter or son who came with
us, I am also extremely interested whether the parents of GS 71
campers noticed any growth or change in their campers' attitudes,
outlook, interests or behavior which may be in some way attribut¬
able to the GS 71 experience.
. It would help me greatly if one or both of you would fill out
the short questionnaire which follows below, and get it back to me
as soon as possible.
The reasons for the questionnaire, as v/ell as
for the one to your camper, are two:
first, I am completing my Ed.D.
dissertation on GREEK SUMMER .71 as a case study in out-of-sch ool
learning, and with your help will be able to put together a range
of opinions about what happened last simmer; secondly, it will be
much easier for the American Farm School offices in New York to
obtain scholarship money again next year if we can present res¬
ponses from both campers and parents in some organized form.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

John K. Jessup
Program Director,
GREEK SUMMER 71

1.

What would your daughter or son' likely have done if there
had been no GREEK SUMER 71?

2.

Last Spring, which was the most important expectation you held
about GS 71 v/hich persuaded you to let your daughter/son take
part?
Please mark one only:
GS 71 offered:

_ sightseeing in Greece in a unique way;
_ having fun generally;
my boy/girl would spend the six weeks 1 in
good hands”;
meeting a cross-section of Americans,
meeting a cross-section of Greeks;
_ learning something by working with one's
hands;
.
(continued)
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(continued)

_ a varied, unusual program of activities;
_ other:
What do you now think he or she derived primarily from GS 71?
Please mark one only:
_ a collection of great experiences;
_ new personal friends;
_ new interests;
_ new attitudes toward people;'
_ new talents, capacities

.

.

(can you specify?)_.

_ nothing I can really pin 'down;
_ other! _.
What does your camper think the most important positive thing
was about GS 71? Please mark one only:
_ the general good spirits,

joic de vivre;

_ travelling and sightseeing through Greece;
_ the sense of community spirit which he/she shared;
__ meeting and getting to understand Greek people;
_ private friendships with other Americans;
_ being trusted, given a good deal of freedom;
working on the village project, and the satisfaction it gave
_ other:

'

___•

Please mark one only:
I don’t think our camper's attitudes changed as a result of
GREEK SUMMER 71.
Our camper's values, priorities or attitudes are something I
can't judge about;
GS 71 exposed him/her to new attitudes about what is impor
tant in people, life, work, play, etc. which have really
made him/her think things over seriously;
(con tinued)
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(continued)

_ my camper seems to have gained a new sense of what is im¬
portant to him or her.
Please mark one only;
_ My camper came back more self-confident than he/she went;
_

“ less self-confident, more confused now than when he/she
went;

_

she/he came back about the same in this regard;

_

honestly, I can't tell.

Please mark one only:
_ GS 71 has been a. very private experience for her/him, not
shared very much or at all with either parent;
____ he/she answers questions about GS 71 when asked, but doesn't
volunteer very many thoughts about it;
_ my camper shares thoughts about GS 71 no differently than
about any other interesting activity;
______ he/she has talked about GS and shared thoughts about the
experience more easily more easily or readily than about
most things he/she has done.
_____ He/she has always shared emotions easily with us;
_____ he/she hardly ever or never shares feelings with us;
_ he/she seems to be able to talk about important personal
feelings more easily than last Spring;
_ I really can't tell about any of this.

Please mark one only:
Overall, we have found her/him to have become:
easier and/or more fun to get along with;
_ really, about the same;
more distant, or prickly, or difficult;
_ more independent of mind.

.

10
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Please mark one answer for each question* T is "true"; I is
"indifferent” (can't tell. don't know or maybe); F is "false":
F
-

-

0ur camper is more outgoing now than last June.

_

-

She/he is more tolerant and understanding with
adults generally.

_

_

She/he is more aggressive, outspoken, independent
in relations with adults;

_

_

She/he behaves differently with brothers/sisters
than before* GS 71.
(If "T", in what way?)_

We always have gotten along just fine with our GS
camper. .
I would be happy to send another son or daughter
on another GREEK SUMMER trip..
I hoped GS 71 might help to change my camper, and
he/she came back just about the same.'
Whatever my hopes or expectations were about GS 71>
the experience did change, or help to change our
daughter or son in some important way.
The sense of sharing common tasks among a large
community of American teenagers was one of the
bigger satisfactions for our camper.
I think the two weeks of touring Greece, with
guided visits to museums and important cultural
or historical sites, was as worth while for our
camper as any other single aspect of the program.
It may have been the most important part.

.

11

The reasons why our daughter/son chose to go on GREEK SUMER 71
last Spring were: (please mark no more then two)
_ it was a handy way to get away from familiar settings, family
_ he/she was curious about Greece, and wanted to see it on
his/her own;
_ the idea of the work project was the most appealing part;
he/she wanted to help out, to do volunteer service somewhere,
and a poor, small Greek village sounded fine;
it all sounded like a magnificent, rewarding adventure;
other:
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12

Do you think your camper had any difficulty in readjusting
to either life at home, life at school/college or life in
the United States as a result of the Greek experience? Please
describe:

.

13

One of the more important things many GS 71 campers found
was that a relatively small number of rules and restrictions
on them made each person responsible for his or her own
behavior in large part, and for what she or he would get out
of the program.
Please mark all appropriate answers below:
_ From what I can gather this factor was not important
to our camper;
_ yes, being given responsibility for himself/herself seems
to have been one of the things that taught him/her something;
_ keeping things relatively "loose" is not the way we might
have done it, but it seems to have turned out all right;
_ I would have tried to keep rules and restrictions to the
necessary minimum myself;
other comments:

i4.

END.

_•

Putting it in our own words, what seems to have made the
greatest difference, or been the greatest benefit, of GS 71
to our camper was:

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

